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College Shocked As Editors Sell Paper To Gannett
able to the paper, but I didn't
real ize exactly what they meant.
And $5 million? Come on...I'm
Tripod Editors-in-Chief
worth more than that/' said Ms.
Jonathan Heuser and Daniel
Wedlock.
Scanlan closed a deal this week
The sale is not without
to sell The Trinity Tripod to
historical
precedent. In 1683,
Gannett Publishing Services of
Angus
MacFemur,
the Editor of
Alexandria, Virginia.
the Tripod's predecessor, the
The paper sold for an unTrimhjTablet, attempted to trade
disclosed sum, but Gannett
the Tablet to a local Indian tribe
sources indicated that the askfor $3, a canoe, and a handful of
ing price was upwards of $5
beads. Mr. MacFemur was
million.
caught and lynched on
The deal reportedly inHartford's Gallows Hill, now the
cludes The Tripod name and
sight of the College campus.
copyright, rights to all back isThe pointing arm of the
sues of the Tripod, Tripod equipstatue of Bishop Brownell on
ment and offices, and certain
the main quad now approximembers of the Tn'pod's student
mates the location of the branch
FIUNK CIFFORD
staff. .
In a sad attempt to get their pictures on the front page of the paper, Tripod
from wh ich Mr. MacFemu r was
Editors-in-Chief Jonathan Heuser and Daniel Scanlan recently posed for this photo
College attorneys immehanged.
with the Trinity mascott before absconding with five million dollars.
diately questioned the legality
This time around, the
of the deal, explaining that they
After the sale, Mr. Heuser work and getting so little reThe two could not be newspaper's editors have
were not sure if the Editors could and Mr. Scanlan mailed a press spectfrom the student body. At reached for comment,
proved more slippery,and camactually sell a portion of the Jack- release to interested parties at other schools the staffs of newsHowever, Managing Edi- pus authorities see few prosson Dormitory's basement, the the College, which were few, papers get paid. We figured tor Sara Wedlock, reportedly pects of catching the perpetralocation of the Tripod's offices. considering that the single that it was time we got our fair included in the package deal, tors of the sale.
"We're not sure if the Edi- newspaper had just been sold. share. And more. You may not was not happy with the sale.
"I just don't know where
tors can actually sell a portion of
The release, obviously a agree with our motives, but who
"Dan and Jonathan al- to start looking. They are probthe Jackson Dormitory's base- pitiful attempt to excuse their cares? We're rich."
ways said that 1 was indispensplease turn In page 7
ment, the location of the Tripod's hasty exit from the world of colThe envelope carrying the
offices," said College Attorney lege journalism, explained, "We press release was postmarked
Alonso Mosley.
were tired of doing so much Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The deal, the latest in a
William B. Gannett
series of acquisitions for the inDATE: December 2, 1992
6 Eastmore Drive
novative and monolithic pubBOB EUBANKS
shuttle, and walk in groups, we
$5,000,000
lisher of USA Today, the Nation's Chevy Chase, MO 42033
News Writer
should bo able to a void any seriFor years, the Buildings ous problems. Also, never apNewspaper, leaves Trinity withand
Grounds
has proach the Buildings and
outanindependentstudentpubDOLLARS been the black Department
hole of Trinity's Grounds department atnight, if
lication for the first time in its
campus. Itscompound,setapart you can avoid it. Therearesorne
history.
Pay to the order of: T r i p o d Orphans ' Fund
from the campus, lies quietly on pretty weird noises coming out
However, insiders say
Broad Street. Its workers wan- of that place," he said.
Memo: Toward the destruction of independent newspapers
that the sale will leave the Colder
the campus,silent and aloof,
Cats, dogs, and other pets
lege with many more color
WIN0NA HOROWITZ
The check which spelled doom for student
repairing the buildings and have been disappearing suspigraphs, maps, and charts.
journalism at Trinity.
maintaining the grounds.
ciously from the Clemens,
Stowe, and Funston dormitories
Or so we thought.
Recent reports indicate for years, but the alarm was not
BYWIBERT
dent and number one ranked Squeegee suddenly overturned that the seemingly innocuous raised until just last year when
Anti-pope Clement 111
rooker Winston "Mumbles" the table and chess board, "men," vehicles, and .facilities an entire triple stroller full of
Tragedy struck early Sat- Squeegee had played a close smashed his bottle of Jack hide a deeper and more sinister toddlers together with their
urday morning as the Trinity match, but after a tense three Daniels on the bar, and began to interior, something foreign to babysitter,disappeared without
Chess Club's annual faculty/ and one half hours, Durer, play- menace Diirer on his unsteady us, foreign to the nation, and, in a trace from outside the Trinity
Child Care Center,.
fact, foreign to the planet.
student tournament ended in ingblack, seemed to have gained feet with the jagged shards.
Squeegee slipped in a pool
the upper hand.
B and G has been infilLater thatsemester, a van
bloodshed.
As Diirer announced of urine (the match had been a trated by aliens.
full of football players, returnAs hundreds of spectators
The Department of Cam- ing from a game, reported to
watched in horror, a closely con- "check," Squeegee, sweating lengthy one), giving the Profestested match ended in victory, profusely, claimed that Diirer sor an opportunity to escape. pus Safety, together with the their coach that they were reviolence, and revenge. When had actually removed one of the As he ran for the door, upsetting Office of the President, an- turning their Trinity van to B
the carnage was over, six people white knights from the board chairs and tables of other pa- nounced Friday that it had been and G.
lay dead in the Washington while Squeegee had bent to tie trons, Diirer fell into an open conducting a covert investigaThey were never seen
elevator shaft and plunged to tion of the Buildings and again.
Room, and dozens more were his shoe.
Grounds Department for the last
Durer refuted the claim, his death.
injured.
Student Government AsFaculty team member six months, in conjunction with sociation (SGA) leaders adStudent chessers and fac- and pointed out that Squeegee
ulty challengers had played to a was actually wearing ballet slip- Winston K. Ligament grabbed the National Security Agency vanced the idea of a haunted
Squeegee, pulled him up on the (NSA).
South Campus Triangle, anstandoff, each team winning pers which had no laces.
bar,
and dragged him down the
DirectorofCampusSafety chored by Anadama, Jackson,
Squeegee, insulted, infour matches. According to eyewitnesses, the trouble began sisted that the Durer had indeed length of it, scattering bottles Brian Kelly explained at the and Scoville Prosthetics, and had
when the last and deciding taken the knight, along with a and glasses, and finally hurled Mather Hall news conference passed a bill advocating the use
rook, two bishops, fourteen him into the jaws of a crocodile. that there was no need to panic. of sacrifices to the devil and the
match approached its climax.
A general melee ensued,
"As long as students make placement of warning signs at
Professor of Home Eco- pawns, and his prized ant farm.
Durer, according to wit- but was quickly broken up by use of the yellow emergency call the area's fringes to ward off
nomics Albrecht Durer, faculty
please turn to page 5
pleme turn lo page 4
boxes, the campus security
champion, and chess club presi- nesses, attempted to leave, but
BY JOHNNY LE MASTER
News Writer

Intelligent Life Discovered
At Buildings And Grounds

5 Million

Chess Tournament Ends In Bloodshed

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S LIE-POD...
WORLD & NATION:

FEATURES:

ARTS:

This week: a nude photo spread of
World and Nation Editor Paul
Sullivan, in a pictorial entitled "Winter Cold, Steam Heat." Also, read
inflamitory political discourse at its
best. All of the fun begins on page
xii.

This week we have an LSAT practice
logic games, brain teasers, a word
search puzzle, a ouija board, a bag of
marbles, a propeller beanie, and an
iguana, all for the sake of entertaining
the masses. The Features Section
starts on one of the following pages.

The Arts Section this week advocates
the violent overthrow of the military/
industrial complex dominated imperialist government, and urges the proletariat to throw off the yolk of
oppresion. Also, some neat movies
are playing at Cinesludio.

SPORTS:
Football, Baseball, Basketball, and
Hockey all take a back seat to Synchronized Swimming, Chess, Skeet
Shooting, Bocce, and the Being Eaten
By An Alligator teams. Ground was
broken for a new hockey rink, but not
at Trinity. Sorry.
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Joday when I got up, my room was freezing.
j All night the heat had been on so my room was
Itoo hot, so I opened my windows, but by the
time I woke up, the heat had gone off, and it was too
cold.
Why was the heat off? It was a cold day, and it
looked like it might snow, yet still, the heat was off. I
could have easily caught a cold. I am an important
person, the Editor-in-Chief of the Lie-pod, and the
administration was still going to let me catch a cold. I
can't imagine what it would be like if I were someone
less important.
There was a time, years ago, when Trinity was a
men's school. Each student had his own personal
valet, and in the morning, early, the valet would lay a
fire in the sitting room. Trinity knew how to take care
of its students.
Later, Professor Jim, Thomas Church Brownell's
personal assistant, would make punch for everyone
with the lemon squeezer. Everyone learned a lot, and
everybody had fun. They rode horses and there was
no pollution. There was no crime, and there were a lot
more trees. Trinity College was Washington College,
and it was on the sight of the current state capital, a lot
closer to town. The buildings looked neat, too.
Now where are we? The personal valets are
gone. The fireplaces are gone. Women have been
admitted, so now there are only half as many men's
bathrooms, and there is only one men's lockerroom
instead of two. The College has moved out toward the
suburbs, but landed smack in the middle of a scary
neighborhood. We have crime, we have too many
cars, we have lots of hard classes, we can't make punch
with the lemon squeezer, and we have McCook.
Why did the administration let this get out of
hand? Do they not care, or do they actually hate the
student body? Have they ever eaten in Marriott? I

mean, seriously. It's not very good.
So anyway, when I went to take a shower, all of
the hot water was gone. It really sucked, and I
dropped my soap, too, on the dirty floor and it was
really gross. The stupid janitor was smoking a cigarette, and it gave me a headache. Does Tom Gerety
even know what it's like to be a student? It has been
years since his college days, and I get the feeling that
he has gotten out of touch.
Just because he is a bit older than we are and
married and has four kids, he should still live on
campus. In fact, he should live in a dorm. The Gerety
family could inhabit, for instance, the end of a floor of
Wheaton, taking up two quads. Tom and Adelia
Moore could live in one "apartment," while the kids
had their own bedrooms, connected by a playroom.
The parents' quad extra bedrooms could be turned
into a library, study, and gymnasium, while the common room could be a combination living/dining
area.
The family could share the bathroom with the
rest of the floor. It's clean enough, right? What is there
to be afraid of, aside from the large carnivorous
fungus lurking in the corner.
The Tom would see what it was like to be a
student in the 90s. He would find out what it is like to
be constantly barraged by this special interest group
and that one., He would understand the frustration of
calling ORL about furniture, or calling B and G for
repairs. He would get up for the fire alarm in the
middle of the night. He would hear the pizza man
honking at 3:00 am.
Then, and only then, would Tom know our
plight.
But until that time comes, couldn't we at least
get the heat working right?
A.L.M.
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Starring...
This week, Around Trinity is
proud to announce a guest host and
correspondent to our holier-thanthou family: Dr. Scott! Yes, that guy
with the scruffy beard and the bifocals who stays up all night after
other networks have trotted out
their test patterns, talking about all
things religious and fanatical.
Around Trinity hopes that his contributions will bring spice and cheer
to this yuletide season.

You Are What
YouEat?
•.. Around Trinity was disMayedtohearthatDavidMay,Food
Service Director, was leaving
Mather Dining Hall for a bigger,
better promotion in New Hampshire. Around Trinity was just as
dismayed last week to find a human forearm among the beef
Stroganof. The forearm was barely
discernible, due in part to its tiny,
infant size. An Around Trinity
source recalls a day when the "Fried
Crispy Sandwich" was an entree at
Mather, and now wonders if it is no
longer offered because of a similar
mishap.

John 3:16
"For God so loved the world
that he gave his only Son, that who-

ever believes in him should not perish
but have eternal life."

Kudos...
...to the campus Infirmary, in light
of its recent accomplishments. Las t week
alone, the staff was responsible for saving the lives of two students. One, who
had fallen off of Northam Towers and
landed on his head on the Long Walk,
was taken directly to the campus Infirmary, when it appeared evident that the
HartfordHospitalAmbulancewouldnot
be there in time to treat the student's
severe lacerations and possible brain
damage. The intrepid staff of the Infirmary operated immediately, and today
the student is perfectly healthy, with no
ill effects whatsoever. Another student
received the first successful heart transplant at the Infirmary last Monday, when
it was apparent that the Hartford Hospital could do nothing to facilitate such an
operation. She is convalescing and appears to be doing fine. The Infirmary is
currently hard at work on finding a cure
for the AIDS virus, which it hopes to
discover by Spring Break '93. Around
Trinity commends the stalwart efforts of
our Infirmary, who seem to be breaking
away from the stereotype saying that the
only things they are good for are
condoms, Sudafed, and Tylenol.

The Rapture...
...iscoming. Ifit comes (and it will,
quite soon), those who believe will be
saved. Those who do not will not be
spared. What to do in case you miss the

Rapture:
*Stay Calm and Do Not Panic.
* Realize that you are now
living during the great tribulation.
* Gather as many bibles as
you can and hide them.
* Read the Bible like you have
never read it before in your life.
* Do not take the mark at any
cost - even if it means that you and
your loved ones die as martyrs.
* Trust no one.
* Watch for the Anti-Christ.
* Do not give up hope.

Elvis...
... was recently seen in Gallows Hill Bookstore. An Around
Trinity correspond ent saw the King
sidle into the bookshop and browse
among the "Native American Authors" section of the store. Dressed
in a barn jacket, jeans, and bucks,
Mr. Presley then ordered a double
espresso from Peter B. Before leaving, he asked the management if
they had any copies of Madonna's
new book, Sex. Finding that Gallows Hill was out of stock, he departed.

Kyrie Eleison
... up and down the roads I
travel. Kyrie Eleison through the
darkness of the night. Kyrie Eleison
where I'm going will you follow?
Words of divine wisdom from Mr.
Mister.

OPINION
Ugly And Fat On The Outside,
Maybe, But Not A Bad Person
December 8, 1992 • THE TRINITY LIE-POD
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(blyts'kreeg) n. A lightning attack, seemingly without origin or purpose.

By Nelly Doright
Every boy is a man inside. Every girls is a woman too. When it's time to change you've got
to rearrange.
-The Brady Kids
U-G-L-Y. You ain't got no alibi. Your're just ugly.

Extra Charge For White Orders
Okay By Me
By Slick Redneck

-Fishbone

I was sitting in the shopping basket as my mother shopped for the week's
groceries. I was young and innocent. I still remember it clearly: it was only three
years ago.
As westood in thecheck-outline, my ever curious, inquisitive, buddingyoung
mind, which was only them beginning to grow into the unfathomable thinking
machine it is today, searched around for things that were new and different. My
attractive blue eyes scanned the area, after checking to make sure that my bouncy
blond hair was all in order.
Suddenly, I noticed something new in line. 1 reached out to touch it. It was an
ugly person. I patted the ugly face and touched the ugly, course, unkempt hair.
Ewww! I was fascinated. It was just like the trolls from my storybooks, or the terrible
ogre who lives under the bridge and eats adorable little children in impeccably
matched little outfits like myself.
Anyhow, I had never seen an ugly person before. I mean, where I live, they just
don't have any. Well I'm sure that they are around somewhere, but they just don't
let them into my neighborhood, except to clean the pool or something. I think the man
in the uniform at the gate tells them to go to the ugly people neighborhoods.
So I touched this ugly person, fascinated. Suddenly, I realized that the ugly
person was fat, too. I had never seen a fat person. At aerobics class, usually everyone
is in good condition, otherwise how could you wear the cute outfits everyone at
aerobics wears? Any, I touched the fat person's fat tummy. Giggle. How did they
get so fat? Did they eat a really big yogurt or a lot of salad or something? "Mommy,"
I asked, "Why is that person fat and ugly?"
My mother was not as amused as I was. As soon as we got in the parking lot,
well, actually, in our car and had locked the doors and put down the convertible top,
she scolded me.
"You can't do that! Just because someone is different doesn't mean you can
point at them and touch them and make them feel disempowered and marginalized.
Just because they are poor and can't get plastic surgery and go to aerobics or have as
many scrunchies as you doesn't mean that they are badpeople. It just means that they
are different. And stop fiddling with the CD player!"
My blue eyes, which one day would gaze out across the Trinity campus, filled
with tears. "But Mom," I asked, "Does that mean I have to talk to them?" (I was soooo
adorable and innocent!)
"Why of course not, Nelly, but at least don't point at them. It's easiest if you
just pretend that they're not there. Otherwise they might try to talk to you or
something, and then someone might see you talking to them, and then you would
never get to be a cheerleader," she answered.
Now, as a freshman at Trinity, I look back on this incident in the supermarket
as the turning point in my young and extremely promising life. It makes me realize
how privileged I am to be at Trinity College, and to not be ugly and fat. And I realize
that most of these people can't attend college, and this is wrong,and I think that this
is a fundamental problem with American society. Everyone, attractive or ugly, fat or
thin, should be able to attend college, though not necessarily my college. I mean,
wouldn't ugly people feel better about themselves if they were around lots of other
ugly people?
Ugly and attractive must come together in this great melting pot of ours. We
must build a bridge over the chasm of exclusion, linking on one side the attractive
people to the ugly people on the other, using the steel of acceptance and the cable of
kindness, hoisted by the lofty crane of honor, and supported by tall towers of
determination and pilings of pride, and create on the bridge a smooth road to
friendship paved by the weight of our conviction with the asphalt of our beliefs, and
painted with the dotted line of guidance, lighted by the lamps of knowledge and
decorated by the roadkill of our follies, until the canyon of difference is but a pothole
obscuring the road of life which even the simplest unicycle, ridden by a really ugly
person, might traverse with ease.

"I'M DRUNK, I'VE
FALLEN, AND I
CANT GET UP"
How often have you heard this, vaguely and slurred,
as it drooled out of your mouth, and begun to worry how
you were going to drag yourself home from Vernon
Street or The View?
Now, your worries are at an end. Carry Shuttle
Call™ with you, and as soon as your head makes contact
With pavement, our alert Shuttle Call™ operators are
standing by to call you a Security Shuttle.
Instead of your lifeless body being picked clean by
neighborhood youths, strong Campus Safety officers will
wisk you back to your dorm room.
Order Now-Only $19.95, Plus $10.00 A Week
An Ideal Holiday Gift Idea For The One You Love!

Extra charge for white orders. Extra charge for white orders. If
you were conformed with this sign, how would you feel?
On a random trip out for food with some friends, I went to
Kentucky Fried Chicken. We walked up to the counter to order, and
stumbled right into racial discrimination. A sign over the counter
cleary read, "Extra charge.for white orders."
This was the most blatant case of institutionalized racism I had
ever encountered. How could this possibly be allowed? My initial
reaction was one of outrage, of pure, blind anger. How could they
do this to me, just because I was White? My race was something I
could not control. I did not choose to be White. How could I be
blamed for it? I looked around for someone to throttle.
Then, slowly, I began to put myself in the place of the people
who ran this particular franchise. KFC is in a heavily minority area,
and is run by a predominantly non-White staff. It is a spot where
everyone in the neighborhood comes to eat, but where everyone,
young and old, men and womyn, African Americans, Hispanics,
and Portuguese can come together to eat, discuss, share, and build
a sense of cultural identity.
KFC to these people is more than a restaurant: it's like a big
forum where they can discuss important issues over a chicken leg.
It is like a home.
Enter me, the White oppressor.
These people have no parties to go to on Friday night. They
have no Quad. All they have is drugs, poverty, and crime, and they
come together at KFC for support.
I threaten the sense of community, a multicultural 25 piece
family bucket, that has developed at the Colonel's place. I and my
ancestors have stripped these people of everything, and the one
thing they have left is KFC.
I realized that "extra charge for white orders" is perfectly
justified. The managers are just enforcing a policy designed to
protect the culture of their people from being destroyed by me, and
my kind, and I respect that.
Just as I respected the rights of the guy who took my wallet in
the parking lot, because I'm sure in some way I or my ancestors
oppressed him or his ancestors somehow, so he deserved to have my
money anyway.
Next time you feel personally victimized, try to put yourself in
the other person's shoes. How would it feel to be them?
Overheard: An insecure SGA officer to the student congress:
Power! I want more power!

Student Speaks Out on Sexism
To The Editors: '. , ' .
I've been at Trinity College for four
years now, and if there is one tiling I
have learned, it's that all men here are
sexists, and they just want to take
advantage of women such as myself. I,

for one, am tired of all of these men
harassing me and asking me out all the
time.
Randi Moth '93
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Prince of Evil Will Be Honored With Festivities...

SGA Advocates "Satan Day"
BY TOHANNES P A U L U S I I
Roman Pontiff

A recent motion passed
by the Student Government
Association (SGA) advocating
the establishment of a new campus-wide holiday might have
members of the Trinity community seeing red.
The motion, if approved
by the College's Board of Trustees, would set aside one day
every year on the academic
callendar for the sole purpose of
honoring Satan.
The push for a Trinity "Satan Day" comes part from the
desire of the Student Government Association to make the
Supreme Highfather of Sin's
message better known to students, SGA officials said yesterday.
"Thethingthatllikeabout
Satan is that he wants more
power. We SGA members want
more power, too, so Satan's a
great choice," said SGA Vice
President Emelie East '95.
Other SGA members
agree, "The devil; man, he's real
groovy," said SGA representative Greg Brady '96. "All

Wednesday. "I knew I could
count on Trinity's SGA to pass
such bitchin' legislation."
The motion calls for students and faculty members to
wear black pentagram pins to
show their support for the new
holiday. The Trinity College
Activities Council (TCAC) office has already said that if the
Trustees approve the motion,
the organization will sponsor a
Satan Day keg party on the quad.
The festivities will include
pentgram
frisbees and
squeezebottles, and even a sacrificial goat.
"If Satan Day happens to
fall near Spring Weekend, we
might be able to get Megadeath
or Iron Maiden to come. The
possibilities are endless," said
CAESAR
TCAC president Jon Lane '93.
SGA Vice President
ROMERO
Bu t no t all rhembers of the
Emelie East '95
seraph desired to overthrow Trinity community are happy
God, he was cast into a pit of with the prospects of honoring
fire. His new abode, Hell, is Beezelbub. Yesterday students
where he has commanded his found their post office boxes
stuffed with literature from the
legions of demons ever since.
"Well, Jesus H. Christ on Women's Center criticizing the
a popsicle stick, I'm flattered," Prince of Darkness as "just ansaid Satan while he was vaca- other dead white male we are
tioning at his beach house on forced to acknowledge as being
the seventh plane of Hell important."
through history, the devil's gotten a bad rap, and we at the
Student Congress want to set
the record straight. That's why
we wanna honor him."
The Lord of the
Netherworld first rocketed to
fame as Lucifer, archangel of
heaven. But when the exalted

Aliens Discovered At B And G: Judgement Day Nears
danger. continuedfrom page 1
macy.
Former B and G Director
Campus Safety reports
Siu Chim Chan, in a press state- which would have once been
ment, asserted that these coinci- ignored, such as one filed yesdences were merely bad luck, terday by a female student comand that, "just because B and G plaining of a man with six heads
is right in the middle of this stealing tier purse, are now
eerie triangle doesn't mean that stamped "T6p Secret" and
there is anything going on here handed over to a crack team oi
putoftheordinary. Likecollect- government intelligence anaing humans in cocoons or build- lysts.
ingarobotarmy. Orwhatever."
Other Trinity DepartCampus Safety was not ments thathave had contact with
so easily fooled, and Director B and G are no wbeginning their
Kelly's suspicions were con- own internal investigations.
firmed when he was contacted
Budget Office Director
last June by the NSA.
Lulu Weevil was shocked to find
Assistant NSA Director that her office had for years been
Abner "Mucus" Sponge in- channeling tens of millions of
formed Mr. Kelly that the NSA dollars annually into B and G
hadbeeninvestigatingMr.Chan coffers, including $4 million for
as a possible spy for Red China, "human size cages," $1 million
and had been, as a matter of for "industrial sized meat freezcourse, monitoring local satel- ers", $5 million for "200 plasma
lite traffic.
rifles," a $12 million dollar elecThe NSA received what
they took to be a routine encoded transmission from a Chinese satellite, but it took technicians until last week to decode
the transmission.
The message read, "You
mustreturn to theMotherShip."
Suspiciously, the transmission coincided with Mr.
Chan's sudden departure from
the College last June.
While officials refuse to
draw any conclusions from this An artist's conception of one
revelation, the message, coupled of the B and G aliens.
with reports of radio and televi- trie bill, and $800 earmarked for
sion interference in the area, as "a new set of golf clubs and
well as hundreds of eyewitness cable T.V."
accounts of a "death ray" issuPlanning Office and
ing from the building, suggest Alumni Office representatives
the worst.
were dismayed to discover that
Or worse.
they have been raising money
College officials are not from dutiful alumni and directtaking the possible alien inf esta- ing it to space aliens.
tionlyingdown/astheydidpre"We can't believe this. I
vious campus calamities, includ- don't know how this slipped
ing the 1978 food service em- by," explained spokesman
ployee strike and the 1953 Sigmund R. Penis. "We really
plague of frogs.
need to be more careful about
As officials uncover more ourmoney. After all, we're supand more evidence of a strong posed to be preparing for the
alien presence on campus, College's future, not financing
claims previously considered the destruction of the human
absurd are gaining new legiti- race."

Student reaction ran the
gamut from strange to downright bizarre.
Bullwinkle Pinhead '95
summed up the feelings of many
students.
"I've been waiting for
them for years. I krievfe the CIA
was watching me, and so I put
tinfoil around my head so their
radio waves couldn't see in.
That's why I slept in the doghouse. He who controls magnesium controls the universe," said
Mr, Umpire,
Winston
"Twitchy"
Misster '96 also, characteristically, had something to say.
"Aliens? At Trinity? I
don't believe it for a second,"
said Mr. Misster, as he was vaporized by a death ray emanating from a B and G van parked
nearby.
College Democrats President Idi Amin Goldschmidt
asked, "Are they democrats? I
mean, what's out there, do they
like the state of things, are they
happy with their leader, and
would they support Bill Clinton?
I mean, I would. I did, in fact. In
the last election. I campaigned
for him. Honestly."
Joseph Goebbels, propaganda minister of Nazi Germany, could not be reached for
comment.
However,
campus
psychics agreed that he may
have responded by saying,
"Aliens? Auslanderen? Ach?
Was ist das? They must work,
or they vill be expelled from the
College Community. It is for
der greater good."
Other, more tangible
people, had more probing questions.
Arnold T. Pants, Chief
Wizard of the Trinity Fantasy
Guild, grasped for the very nature of the invaders.
"Do they come in peace,
or is there some dark, dark secret that they are hiding? Also,
is it true that alien women can
[graphic anatomical descriptions follow]?" asked Mr. Pants.
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SECURITY BLOTTER,
and containing the Latest News of Crimes
and Transgressions carried out on This Campus,
written and compiled by

Bartoiti,
of great repute in This Community
and the Greater Scientific World as well.

he fine men of Trinity have engaged in various scraps
| with die Hartford aboriginals of late, and, having the
merits and trustworthiness of members of the civilised
world, gave the natives a splendid contest. But our brave colleagues,
armed with a superior culture, reason, and wit, had not the dubious
advantage of bladed weaponry, which die aboriginals appear to
wield quite Teadily.
One such savage was apprehended by a constable of our
fearless Campus Safely force; he was detained in their official
headquarters, but later escorted to a fine biological laboratory of this
campus. The native, acting in a violent manner so typical of his
kind, resisted the iron shackles placed on him by the constable,
struggling with animalistic might. A civilised man can only recall
the similarity of his behavior and those of the strange and exotic
beasts kept for public enjoyment and curiosity in our city zoological
parks.
Thorough medical examinations were undertaken, using die
fruits of technology and science, in order to ascertain the criminal's
propensity for such delinquent actions. The learned men who
investigated the subject's skull found that he possessed a large
protrusion in the 15th quadrant, which, as they immediately knew,
was the section of the skull where tlie brain's desires for civil discord
lie. (See figure 1.)

riff, I

Dr. Whipplewhite, Professor of Phrenology, said the aboriginal's
skull was smalier than any Trinity student, being the size of those who
commonly reside in warm, tropical climes. Of no surprise to the
professor, die savage muttered quite quickly the dialect of a language
of those areas south of this great nation.
Another mark of the native's backwardness was that his facial
features, measured by a most modern and accurate vernier calliper,
were not as evolved as die civilised men of this College. The recent
clashes of students and natives, then, is die undeniable product of die
clash between the civilised world and die savage heathen; the
inheritors of culture against those who possess none.

folamtfy! $glnabls

vn.

peaking of which, a great bastion of culture, that being our
College's monument to technology and human advancement, the Life Sciences Center, was the scene of a heinous
crime a fortnight ago.
Several ounces of a refined white powder, coming from the
leaves of the Soudi American coca shrub, were stolen from a
laboratory where experiments were conducted involving die substance. This pure, powdery coca derivative is one of the many results
of civilised science, producing a most stimulating and invigorating
effect in the body of he who partakes of its medicinal powers.
Professor Hodgewood-Smythe, from whose laboratory the
fine powder was heisted, has been quite irritable of late, remarking
diat die culprits, when discovered, will meet widi severe punishment.
A note of hope is that die professor's constantly runny nose,
which lias plagued him all year, is looking quite healdiy now, without
the usual redness around his nostrils which we have come to expect
as common to his general appearance.
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Racial Sensitivity Addressed

Approaching Diversity
On A College Campus
BYT.M.ZAHAREVICH
Production Manager

BETH PIRO

Students frolic after Trinity's first snowfall last Wednesday.

"Marriott Dave" To Leave Trinity
BYPRASANTSAR
News Writer

This past week David
May, known to the Trinity Community as "Marriott Dave" announced his plans to leave his
position as Director of Food Services.
His move came in response to a promotion within
the Marriott Corporation which
is responsible for dining services
at the College. Mr. May who
came to Trinity in January, 1991
after a brief stay at Merrimack
College in Andover, Massachusetts. He has been with The
Marriott Corporation for over
fourteen years.
His enthusiasm was met
with the phrase that he was finally "meeting long term goals."
After only two and a half years
at Trinity, he feels that it is once
again time to move on. "I've
always been in education and
now I will take on new responsibilities."
The new position that Mr.
May will take will be that of
District Manager to Health Care
Services in New Hampshire.
Although moving onto a new
area unfamiliar to him at present
Mr. May noted how it was a
promising and exciting change.
He also explained that within
Marriott, changes like these take
place with some degree of regularity.
Marriott Dave, who will
be leaving Trinity around the
1st of February, is confident that
the transition from Trinity will
go smoothly. Calling it a
"domino effect," he spoke of
the way in which Marriott, while

ERICJEWETT
Director of Food Services, David May hangs a letter
on the Beef Board. May has announced that he plans to resign.
moving him up, will in turn be director will be phased into his
promoting the one in the job, to or her position by Mr. May at
which he will be the successor. the outset of next semester.
Mr. May expressed his
He maintains that Marriott is
and has been undergoing a happiness with the success of
change in dealing with its em- the beef board to create a dialogue between the students and
ployees.
He went on to speak of himself and also extended credit
"empowering the associates" so to the SGA. He also elaborated
changes in managerial positions on the ways in which the Community Outreach programs in
take place smoothly.
conjunction
with Marriott has
Mr. May indicated that
"every semester is a challenge" been a huge success and how
but as there are no foreseeable how they had brought the two

"I've always been in education and now I will
take on new responsibilities."
David May, Director Of Food Services
changes with the food service in
the near future, problems seem
unlikely. As to whom would
take the helm at Marriott, he
explained that three candidates
were being considered. A committee ultimately made up of
some from SGA and a large
number of employees from
Marriott will be holding interviews for the position. The new

areas of the Trinity community
together.
Employees of Marriott
were saddened to hear the news
of their colleagues departure.
Laurie Hennesey, Director of
Retail Operations at the Bistro,
spoke of her work relationship
with Mr. May that had lasted
over fourteen years, saying, "I'll
miss him much."

College staff in the departments responsible to the Dean
of Students Office took part in
an all day workshop on diversity and sensitivity last Wednesday. The intention of the workshop was to strengthen cultural
awareness and to deal with issues involving oppression,
classism and racism.
The event was lead by a
team from the National Conference of Christians and Jews.
Consisting of three people from
diverse backgrounds, the intent
of the team was to to create an
opportunity for the attendees to
discuss cultural diversity.
Working in both large and
smaller groups throughout the
day, those in attendance reacted
not only to the organizers but to
each other. Tammy Bormann,
the leader of the session, worked
to tailor the program to the particular needs of this group and
their position on the college campus.
"We wanted to create a
good environment for discussion to learn about our environment and ourselves," said
Bormann. "We wished to make
diversity an approachable topic
and to create and sustain a dialogue. Our hope was to teach
others and ou rselves abou t these
topics to break the cycle of oppression. The structure of the
program was intended to give
them a highly interactive day to
make them notice it and to experience its effect."
"The people worked
hard," she added. "They cared

abouteachother. Theyfeelhope
for this campus and the community. They helped make
undiscussible issues discussable. The potential at this point
is enormous."
Also assisting in the organization of the event were Susan Musinsky and Jose Miguel
Perez. Musinsky told the group
before they left: "We have begun to plant some seeds so you
can become change agents and
to recognize the struggle involved, Each little bitofthisday
that you will take away with
you will be an advantage to the
Trinity community and to the
greater Hartford area as a
whole."
Reaction from the participants was positive. General
comments from those asked to
describe their day all included
reference to their exhaustion by
the end. But they also quickly
added that the learning process
was worth it. For example one
unnamed attendee said while
leaving, "It was wonderful. Although it was long and I here
was a /of (o cover, if made me
think nbout ihesc issues."
Roseanne Burke, director of Career Counseling, had a
similar opinion. She said: "It
raised questions and gave us
things to think about. The small
groups allowed usascolleagues
the opportunity to work through
the issues and to discover ways
to interact,"
"The program has
fairlybroad applicability. It was
not a canned program but one
that was put together with some
tailoring," added Burke.
please turn to pane 6

Meditation Society Continues
To Draw National Attention
in the December 2 issue of The

BY PAUL SULLIVAN
World & Nation Editor

Chronicle of Higher Education,

Frederick Lena's Buddhist Meditation Society has
become a nationwide movement thatespecially large Is college campuses. Lena's splinter
organization, The Hartford
Meditation Society, had held
meetings at Trinity until they
were encouraged not to return
after their last mejeting on October 26,
In an article appearing

both director of ca mpus safety
Brian Kelly and William
Churchill, the; director of public relations were quoted. Both
supported the move not to ask
the group to continue on campus. "I think we did a good
job...we made a lot of people
aware," snid Brian Kelly.
Yet the extent of the Buddhist Meditation Society has
elicited many different reacplectse turn to page 7.

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD & NATION:
The British royalty has become a
worthless institution, according to
an article on page 10. Page 11 reveals two views on the Somalian
tragedy. And if you think welfare is
a necessary function, than look to
Jay Wise on page 12.

FEATURES:

ARTS:

SPORTS:

Bid farewell to the last Features section under the old management. Learn
what might have happened to that
adorable cat, Kiwi. And Amy Empoliti
describes her Thanksgiving in great
detail. For all this and more, turn to
page 16.

Get the scoop on whether or nol A
Few Good Men is worth paying to
see, find out what's showing in the
Widener Gallery, and discover how
some senior thesis performance
projects went on page 18, and find
performance previews on page 19.

The Women's Basketball team is off
to a 3-0 start and the Hockey team
captured its seventh McCabe TournamentChampionship, both on page
24. Men's Baketball coverage appears
on page 21, and Swimming is covered on page 20.
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Students' problems do not end with the mere sched! he firstsnowstorm of the season blanketed Trinity's
!
uling
of
exams. A number of students have approached me
campus with a wet coat of snow last week. This
past weekend saw bitterly cold temperatures for with stories of inflexibility on the part of their professors.
students walking around campus without coats on. Both of One friend told me of a professor who assigned a paper on
these things tell us that December is here, and with it the Monday of this week, due this Friday. Another distressed
acquaintance related how one of her professors announced
season of final exams, papers, etc.
The snow has melted, but end-of-the semester anxi- the topic of a 20-30 page paper only one week before it was
eties remain. This year, two short days separate the last day due. Yet another beleaguered classmate must attend a
of classes from the beginning of exams. The student who mandatory two-hour study session in the midst of exams.
Is it too much to ask professors to carefully consider
has an exam on Monday morning at 9:00 a.m. will have just
Saturday and Sunday to review the entire body of material what kind of anguish and hassle their disorganization and
covered in that particular course. Where did Reading Days lack of planning can cause students? I am now a senior, and
go? They were removed from the schedule probably with am fully aware that my class standing demands a certain
the explanation that students didn't use them properly work load from me. But never before in my career here at
anyway. Unfortunately, this sort of policy punishes only Trinity have I heard so many horror stories of sadistic
those students who did use Reading Days to their full assignment policies.
extent. The students who used that time to catch up, to
This semester's final exam situation highlights just
prepare, are the ones who will miss them most this semes- how helpless students really are in the face of institutional
ter.
insensitivity. We depend on professors for our grades and
Members of the SGA attempted to remedy this situa- cannot afford to alienate them by telling them that their
tion by "strongly requesting" from the faculty additional policies are unreasonable and detrimental to our academic
standing.
reading days, but their attempts met with no results.
I might ask that students boycott classes on Thursday
Now it is the students who must deal with this inconvenience. After all, their academic records are on the line. and Friday if they need the time to study, except that they
When applying to graduate school a student cannot say, will still be held responsible in exams for any material
"Ignore that C- in the Fall of 1992.1 didn't have enough time covered on those days. That kind of student response only
punishes ourselves, the victims.
to study for my exams during that semester."
All I can ask is that if students feel they have been
No indeed, a student cannot say that. Instead, a
student has to assume that the scheduling of assignments, wronged this semester they tell someone about it. Tell the
President of the College, the President of the SGA, the Dean
exams and other obligations is done in a fair manner.
Heaven help those students who decide that they of the Faculty, the Dean of Students. Tell anyone. Just make
have not been treated fairly, because there is nowhere they sure that people know that academic due process is being
made a mockery of at Trinity.
D.J.S.
can turn to seek recourse.
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lights Out
Around Trinity has an excellent suggestion for the Senior Class
Gift: a new CHANDELIER for the
Washington Room! Last Sa turday
night at the annual Senior Snow
Ball, amid a host of inebriated students bedecked in formal attire, an
individual took it upon himself
(gender has not been changed in
order to embarrass the guilty) to
pull down one of the chandeliers
from the ceiling. Presumably, he
was drunk, and the light fixture
was the closest thing he could find
to a lampshade at such short notice. Alas, he did not wear the
chandelier on his head. Around
Trinity can only speculate as to the
price of the utility, and must say
that for a Senior, this individual's
conduct was quite sophomoric.

end of their "Hard Bargain."

Matt MIA.
Where was Matt "Guitar"
Murphy? The St. Anthony Hall Black Tie
Formal (featuring the Shaboo All-Stars
as live entertainment) was well attended,
but Matt (best known for performing in
the movie "The Blues Brothers") was
nowhere to be seen or heard.

Fashion Tips

With the sudden and Arctic turn
this season has been taking, Around Trinity has seen fit to impart some useful
techniques for the Fraternity and LateNight Goer in the winter months. The
problem? No party-goer wants to wear
their bulky ski jacket to Pike or Elmo,
with nowhere to hang it when it gets hot
Social Critique
and sweaty and beery. Besides, if it is a
Several campus bands had nice enough jacket, chances are it won't
"gigs" this past weekend at vari- last the night, or that it will be trodden on
ous functions. Red House played the floor. However, the alternative is to
at AD on Friday for $4 (which may freeze en route to the house, and then to
very well be the cheapest AD party strut and sweat dancing, and then runin Trinity history). Smackhead and ning home damp and catching triple
Murphy's Law (formerly X-Con pneumonia. The solution? Thick sweatIcon) both played in the Washing- ers or sweatshirts. With sensible layers
ton Room for charity on Friday. At of clothing, one can wear the sweater or
two dollars, it was the best bargain sweatshirt for warmth. Upon arrival to
all weekend. Incidentally, Around one's destination, this garment can be
Trinity likes the band name easily removed and then tied around the
"Murphy's Law" better. "X-Con waist, leaving arms free to flail to music
Icon" is too awkward, according to or double-fist.
Around Trinity aesthetics experts.
TCAC sponsored a Winter Wonderland Semi-Formal on Saturday In Memory...
night in the Cave. With help from
Stop and Shop and theSeniorSnow
Is Hartford Pizza really history?
Ball, TCAC was able to keep their The short lived take-out pizzeria, known

from working out of their delivery
cars and selling pizzas for as low as
three dollars on any given night,
appears to be defunct. According
to an Around Trinity source, one of
the delivery drivers now works at
Sgt. Pepperoni, and the phone number to order a Hartford Pizza has
been disconnected - sure signs of
itsdemise. AroundTrinity applauds
their effort to make it big in the land
of opportunity.

Two Thumbs Up...
...to A Few Good Men, a courtroom drama starring Tom Cruise,
Demi Moore, and Jack Nicholson,
which was sneak-previewed for
free last Thursday attheCinestudio.
The film, directed by Rob Reiner,
was shown to a packed house, and
those who waited in line for 45
minutes before the showing were
not disappointed. Tom Cruise relies too much upon his Top Gun
instincts as a young, hot-shot lawyer at first, but once he enters the
courtroom, his acting improves.
Jack Nicholson, at this stage in his
career, cannot portray any character but himself - but he does so
convincingly in this film, hamming
it up with glee. It was well worth
the (free) price of admission last
Thursday for all in attendance.

A Speedy Recovery...
..is wished by the Trinity
community for Mrs. Viola
Coleman, who undergoes surgery
today. Mrs. Coleman is better
known as "Mom" to Mr. Quanti
Davis '93, S.G. A. President.
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Trinity Students Voted Overwhelmingly In Favor Of Clinton
147 Trinity students responded to the survey conducted in the Mather Lobby between 5:30 and 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, December 1.
•132 were registered to vote. 124 cast a ballot for President on November 3, Meen were not registered, mostly cither under-age or not US. citizens
•Of all respondents, 68.6% voted for Bill Clinton, 17.7% voted for George Bush, and 11.3% voted for H. Ross Perot
»O£ the male respondents, 52.7% voted for Bill Clinton, 27.3% voted for George Bush, and 14.6% voted for H. Ross Perot.
•Of the female respondents, 812% voted for B i i i ^ ^
•Of all respondents, 35.8% were registered as Democrats, 14.2% wereregisteredas RepubUcans, and 50.0% were registered as Independents.
•Of all Democratic respondents, 97.7% voted for Bill Clinton, 0.0% voted for George Bush, and 2.3% voted for H. Ross Perot.
•Of all Republican respondents, 29.4% voted for Bill Clinton, 64.7% voted for George Bush, and 5.9% votedforR Ross Perot.
•Of all Independent respondents, 61.7% voted for Bill Clinton, 15.0% voted for George Bush, and 18.3% voted for H. Ross Perot
• 2 independents voted for libertarian Andre Mareau and 1 independent wrote in a vote for pro hockey star Pat LaFontaine.
• Of die 8 respondents who arc registered, but did not vote, 4 were independent males, 1 was a Republicanmale, 2 were independent females, and 1 was a
Democratic female.
Statistics compiled by Leah Kahl and Rick Zedm'k.

154 students responded to the survey conducted at random
through The Tripod and individual solicitations.
The SGA Academic Affairs Committee surveyed studenis regarding
academic issues. Two hundred sixty two Trinity students responded to
thesurvey conducted in theMather Lobby between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00
p.m. on December 2 and 3.
•35.5%ofaUr^pondentsvotedmfavorofafoiieignIangiiageicqiiirement,
while 63,7% voted against it, and 1 student was unsure.
•64.5%ofaU respondents feltthecurrentdistributionrequii'ementshave
been beneficial to their liberal arts education, while 34.4% felt they were
not, and 3 students were unsure.
°56.9% of all respondents thought that Trinity should have an honor
code that would require them to pledge an oath of intellectual honesty,
while 42.0% thought they should not, and 4 studenis were unsure.
. 882.1%of all respondents said that they would notreportsomeonethey
witnessed cheating under the current college rules with no honor code,
while 11.5% said that they would, and 6.1% were unsure.
•39.0% of all respondents said that they would not report someone
cheating if an honor code required them to do so, while 49.6% said that
they would, and 8.0% were unsure.
•41.6%ofallrespondenLsmoughtthattlT.erewouldbelessdieatingiftl-ie
College had an honor code, while 55.0% thought that there would not,
and 3.4% were unsure.
Statistics compiled by Leah Kahl.

Student Qjganizations Thank
Trinity For Its Support
To the Ed i Lor:
ConnPIRG and Community Outreach would like to thank the Trinity
Community for its support of Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness Week.
We hope that over your Thanksgiving vacation the lessons of the previous week were not forgotten.
Our events had excellent turnout
and support. Over 100 students participated in the Global Dinner and discussion on Monday night, and approximately265 meals were givenupon Thursday to Oxfam America.
: The other events, the shelter work,
the canned food drive, the sleepout and
the teach-inalsd accomplished their goals
of raising awareness of Hunger and
Homelessness in Hartford.
Our sincere thanks goes ou t to the
following peopleand groups, all of whom
contributed to a successful week,
The Dean of Students Office,
Marriott, Progressive Student Alliance,
Society Organized Against Racism,
Praxis,StudentGovernment Association,
Dean Kirk Peters, Jim Barr '95, Dean
David Winer, Kay Jalbert, Anne Gushee,
Kathy Duggan, Professor Cheryl

Groenberg, Phil Farnsworth, Vernon
Baker from the "Under the Bridge" Foundation, Reverand Louella Tale from the
Walk in the Light Outreach Center, and
the Immaculate Conception Church.
Seasons
Without the support of these groups and
individuals, Hunger and
Homelessness Awareness
Week would not have had
the success that it did.
We look forward to
next semester's Hunger
Cleanup and an even
greater turnout.
If you have any
questions about Hunger
and
Homelessness
Awareness Week or information about what you
- can do to help, please contact ConnPIRG (x3510) or
Community Outreach
(x2160).
Sincerely,
ConnPIRG
Community
Outreach

(1) 50 respondents thought an extended off campus shuttle was
desirable, 103 thought it was necessary, and 1 thought it was neither.
(2)Respondents were asked to check as many of the following
places they would use the shuttle to go to.
Airport - 74
;
Bus/Train Station-115
Civic Center -121
Dance Clubs/Bars Downtown - 75
Grocery Store'(Super Stop and Shop - 92
Hartford Medical Center (CT Nat'l Bank is also there) - 46
Historical/Cultural Sites (excluding theaters) - 61
Internship sites - 57
Local Colleges (i.e. LJHart, UConn, Wesleyan) - 63
. Mpyie theaters ~ 1Q9 . „ .
Restaurants - 84
• ' **''"'
Shopping Malls - 99
Theaters (i.e. Hartford Stage, Bushnell) - 60
Other Suggestions included; Bus to away sports games, Planned
Parenthood, bowling alley, ski sights, amusement park
(3) 84 respondents chose the Civic Center as one of the top four
places they would use the shuttle to got to, 81 said a Shopping Mall,
68 said a Movie Theater, and 66 said Restaurants.
(4.) 106 said they would use the shuttle if special activities were
planned on a weekly basis (Le. amusement park, holiday parade
downtown, bowling) and 25 said they would not.
(5)-38 respondents said the shuttle program should be an on-call
service, 31 said it should be a scheduled service, 13 said it should be
by appointment, and 72 said it should be a combination of the three.
(6) 65 said they would pay a standard fee, added to their tuition,
for this service, while 76 said they would not.
(7) 109 said they would pay a minimal fee per use, while 36 said
they would not.
Statistics compiled by Samantha Scinto, Kevin Travis, and Goe Miyazafci.

Greetings from The Trinity Tripod.

By Jason Cincotti
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Student Discusses Mother's Homosexuality
BYHOPEINGERSOLL
Opinion Writer

two of the "elders" of the Mennonite congregation. When she
had revealed to them that she
was a lesbian, I'm sure that they
told her to stay with the marriageatanycost. Thatwasprobably about the time my dad
moved into his own bedroom.
Us kids thought it was just because he needed space for his
stuff. Anyway, I don't know if
they ran home and told their
spouses about the scandal, but
tongues were probably already
a-wagging over my mom's behavior in church.
Plow Creek Fellowship's
Church was held in a large "common room." Members sat in a
ring of chairs, three circles deep.
Fathers would come straggling
in from the barns wearing only
sandals. Most people came in
shorts and tee-shirts during the
hot summer months. They were
good hard-working Christian
people; a lawyer, a doctor who
many of the women worked for
as nurses, a few teachers, a water bed maker, and of course
farmers, These deeply religious
people tried to live with the same
community spirit as Jesus disciples and so they put all their
earnings into the same bank account. Each family was given
an allowance according to its
needs. Imagine this Amish looking congregation beginning to
sing a song in praise of the Lord
and His name, when suddenly
from the back room wafts my
mom's voice clearly' singing>
"She is almighty. She is wonderful." You heversaw seven1
kids Shrink into little balls of
shame as fast as we did in your
life. Even after the third or fourth
servicewhere this occurred, they
were still wincing. Anyway, this
was long before my parents
separated and the time when
she informed my father that she
was and had never been a heterosexual. Two years later, after
all this, my parents had divorced, and both segments of
the family were living in Peoria,
Illinois about 8 blocks apart. But,
by now I had begun to understand a few more things about
homosexuality and my mother's
history.

"What?"
I had just walked into the
kitchen after football practice to
find both my sister and father
laughing hysterically.
"What's so funny?"
"Should we tell him?" my
father asked my sister.
"I don't know," she replied, "but he'll never guess."
After about five minutes
of my guessing everything from
death of a family member to a
lottery win this outrageous
thoughtsuddenlyhitme. Itwas
one of those spur of the moment
thoughts that seems to come to
you for no apparent reason but
usually has some subconscious
basis.
"Is Mom a fag?"
This of course set off new
peals of laughter.
"You're kidding?"
"Nope" said my sister.
"No way!" I suppose I
had a look of incredulity
stamped on my face.
"You're telling me," my
Dad said, "17 years of marriage
and7kids....Shesurefooledme!"
Dealing with my mother's
homosexuality was not easy at
first. At this time, I was a freshman in high school, and living
with my father in Tiskilwa, Illinois, a typical Mid wes tern farm
town, population 1000, with
churches on one side of the
street, five bars on the other;
Catholics crossing the line every afternoon. Iwas terrified that
people would find outaboutmy
mom over the small town grape
vine, but they never did. There
wereprobablysomechatterings
about why my parents got divorced and why my mom
moved to a larger city but no
one ever figured it out. My family always was the town oddity,
There was seven of us kids, all of
which came to school dressed in
clothing obviously bought at
garage sales. Just about everybody knew we collected food
stamps. What they couldn't figure out was why we were so
damn smart, the best athletes,
and gifted musicians too boot.
People were probably so busy
She was molested by a
trying to figure out how we
could be "smart" and "po'white neighbor when she was about
trash" tha t they didn't have time two years old. This horrible incident probably changed her
to think "lesbian."
sexual orientation immediately,
The people in our although no one knows exactly
church had some inkling I sup- how or why. She was fairly
pose, My parents had been get- miserable during her entire
ting marriage counseling from childhood; never really know-

ing why, but always knowing
she was different. .;When she
went to Smith College she felt
lonely and isolated, sitting in
her room waiting for her friends
to comeback from chasing guys.
She was alone, with no one to
talk to; with no one to discuss
why she hurt so badly. After
two years she dropped out and
met my father who was AWOL
from the Navy barracks. He
was, cute and made her laugh
and she decided that maybe all
she needed to be was married.
That didn't really help, so she
figured that she needed a baby.
While she had that little needy
creature to depend on her, the
pain stopped and she felt whole
for a while. As the baby got
older though, and didn't need
her as much, she felt awful again,
and so she had another one. Five
additional kids later, my
family's few resources were
stretched to their limits and my
parents both decided enough
was enough. This time however, when things began to go
wrong, she began reading psychology books, and got herself a
therapist. Next thing we knew,
she was singing funny songs
about God. Us kids had no idea
that she was a lesbian though.
The most we thought was that
she was a feminist.
Now that I understand her
history, I no longer wonder why
homosexuals just don't change
and like people of the opposite
sex. The possibility of myniom
suddenly feeling sexually attracted to men doestfot'ahd'sim-•
ply cannot exist. Besides, I'm
sure Cathy would object ralher
strongly if my mom even considered having sexual relationships with a man. Cathy is my
mother's partner and my three
youngestbrothers' third parent.
Now thatmy momhas accepted
her sexual orientation and has
found someone like her to supporther, she is happier than she
has ever been. Because she is
happier, she is able to be a much
better parent to my brothers than
she was to us four oldest. My
little brothers were not much
fazed by my mom's lesbianism
or her partner for that matter.
"Aunt Cathy," who is a wonderful parent, now goes to all
their sporting events, and even
meets their little girlfriends.
Occasionally though, some kid
will get wind, usually from his
or her parents, that "Aunt
Cathy" is not an aunt, and then
my brothers have to deal. For

example, one day a gang of them tell everyone with whom this
came taunting Abe,age 11, with, discussion has arisen that we
"Your mom's a lesbo! Your are not God but that surely we
mom'salesbo!" Abe just stared must be as understanding and
at them, and coolly replied, "Oh compassionate as possible. That
yeah, if you're so smart where compassion includes not telling
did I come from then." He saun- "faggot jokes," and involves
tered away while they tried to speaking out against such comments whenever someone else
figure that one out.
I too, am just like my makes them. That compassion
brothers in thatlacceptmymom and understanding even infor who she is, and realize that cludes not supporting politiher sexual orientation has noth- cians who foster climates of ining to do really with the way I tolerance by crowing about how
think or feel about her or the job awful it would be if homosexushe has done as a parent. I don't als were allowed to adopt chileven worry about how immoral dren. Indeed, I am confidant
her homosexual actions might that we will someday look back
be. Occasionally, I will be in- at people with these attitudes
volved in conversations where disdainfully and with disgust,
some Christian will begin to as we now do now, at the bigots
prattle ab out homosexuality; for and racists of the 1960s.
example, how it is such a sin. In
Last week I asked her for
these circumstances I just look her opinions on the presidential
at them square in the eye and election. I know she hates lying,
say, "You don't know what slick politicians, and I half exyou're talking about, but I do pected her to criticize Clinton.
because my mom is a lesbian," Instead she told me about the
and watch their jaws hit the floor speech he gave to a gay rights
as I reveal her story. I don't get group in California.
into much detail about how
She told me how tears
people are either biologically began streaming down the faces
that way, or that their sexual of many an audience member
orientation is reversed due to when Clinton said, "I have a
some traumatic event. I don't vision of An lerica.. .And you are
try to say how the scripture on in it."
homosexuality in the New Tes"This is what every single
tament was inaccurately trans- one of us is dying to hear," she
lated. Instead, I tell them that told me. "We want to be who
the relationship my mother and we are without being conCathy have is healthier, and cer- demned. I want to be able to
tainly more monogamous then openly give support to my homost of the heterosexual rela- mosexual students, who I know
tionships I have ever observed, are going through the same kind
And ti-iatl don't believe ah all ;' of agony I' endured when! I was
underslandingGod, whosurely their age,'Without fear of losing
must know why my mother is a my job. I want to be who I am
lesbian and indeed all the pains openly, without my children
of her life, could say that she is suffering the loss of opportusinning by physically express- nity." I could only reply by
ing her love for another person; saying, "I love you Mom... I wish
by simply being who she is. I you could too."

Alwnus Reacts To Column
To the Editor:
I was pleased to receive
the September 15 issue of The
Tripod, albeit several weeks late.
The paper looks strikingly good
these days.
I suppose that it is admirable for a paper to serve as a
forum for a wide range of viewpoints, but I must take exception to the Zeitgeist column
("Trinity Needs More People Of
Color In Positions Of Influence") . But for a handful of '80svintage buzzwords, the piece
could have been written by a
bitter high school junior of
twenty years ago. Ihave no com-

Army Vet Says Homosexuals
To the Editor:
Asa veteran of the United
States Army, I felt compelled to
write a response to Mr. Paul
Sullivan's essay, "The Navy;
LastGreatBastionof Ignorance,"
(Nov.23). Sincelknow thatmost
college students have not been
in the military, I saw the need to
give this issue some perspective.
The question is not
whether or not "a person's
sexual preference...can inhibit
a person from doing their job
properly," as Mr. Sullivan suggests. The question is how much
that person's overt homosexuality has an effect on others
around him/her. If the people

around the homosexual are un- toons, companies, etc. The incomfortable or less efficient, then troduction of a new and differthey arenotable to perform their ent person would force their
jobs properly. The facts of life exclusion from the "combat caare that while homosexuality maraderie" thatallmilitary units
maybe accepted on college cam- have.
puses, the real worldhas trouble
While I myself am not
dealing with openly homo- homophobic (in fact, I have sevsexual people.
eral homosexual and bisexual
This is especially true in friends) I can see where the viewthe military, in part because of point of many of my comrades
the macho image the soldiers in the service originates. When
are instilled with, but it is also you are out in the field for weeks,
just the nature of the military. A a soldier is reduced to almost a
military unit- Army, Navy, Air sub-human level. However, this
Force, Marines, or CoastGuard, primitiveness is shared in a way
is just that, a unit. It is NOT a that only a soldier could undergroup of individuals; one stand. A homosexual is a sort of
doesn't speak of squad mem- fly in the ointment. This is the
bers, one speaks of squads, pla- same reason why females are

plaint with the subject matter
per se; there are people who can
write interesting and provocative material about under-representation, but to do so requires
at least a few grains of original
thought—or at least of cogent
analysis.
The "insecure male student" blip at the end of the column was priceless: a Reader's
Digest anecdote for mouthbreathers at the other end of the
political spectrum.
Fine paper otherwise,
though. Keep up the good work.
Sincerely,
Dermott Sawyer '49

lie Bonding
restricted from front-line combat units—it inhibits the strange
form of male bonding necessary
for a cohesive combat unit.
This is not to say that homosexuality does not exist in
the military. I have personally
witnessed homosexual acts between both homosexual men
and women in the service. I saw
no need to disclose this to the
military police, because it did
not particularly bother me.
However, most of my fellow
soldiers would have been appalled, and would have pressed
to have these homosexuals
booted from the service.
Whether this is due to their own
insecurities or fear is irrelevant-

-this is the reality in any military
unit.
In essence, while on the
insular level of the college campus, homosexuality may be acceptable, it is not widely accepted in society at large, and
therefore is not compatible with
the military at this point. The
only "ignorance" that I perceive
is Mr. Sullivan's-ignorance of
the needs of the military and the
reality of the majority of American society. I would ask thatMr.
Sullivan come out of the sheltered womb of college life and
step into the real world for a
change.
Sincerely,
Pete Reilly '95
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To Become Bitter With Trinity, Open Your Eyes
To the Editor:
I am writing to let you
know that I have a huge chip on
my shoulder known as Trinity
College. Some people may not
like what they read in this letter
but I believe that some things
have to be discussed regardless.
1 am fed up and you will probably have to hear a great deal
more from me in the future because I have come to realize that
small annoyances can sometimes indicate a much larger
problem.
Now lets get started. Here
is my one step method on how
to become a very bitter person.
Open your eyes. For those who
have your eyes open, you are
probably a little bothered by the
fact that there are only two reading days this semester, Saturday and Sunday. Not to mention the fact that some seniors
have GRE's on that Saturday.
You are probably wondering
what happened to the reading
days we had las t year, and so am
I. Can't there be some happy

medium between all or nothing.
It does not seem as if it would be
that difficult to design a calender
that allowed some time to study
for exams. Instead we have a
week off in the first couple of
weeks of school when there is
hardly any work to catch up on.
Oh, in case you are wondering
the calender in the spring is
screwed up to. Seniors will be
taking exams with the rest of the
school and then will wait on
campus for about ten days before graduation, while underclassmen will have to leave campus. For seniors this means most
of your non-senior friends will
not be around to see you graduate. For non-seniors this means
that if you want to see your
friends graduate you better be
prepared to shell out the money
for a hotel (if you don't live in
the area), because come the end
of exams you will no longer be
welcome on your own campus.
Why can't any of this be
changed? Because the calender
has been written in stone for the

next two years and no one seems
to have the power (or the will) to
change it. Just to let you know,
yes, I did say two years; it is
going to be the same mess next
year.
You may think I am overreacting to this relatively small
problem, but my disdain is the
compilation of many little tidbits I am begining to notice. I
happened to reread the strategic plan at the same time I was
contemplating the calender
problem. Big mistake. A few of
the ideas in the plan caught my
attention. "Students should assumemore responsibility for the
direction of there own lives."
Correct me if I am wrong, but
doesn't that mean we as students should be able to get the
calender changed, and have a
day or two to study for exams?
Apparently not. I am not saying
this is a problem forced on the
students; we carry some of the
blame. Remember, majority
rules, but only when it is used.
Why can't we as students force a

change? There is a simple answer. Apathy. No one gives a
damn. Everyone says "oh well I
can live with it." Just like the
stink made about the Trustees
decision on Greek life. Students
voted to keep the Greeks, but
the trustees made the call to
change them anyway. Something like this will happen again
because we as students won't
do anything about it. We will
just let it sjide by.
Meanwhile Tomboy is
still peddling his damn plan. A
StrategicPlan that calls for "student-designed social life." What
the hell does that mean? That
any decision the trustees have
not already made for us we will
be allowed to make. Of course
the faculty will want their say
also. Hey here is a novel thought,
lets have the faculty and trustees design their own damn
weekends, and we'll take care
of ours. Why does the faculty
feel so strongly about social life
on Trinity? I don't see many of
them fighting to make it here on
the weekends. Maybe we as
students should go to a faculty
meeting and find out the reasoning behind their opinions.
Oh, I forgot, we aren't allowed.
be satisfied when authorities Imagine if SGA banned other
look away and wait for the voices students from attending their
of anti-bigotry to changesociety meetings.
and the opinions of those witha
While I am on the subject
firm grip on much of our of the strategic plan let"me bring
country's power. If one be- up another humorous thought.
lieves, as we do, that sexism and If you thought the remarks on
racism threaten our democracy, student-designed social life
and that our American ideals of were hypocritical, just wait. If I
equality and justice demand that may quote once again from the
authorities use their power and plan, Trinity shall "remain alert
our Constitution in an attempt for opportunities to develop
to eliminate sexual and racial more faculty housing in the
injustices, then maybe one College's immediate neighborwould supplement dialogue hood." Didn't Tom himself
with actions to help bring about move away from campus? I
the end of the harassment that may be off base here (not likely)
bigotry spawns.
but expecting others to move
into a neighborhood you yourself refuse to live in takes a great
Sincerely,
dealofgall. Thatisgutsyenough
Bill Ghent '93
that I almost admire it, almost.
Brenda Schmerl '93

Message Manipulation Charged
To the Editor:
We would like to thank
Eli Lake for responding to our
November 19 letter, "Editors
Accused of Confusing Disagreement With Harassment." However, we feel that we must correct Eli Lake's extreme manipulation of our viewpoint, since
his assertion that we are "advocating an Orwellian nightmare
fit for fools and fascists" grossly
misrepresents our objective.
Lake contorts our argument to
imply that any sort of legislation restricting harassment will
automatically lead to a police
state, where "dialogue" is forbidden.
In our first letter, we indicated specific instances of racial
or sexual harassment in which
regulated intervention by authorities is justified by law or
the greater good of a private
organization. We clearly stated
that this did not apply to all
bigoted assertions: "There are,
indeed, many instances in which
sexist jokes would be protected
bythe First Amendment." These
regulations would only apply
to comments that take the form
of harassment, which, as Professor Lloyd stated in his letter,
have very little to do with open
discussion.
Lake would have you believe that we wish to abolish all
reasonable discourse. On the
contrary, in our first letter/we
suggested that the Tripod solicit
diverse opinions from people
who have been affected by bigotry at Trinity. We meant to
increase the dialogue that we
think could help to educate the
entire College community.
Lake twists our argument
to claim that we would support
"banning books, movies, and
television shows that degraded
women...[and] making derogatory statements illegal and punishable by law." Anti-harassment ordinances do not foreshadow the coming of Big
Brother. Current laws that prohibit sexual and racial harassment have not led to this police
state, either at Trinity or in our

society.
Lake is correct when he
says that we do not believe that
dialogue alone is always enough
to eradicate all social ills. Regulations, like anti-harassment
statutes and the racial and sexual
harassment policies at Trinity,
are needed to help create an atmosphere in which everyone is
able to participate comfortably
in our society's functioning.
Open discussion (not threats and
harassment) is vital to a democracy, but this dialogue must be
linked with action, which, inour
political system, often takes the
form of laws.
Of the major social
changes in American history,
how many have occurred
through dialogue alone? Perhaps some, but many others
have transpired, for example,
through wars, strikes, boycotts,
and civil disobedience. Tine need
to use such techniques to change
To the Editor:
society demonstrates the shortIn the fall of 1990, Krista
comings of expecting dialogue
to remove social ills. What Lake Blake was 20 and looking forseems to ignore is that dialogue ward to her second year at a
can only operate effectively state university in Ohio. She and
when the opinions of all human her boyfriend were talking about
beings are given equal weight- getting married. Her life, she
under our present social climate, says, was "basic, white-bread
women's and non-white America." Then she went to the
people's views tend not to be doctor, complaining about a
given as much credence as those backache, and found outshehad
of white men. Anti-harassment the AIDS virus. Now, two years
laws attempt to create a more later she is living a healthy life
equal playing field for dialogue waiting to die.
A congressional report
to occur. These regulations do
not "censor" mentalities or last April warned that HIV, the
ideas; an individual is still free virus that causes AIDS, is
to have whatever ideas he spreading unchecked among the
wishes, but he must express nation's adolescents, regardless
them through other methods of where they live or their economic status." It's ironic in our
than threats and harassment.
Carefully defined and intellectual community how igprudently applied anti-harass- norant we are of the imminent
ment laws are not antithetical to danger of the spread of AIDS in
our democracy. Indeed, these our age group. Being young,
laws help to cultivate a more energetic, and healthy, we feel
effective democracy in which immortal. Death is not a topic
disrespectful actions towards most of us spend a lot of time
individuals based solely on their brooding over. We all realize
race or gender are not tolerated. that death could discover us at
If one does not consider racism any moment, but it is a different
and sexism to be extremely det- issue when death is under our
rimental to our society and its own control. If you act irresponcitizens, then perhaps one would sibly by not using a condom,

What was he thinking? Maybe
the move off campus is also part
of the Strategic Plan. Moving
closer and closer to Yale.
While I am bitching and
moaning let me bring up one
more point. The water fountain
in Life Sciences has been broken
since the first week of school. It
is almost the end of the semester
and it has notbeen fixed. In that
time, both bathrooms in the
building have been totally redone - the design, plumbing,
and tiles. Now it would seem to
me that fixing a water fountain
would be a relatively easy task
in comparison. Why does it feel
like the school is waiting for a
team of experts from NASA to
come fix the problem? Being
fed up with the situation I figured, why don't I fix it? A good
idea, but there is time and labor
involved; sol contempla ted how
to get reimbursed for this venture. Then it hit me, I will use
the same system the school does
for collecting money, charge
everybody $10. Ten dollars is
the minimum charge they will
put on your student account. I
learned this from living in High
Rise last semester. A bulletin
board was broken and the school
put a $10 charge on everyone's
account to pay for it. That is
well over a thousand dollars for
a bulletin board. They mustbuy
them from the same place the
government buys its hammers.
So my bill would include everyone using Life Sciences. That
includes students, faculty and
administration. So that would
be $10 a person for about 1900
people. So when you take a sip
from thenewly fixed waterfountain just remember a $19,000.00
bill will follow shortly. This is
called making the system work
for you. Well, until I have something else to bitch about (probably won't be long), that's all
folks!
Sincerely,
Justin J. Oliver '94

Help Heighten AIDS Awareness
then you could die as a result of
your action. Most people our
age are not automatically conditioned to use a condom every
single time they have sex. Most
of us honestly believe that "it
would never happen to me. The
people I've slept with aren't IV
drugusersor homosexuals." Bu t
those people most likely have
had other sex partners and
would never guess that they
could becarrying the virus themselves.
Heterosexuals in our age
group are among the fastest
growing group of AIDS victims
today. The nu mber of 15-24 year
olds with AIDS has increased
77% in thepastthreeyears. AIDS
is reaching epidemic proportions and we need to be aware of
how close it is to us.
The most affective ammunition against AIDS is education. As students, we should be
aware of the nature of the disease, how it is acquired, how
extensive it is in our community
and the world at large, what the
symptoms are and most of all,
how to stop the spread of the
disease. The AIDS Project within
Community Outreach has be-

gun to awareness on campus.
So far, we hung a banner on the
quad, signs on dormitory doors
and distributed red ribbons for
World AIDS Day to the student
body. Large projects are difficult to accomplish, however, as
there are only a few of us and we
are also spending time working
with AIDS victims in Hartford.
Ideally, we would like to split
the group into an on-campus
group and a community outreach group. On campus, we
would like to promote awareness, bring speakers to campus
next semester, make AIDS testing more accessible, persuade
more people to get tested and
increase the availability of condoms. Judging from the numerous articles written in The Tripod about AIDS and the general
interest around campus, it seems
that there are many students
who are knowledgeable and
concerned about the issue. In
order to effectively increase
awareness, we need help.
Students interested in getting involved should call me at
ext.3314.
Sincerely,
Karalyn Kinsella '93

NEWS
New Committees On Alcohol, Dorms, Judicial Policy Formed
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BY MATT HENRY
News Writer

The Dean of Students Office annunced the formation of
three committees last week.
Committees on alcohol policy,
judicial procedures, and dorm
governance will be formed by
next semester. Deans Winer,
Thomas, and Peters spoke about
the committees they will head.
Dean Winer said of the
new committee on Alcohol
Policy that "the input for the
committees will come from a
majority of students."
All of the committees will
have student members and will
"try to look at inconsistency
among procedure," said Dean
Thomas said about the committee on Judicial Procedure.
The committee on Alcohol Policy will have one major
issue on its agenda. "I think that
kegs formed the nucleus of the
greatest issue. A lot of people
are for them and a lot are
against," said Winer. A prior
committee looked at alcohol
policy, specifically concerning
fraternities. However, "the fraternity committee felt thatdrinking was too widespread an issue for fraternities to be singled

out," Winer continued.
The committee on Dorm
Governance, led by Dean Peters, will also start next semester. Dean Peters said, "The committee will look at the idea of
dorm governance in all areas,
whether it's social, academic,
recreational. Anything." This
committee will also rely heavily
on student input. "This will
give the opportunity for students in residential halls to say
how they want dorms to be run,"
said Peters. He expects the committee to begin meeting in January.
Dean Thomas said of the
new committee on Judicial Procedure, "We want to see consistency in different judicial procedures." Thomas also said, "We
want to find loopholes that may
have us open to lawsuits." The
committee will be researching
other institutions, especially the
University of Michigan. "Because it is a public institution,
they are held to different standards, but they have a lot of
experience with this area," said
Thomas. She also added that
she wanted the committee to be
"user friendly" for students. All
of the committee heads expect
to see changes by next fall, al-

Tripod Elects New Editois
For Spring 1993 Semester

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Annoucements Editor
Arts Editors
Dialogue Editors
Features Editor
Metro-Hartford Editor
News Editor
Opinion Editor
Sports Editor
World & Nation Editor
Senior Copy Editor
Copy Editors

Photography Editor
Senior Editors

Business Manager
Budget Director
Circulation Manager
Production Manager

w

though what these changes may
be is uncertain. "I don't know
what I expect to see changed, or
if anything will be changed, because we haven't met yet" said
Dean Peters.

Because none of the committees have met yet, there is
little certainty about the upcoming agendas. Much of that information will be discovered
when student members start

giving their input. It can be
expected that the new committees will have some contact
about ideas, and that by next
spring policy changes will be
implemented.

Diversify Subject Of Workshop

BETH PIRO

A representative from the National Conference of Christians And Jews led an all day
racial sensitivity workshop for departments responsible to the Dean of Students Office.
continuedfrom page 1

The success of the program is due to the efforts of
Dean o fStudents David Winer
who reviewed several groups
available to give this workshop. Team taught sessions,
diverse presenters, and high
recommendations'of their
work from schools Such a&
Wesleyan University gavetnia
group the edge.
Over33peopjeattended
at least part of the seven hour
workshop. Those invited to

"It gave us time to disattend included staff from the
Dean of Students Office, the cuss issues since there was
Chaplain's Office, the Career little formal presentation/'
Counseling Office, the Medical continued Peters, "It gave us
Office, the Campus Safety Of- the opportunity to share both
fice, and the Office of Residen- our fears and ignorances that
we normally do not feel comtial Life.
Associate Dean Kirk Pe- fortable talking about, Their
ters saw it as a positive effort at style was good and the atmo"proactive education," Heaaid, sphere was comfortable and
"We werepfeased with the turn- nonag'grfesalve. We were able
out. People were asked to at- to releam things by hearing
tend, it was not mandatory. It other's stories and to realize
was a step in looking at our- that it is not enough to simply
say '1 am a loving person/"
selves,"

Sara Wedlock
JimBarr
PrasantSar
Sunny Asghar
Amy Empoliti
TomCatlaw
AmyTatko
Jonathan Heuser
Jay Wise
Paul Sullivan
Matt Drinkwater
Mark Gruba
WillBreckenfeld
Quanti Davis
Shara Abraham
Matt Henry
Joanna Mardsen
Kelly Canright
Suzanne Fallender
John B. Akasie
Ran Barton in
Laurel Portnoy
Timothy Richman
Daniel Scanlan
RickZednik
Duncan Banfield
Kirsten Kowalski
Whitney Morrison
C. Clifton Fuller

Connection:
In the 11/17 issue of The Tripod, a news caption incorrectly
identified the photographed performers as the winners o f the 11 /
140fficeO£EesidenttalUfespon$ored Lip-Sync contest. The first
prize winner was Keda Summons '96, We apologize for any
conjaston that this may have caused.

COLGATE UNIVERSITY
.. .invitesyou to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Masters of Arts in Teaching degree
to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching high school
science, mathematics, English, and social studies. Generous
financial aid is available to qualified students. For more
information write to Colgate University, Jo Anne Pagano,
Chair, Department of Education, 13 Oak Drive, Hamilton,
New York 13346-13981 Phone (315) 824-7256.

CLEANEST LAUNDROMAT IN TOWN

Suds and Duds
FRIENDLY & CLEAN / FULLYATTENDED
COIN-OP LAUNDRY
WASH, DRY & FOLD SERVICE
FREE!
2 OZ. BOX OF TIDE
With Any Wash
One Per Customer

1825 Broad Street
Trinity Plaza
Hartford, CT 06114
247-8600
Good Only With This Coupon
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Snowball Competes With TCAC Formal Party

TCAC sponsored a "Winter Wonderland" formal in the Cave
that coincided with the Senior Snowball.

SUZANNE FAUENDER

Meditation Society In Media
Slate University said, "...you don't
want to be attached to that kind of
While the Vtesleyan Argus spoke publicity. It's just a hassle." Official
out against the group's presence on college policy allows students to inIheir campus, college officials con- vite any groups they desired to speak
tended lliat since the group has not on campus.
broken any of its policies it should still
However, this issue remains
be allowed So continue operating on very volatile as bolh sides ariliculaie
the campus.
their points. Walter Jacobs, an antiNationally, The Chronicle of cult organizer, said that " colleges
Higher Education showed that college should consider themselves in loco
reactions to the on campus meditation pnrentis in order to protect students
session was evenly split. Temple from Lenz's insidious organization."
University's Religion Department Many meditative groups, although
Chairman John Raines said, "There was once affiliated with Lcnz, have begun
certainly nothing dangerous or sub- to disavow their association in order
versive about the group," He was to distance themselves from the very
supported by Sheldon Grebstein of prominent leader, acording to
SUNY - Purchase who said, "Th e group [hcChronick article,
conducts it [meetingl with impeccable
A. representative from the Marldecorum."
ford Meditation Society said, "We do
Others, though, sided with not,represent him, we are not affiliTrinity's action to not allow [he medi- ated with him, and we arc not recruittation societies to continue after their ing. We do this because we get a kick
contracts ran out. Central Connecticut out of teaching."
continued from page 1

lions across the countiy.

_j*JL

Members of the class of 1993 enjoyed the Senior Snowball in the
Washington Room on Saturday.

Purchase your copy of the IVY
yeatfoook now!
1991 issues as well as older issues now on sale:
1992 yearbook $40
all others $25
Regularly a $65 value
NOT accepting orders for 1993 books
Send all orders to the IVY, Box 1729
or call DonJacobs at ext 3394
Name:

I would like
1992 yearbook
1991 yeaifoook
other

Phone #:

Box:

1990 yearbook
1989 yearbook

cash or checks payable to Trinity College must be enclosed
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The stories which you are about to read are taken directly from thefiles of Trinity College's Department
of Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the innocent and the
guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of laxv. Thisfeature of the Nezvs
section is designed to better inform the College community of the day to day work of Campus Safety officers.

McCook McGasLeak
Here's a new one: A gas leak in McCook was reported on December 4, at 7 pm. The gas was
coming from room 108. The gas company was called upon to turn off the gas to the building.

Radio Rebels
ConnPIRG Campus Organizer, Jake Johnston has
coordinated the group's many projects.

JEANNIE HOFFMAN

ConnPIRG Finishes
Out Semester With
Successful Projects
BY AMY EMPOL1TI
News Writer

Connecticut Public InterestResearch Group (ConnPIRG)
has hosted a variety of events
during the Fall 1992 Semester.
The group has been working on three projects: Green
Voter,
Hunger
and
Homelessness, and Recycling.
The Green Voter registered
about200 voters, as well as making fact sheets on candidate's
positions on women's issues and
environmental issues.
Green Voter is now in the
process of arranging a meeting
with Representative Barbara
Kennelly to ask her to introduce
a bill in to Congress which would
declare ANWR (Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge) a National Wilderness Area.
Each summer over
180,000 caribou migrate to this
area to give birth to their calves.
Native people use the resources
of the Refuge for subsistence
survival.
The bill would prevent
drilling on the ANWR coastal
plain and taxpayer subsidies to
nuclear, coal, and oil industries,
among other things.
ConnPIRG plans to have
tables set up to collect petition
signatures on Tuesday and
Wednesday during lunch and
dinner. The petitions will be
presented at the meeting with

Kennelly.
ConnPIRG called their
Hunger and Homelessness
week a success. The week was
from November 16-20, with a
different event every night of
the week. For example, there
was a canned food drive, a sleepout, and a global dinner which
was attended by about 120
people. The events were organized in order to raise an awareness of the problems of hunger
and homelessness.
ConnPIRG willhave three
new campaigns during the
Spring 1993 Semester. Campus
Orgarazer Jake Johnstbnis "very
excited" about these campaigns,
and about the students involved.
He has been working with Trinity ConnPIRG students since
mid-October to promote environmental campaigns. The new
campaigns are Hunger CleanUp, Environmental Action, and
a Reaffirmation Drive.
The Hunger Clean-Up
will "improve the conditions of
homeless shelters and soup
kitchens and raise money for
hunger relief," according to Mr.
Johnston. The Environmental
Action campaign is "designed
to get student support for environmental legislation that will
come up in the 103rdCongress."
An example of such legislation is a proposal to designate
the ArcticNational Wildlife Refuge as a wilderness area.

At 5 pm on Thanksgiving day, two juveniles were arrested when they attempted to steal 70
CD's and 71 records. The suspects were turned over to juvenile authorities.

Mechanism Melted
On 11/25, in a desperate cry for help, someone melted the plastic buttons on a combination
lock an exterior door to Jarvis.

Coat Criminals
On 11/23, a student walking near the corner of Broad & Brownell streets around 3:30 was
approached by an individual, who demanded the student's coat. The student said "no" and the
person tried to take it forcefully.

Car Crimes
Surprise! Some more cars were broken into this week. On 11/21, an Accura Integra was
broken into. A window was smashed, and a backpack, some tapes, and a raincoat were taken from
the car. "Obscene graffiti" was left on the rear window. On 11/24, a car parked on Vernon Street
near Doonesbury was broken into. The owner of the car came out and scared off the four
neighborhood youths that were apparently trying to steal the car. A window was broken, and the
ignition was damaged. A diligent, dignified Dodge depreciated in value when someone vindicated
the radio from the car while it was parked on Vernon St. on 11/25.
A cruising Chevy Camero parked in the parking lot on the east side of the Ferris athletic center
was busted into on 11/30. Clothing, tapes, and speakers were taken. An attempt was made to steal
the radio. On December 1, a stereo and radar detector were stolen from a Jeep parked in the Wiggins
lot. A student attempted to steal the saddle bags from another student's motorcycle on 11/26. The
matter "will be settled by the Dean of Students' Office." A Volkswagen Passat was stolen from a
Summit Street parking lot on 11/23.

The Official Security Blotter Holiday Shopping Catalog
With less than 20 shopping days left, the Security Blotter thought it would help out with gift
ideas for the college student in an urban environment. Prices are suggested
retail, actual prices may vary.
A. Next time someone asks you for your jacket,
and you say "NO" then you might want to have this.
A 24 inch aluminum baton is "The ideal defensive
\ weapon." $22.65
B. Why pull the fire alarm in Jones, when you
can have your own? $130

A.

B.

C. Remington
11-87 Auto Loading
Shotgun with 26 inch
barrel. $505

Mpjd&TrlNfo
The Trinity Tripod
Is now available electronically
Any member of the Trinity Community
with access to a networked computer can
access the Tripod over the network.
News, Opinion & Sports sections as
well as back issues since 11/3 are available.
Access is through TrINfo,
a campus-wide information system.
If you have any questions,
please call extension 6095.

D. Instead of wearing
that dirty baseball cap to a
party, take this along. Traditional styling with a an extra
stiff brim. $62.95
E. "Amlsoberenough
to drive to the diner" you
ask. Get this breathalyzer,
for the bargain price of $2,240

F. Perfect for your next
walk to Chucky's or Power
Video. Body armour constructed with Kevlar© $560
G. Leg irons. All steel
construction. $33.25
H. Tear gas grenade.
Can be thrown or launched
up to 125 feet. $22
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December is National
Drunk and Drugged Driving
Prevention Month:
In 1991, nearly 20,000
Americans died in crashed
involving drivers and pedestrians
impaired by alcohol and other
drugs. As part of a nationwide
effort to emphasize the
consequences of impaired
driving, Gov. Lowell Weicker has
declared December Drunk and
Drugged Driving Prevention
month in Connecticut.
The Connecticut
Clearinghouse, 334 Farmington
Avenue (Rte. 10), Plainville, offers
free information to all citizens in
Connecticut on how to prevent
drunk and drugged driving. For
more information contact the
Connecticut Clearinghouse, tollfree at 1-800-232-4424.
Work in Britain:
Since 1966 thousands of
U.S. students have joined the
Work in Britain program.
Students took jobs ranging from
the sublime to the not-quite-sosublime. This year participants
have worked at the BBC, at the
University of London and at every
other kind of establishment
through to Fatboy's Diner and
Highgate Cemetery.
Work in Britain provides a
unique Blue Card work permit
allowing U.S. students to work
anywhere in Britain, in any type of
job, for six months maximum.
The Blue Card is the only easy
way for U.S. students to work
legally in Britain because all jobs
require government approval.
The British Universities
North America Club - BUNAC,
are the British sponsors of the
program. BUNAC is a non-profit
student club, well-known on
British campuses for running
work exchanges including the
reciprocal Work America
program. In the U.S. the program

ANNOUNCEMENTS

is administered by CIEE - the
Council on Internation
Educational Exchange, also a
non-profit organization who
arrange a multitude of work and
study exchange programs
around the world. The
participation fee for Work in
Britain is just $125.
For further information
contact: CIEE, Work Abroad
Dept. Tel: 212-661-1414 or
BUNAC USA Tel: 203-264-0901.
Attention Poets:
The National Library of
Poetry has announced that
$12,000 in prizes will be awarded
this year to over 250 poets in the
North American Open Poetry
Contest. The deadline for the
contest is December 31,1992.
The contest is open to everyone
and the entry is free.
To enter, send one
original poem, any subject and
any style, to The National Library
of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr.,
P.O. Box 704-ZW, Owings Mills,
MD 21117. The poem should be
no more than 20 lines, and the
poefs name and address should
appear on the top of the page.
Entries must be postmarked by
December 31,1992. A new
contest opens January 1,1993.
Summer Fellowship
Program in Early American
History and Material Culture:
This spring six college
undergraduates from across the
nation will be chosen to attend
the Historic Deerfield Summer
Fellowship Program in Early
American History and Material
Culture. For the thirty-eighth year
a select group of students will live
in Deerfield, Massachusetts from
mid-June to mid-August while
participating in an intensive
examination of early American
history, architecture, decorative
arts, museum interpretation, and
museum operations.
Each applicant appointed
to the program is awarded a
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fellowship which covers tuition,
books, and visits to other
museums. The fee for room and
board for nine weeks is $1800.
Financial aid for room and board
is available to students with
demonstrated need.
Interested students
should request a Fellowship
brochure and application by
writing to Dr. Kenneth Hafertepe,
Director of Academic Programs,
Historic Deerfieid, Inc., Deerfield,
MA 01342, or by telephoning
(413) 774-5581. Applicants to the
program must be undergraduate
students of sophomore, junior, or
senior standing in a college or
university as of January 1,1993.
Completed applications will be
reviewed after April 1,1993.
Ski the USA-Without
Paying Ski Resort Prices:
Skiers can enjoy some of
the finest skiing in the USA
without paying ski resort prices.
American Youth Hostels has
nearly 50 hostels, from Alaska to
Vermont, located near major
downhill and cross-country ski
areas.
Hostels are inexpensive
accommodations for travelers of
all ages providing dormitory style
bedrooms with separate quarters
for males and females. Most
have fully equipped self-service
kitchens, dining areas and
common rooms for relaxing and
meeting other travelers from
around the world, and a host of
unexpected amenities from
special programs to hot tubs.
For more information on
AYH hostels in the USA, contact:
Hostelling International, American
Youth Hostels, P.O. Box 37613,
Washington D.C. 20013-7613.
Tel.-(202) 783-6161.

The Studio Arts Annual
Exhibition:
Through Tuesday,
December 22 - The Studio Arts

Dec 8

UNTIL THE END OF THE WORLD

7:3O

Dec 9 1 O 11 12

SNEAKERS

7:3O

Dec 11 12

ONE FALSE MOVE

1O:O5

Dec 13 14 15

A BRIEF HISTORY OF TIME

"7:30

Annual, an exhibition of artwork
by Trinity College students.
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
Free admission. Presented by the
Trinity College department of fine
arts. Information: 297-2001.

Thursday, December 10
through Saturday, December 12:
New dance works
choreographed by Trinity College
Assistant Professor of Theater
and Dance Pedro Alejandro
Rodriguez. Also, "Watercolor," a
theater performance piece,
created for performance in a
swimming pool, conceived and
directed by visiting artist Leeny
Sack. 8 p.m. Goodwin Theater,
Austin Arts Center, and
Trowbridge Pool, Ferris Athletic
Center. General admission: $8;
students and senior citizens: $6.
Box office: 297-2199.

Wednesday, Dec. 9:
Sombra Brazil, a fourpiece Brazilian band. 6 p.m. to 9
p.m. No cover charge. Casual
dress. Koepell Bistro, Vemon
Street. Information: 297-2001.
Friday, December 11 and
Saturday, December 12:
Handel's "Messiah"
performed by the Trinity College
Concert Choir with professional
orchestra and student soloists.
Conducted by Trinity College
Associate Professor of Music
Gerald Moshell. 8:15 p.m.
Chapel. General admission: $6.
students and senior citizens: $4.
Box office: 297-2199.

"Religious Communities
of Women and the Social Fabric:
A Paradigm":
Wednesday, December 9
- by Patricia Byrne, assistant
professor of religion at Trinity
College. 4 p.m. Faculty Club,
Hamlin Hall. Free admission.
Refreshments will be served. Part
of the Trinity College Faculty
Lecture Series. For further
information, call: 297-2001.
"Divided Government and
the 1992 Election":
Wednesday, December
9th - by Dr. Gary Jacobson,
former Professor of Political
Science at Trinity College and
presently Professor of Political
Science at the University of
California at San Diego, a leading
expert on American elections and
divided government. 8 p.m. in
McCook Auditorium.

WORLDS NATION
AIDS: The Shroud Of Secrecy A Stranglehold HasBeen
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ing HIVfroma health care worker, which
involved Florida dentist David Acer, is
still in extensive study because they do
AIDS. Aids (Acquired Immune notknow the method of contamination,
Deficiency Syndrome) is a growing glo- Should the health care worker have his
bal problem. With tens-of-fhousands of license and practice restricted because
new cases reported each year the prob- of the danger of contamination?
lem has grown to epidemic proportions,
The CDC, Centers' for Disease
lite problem grows more complex when Control, who have been fighting with
the question of whether somebody who themedicalestablishmentoverwhether
has been diagnosed to have HIV, Ihe the health care workersshould be barred
virus known to be the root of AIDS in from practicing,recently decided tohave
humans, should be allowed lo work the answer to that question left up the
alongside someone who does not This thestates themselves. TheCDChassent
problem is further compounded when letters to all state health departments,
that person who is HIV positive works giving them the authority to judge each
in the health care field (doctors/ dentists case on an individual basis, Here the
and health care workers). Should a CDC is passing the buck to the slate
health care worker be obliged to inform, governments to deal with the problem
patients whether he or she is HIV posi- of AIDS. The federal government tells
tive, or should that information be pro- you not to discriminate, but don't tell
tected under right to privacy laws?
you what discrimination is. They (the
In Philadelphia a casehasjustbeen federal government).mandate a law that
filed by an orthopedic surgeon who says you can't discriminate, but on one
claims that the hospital that he worked side of the issue they do nothing lo
at, Mercy Catholic Medical Center, ef- enforce it. The problem of AIDS is not a
fectively destroyed his career by restrict- regional one that cart be dealt with by
ing his medical practice and informing state governments. AIDS is a global
his patients of his condition. The doctor, problem that needs to be'addressed by
who goes by the name John Doe, filed a nationalgovernments. The government
lawsuit claiming that the hospital dis- and medical community need to get
criminated against him because of his together in order lo educate the public
HIV positive status. Under the Ameri- and to pool the knowledge to fight this
cans With Disabilities Act, people who deadly disease.
are HIV positive or have AIDS are conThe question of whether or no I a
sidered handicap, and by the hospital health care worker should tell a patient
restricting his practice, he claims that that he or she has AIDS is one that will
they discriminated against him. The be deba ted for years to come. 1'he manmedical center ruined his practice by dating of rules will inevitably alienate
restricting his practice lo invasive pro- one of two groups, the health care workcedures, ones that break the skin, on if ers or their patients. It is a question of
he first informed his patients of his HIV rights.
•.
positive status. A majority of the money
Does the palient have a right to
eamedby orthopedic surgeons is made
knowifthesurgeonhasHIV? Does the
througtiinvasive procedures. So should
doctor have to give -up his right to priDr. Doe be required to reveal his HIV
vacy in order to meet the demands of his
positive sta (us to his pa tienis, or shou fd
patients? And if so, does the governhe keep it a secret?
ment have the right to tell health care
The dilemma here is whether we, workers how much they have to tell
as a society, should protect ihe doctor's their patients? Everyone will inevitably
right to privacy, while sacrificing the have their own opinion and Ihey will be
patients' right io know if they are in able to justify Iheir stance. However, no
dange* of contracting a deadly disease. matter What you think aboiit AIDS in
Are you violating a doctor's civtlrights, the health care industry, you have to
or are you violating the patients'? The acknowledge that we have to ptit a
one reported case of a patient contract- greater effort into figh ting this disease.
BYLUKEMADIGAN
World & Nation Writer

Holiday Shopping Spree!

MATHERHALL
HOLIDAYFAM
Friday, December 11
10am - 5pm/ WasWiigtoii Room

Placed OnOur Cities

tiques to thrift stores, from doctor's offices to health clinics.
It does seem that Lewis was right.
There is a vine called the kudzu. That is to say a "culture of poverty"
City planners used it as a means to hide seems to exist. No longer do we have the
and camouflage unattractive scenes like rich, the middle class, and the poor. This
abandoned barns and ramshackle homes tri-level social stratification has been
along interstate highways in the south. undercut by a vicious circle of single
Officials thought the green vines of the parent families, high unemployment,
kudzu were more attractive than the rusty drug abuse and violence.
The conflict that has now arisen in
brown of old farm equipment. The problem with kudzu is that it has gotten out of government no longer lies in whether a
problem exists or even whether we
hand.
It spreads like wildfire and has should try to fix it. Thatmoral lowground
literally taken over the roadside in many was abandoned long ago. Instead, today
locations. It climbs trees and strangles we see the questions arise around what
them slowly until they rot and crumble problem is the fundamental base disorand overtakes telephone lines in such a der. We see today a frantic search for the
way that it is difficult to discern wire magic wand of a topical program to solve
from vine. The irony is that we planted that disorder and thus solve this whole
kudzu. We al- •
, —,—.,—,—,
M "cultureofpoverty,"
lowed it to take
think the trouble
lies herein: there is
BY 1OSHUA LAHEY
World & Nation Writer
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The kudzu is
analogous to something some sociologists, like Oscar Lewis of the University
of Chicago, have called the "culture of
poverty." The policy makers in this scenario are not motorists seeking a better
view, but government officials and concerned citizens looking for a clear conscience. Like the kudzu, we planted
many of the problems we now must face
down. Welfare and low-income housing at first all seemed sensible. We were
suspicious of this answer but we were
again desperate for a remedy.
The kudzu chokes out everything
around it, as does poverty. Last Monday
President Gerety's freshman seminar
traveled to Bridgeport to see the devastation in a city without an economic base
like Hartford's capitol offices and large
hospital. Sections of the city were no
worse than much of middle America.
However, as we approached public housing there was noticeable decline.
The depravation of this housing
crept slowly out of its originally confined
space in all directions. Like a match
being held under the center of a piece of
paper, the blackness was at first barely
noticeable until suddenly you realized
the whole paper, and city, were being
consumed. The business evolved from
banks to pawn shops, from clothing bou-

dercut the problem

to prevent the cause

and the subsequent
effect is ludicrous. The solution must be
multi-faceted.
The solution must include one essential component; it must tie the futures
of the underclass with the futures of
middle and upper America in such a way
that failure of one class, socially, politically, and economically, means the failure of all society. The millionaire executive feels no tie to the less privileged.
He need not be working in a soup
kitchen in his spare time, only a conscious recognition of the problem and its
solution is enough. If only the business
executive could be made to feel that keeping children from starving on the streets
of America, from stopping gang violence
and drug use and truly supporting our
public schools was tantamount to his
success, we could easily succeed,
That is the challenge before us.
You see, it is the mediocre man who
looks back and regrets his actions. It is
only the gifted who are prophetic enough
to see the repercussions of his actions
before he has acted. It is huge to ask of a
man, it is a tremendous task to ask of a
society. We must ask that, however, and
more. We must push the bounds of what
is necessary and expand our horizons to
what is essential for a country to survive
and prosper.

British Royalty Are Worthless
Leeches OnThe Exchequer
BY EMMA IRVINE-ROBERTSON
World & Nation Writer

Participants include: ADDIS ABABA IMPORTS - African and
Rastafarian arts and crafts; BLUE SEAS TRADING - Greek
imports; wool sweaters & gloves; BOUNTIFUL BASKETS Gourmet gift baskets; INDIA COTTAGE EMPORIUM - Gift items
& hand made sweaters; JD ENTERPRISES - Brand names such as
J Crew, Tweeds, and GAP; MRS. B's MINIATURE TREES; HAT
STUFF-Hats and accessories; PROGRESSIVE RESOURCE
SERVICE - Environmental and social consciousness merchandise;
HOLIDAYS R NUTS - Nuts, cookies, grapevine wreaths and spice
mixes; IYANA SPEARS - Handpainted accessories from the Muse;
UNIQUE BOUTIQUE - Imported sweaters, clothing, and
accessories; JULIE WATERMAN - Funky Jewelry.

r ,.

The front page of people magazine, hoursoftelevisionmini-series,headlines on "Eyewitness News at Five," interviews on daytime television: There
seems to be so much interest about the
British Royal family you'd be forgiven
for thinking we'd won the revolutionary
wars instead of you. Some people who
think London is the only city in Britain
know that Camilla Parker-Bowles is the
name of the ex-girlfriend and true love of
Prince Charles. I meet people for the first
time and when they know I'm English
before they ask "So how do you like the
states?" comes "Ah, you'll know;..is it
true? Are they really going to split up?"
The first day I was here someone
asked me "Why are we meant to be so
interested in your royal family?" but this
voice of reason seems to be drowned in a
sea of ... "Did you see those photos of

Fergie?" "Do you think Diana ever tried
to kill herself?" "But can she be queen if
she divorces Charles?"
The country of equality of opportunity and "All men are created equal"
never asks me "So how do British taxpayers feel about paying for Fergie to go
on holiday for eleven months of the year?"
or "Doesn't it worry you that your supposedly modern democracy is based on
an archaic system of inherited wealth?"
America usually has something to
say about the internal affairs of other
countries, normally thepublic cares about
injustice in the political systems of other
nations. But when a president gets within
ten feet of a member of a European royal
family all this flies out of the window; the
eyes glaze over and there is immediate
kissing of hands and grovelling. Presidents who pride themselves on protecting the rights of the American tax-paying public have no qualms about eating a
sumptuous eight course meal at
please turn to page 12
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Resurection Of Nazi Movement
Frightens Foreign Visifois
weeks earlier.
In much the same spirit of the Ku
Klux Klan, the Neo Nazi's have caused
The recent escalation of xenopho- most of the trouble. The group has initibic sentiment in Germany has been the ated over 1500 attacks this year against
subject of much criticism over the past non-Germans or the destruction of Jewfew weeks. Many incidents of violence ish burial sites. Kennedy's complaints
toward foreigners has plagued the three dealt with the fact that the German govyear old nation, and has led to compari- ernment and people have accepted the
sons of 1960's United States, and the Neo Nazi behavior, and have done little
constant struggle for equality by the to prevent or punish it, Much like the
blacks in the civil rights movement. Now KKK in America, people have allowed a
it is the minority non-German citizens few militant radicals to sway their opinthat are fighting for their own preserva- ions and in the process brainwash them
tion in a very anti-outsider country.
of all moral and ethical sentiments.
Massachusetts Congressman JoAccording to The Boston Globe,
seph Kennedy accused the German gov- nearly five million non-German born
ernment of ignoring the recurring hate people live in the country, and virtually
crimes and attacks against foreigners. none of them are citizens. Furthermore,
Kennedy further suggested that private the country has a policy restricting citisupport for these atrocities contributed zenship to only those people who can
greatly to their existence. In other words, prove that they have German blood,
the average German citizen supported Chancellor Helmut Kohl has even gone
the ignorance of its government.
so far as to admit that the German people
Many incidents have caused such do not want their nation to turn into "a
a response from Kennedy. A fire bomb- country of immigrants,"
ing of an innocent Turkish family's home
While Germany could be admired
in Moelln by a nineteen year old boy was for adminis tering an ideal upon which to
the catalyst for his attacks. Three people construct their "new" nation and doing
were killed in the explosion, and although whatever is necessary to achieve that
the perpetrator is now imprisoned, the goal, they have to realize that closing
cold fact is that he, like most Germans their doors to foreigners cannot be done.
accused of similar crimes, will probably The presence of tunnel vision in a world
only receive a slap on the wrist and he as diverse as ours is doomed to fail. This
will soon be released.
is precisely the reason Germany started
This type of situation has made World War II—they tried to keep their
foreigners begin to fear for their lives on country pure, and the rest of the world
the everyday streets of Germany, much would not tolerate it. Unless the Gerlike blacks in the 60's in the Southern mans have dusted off their plans for the
states. Kennedy's appearance and speech Fourth Reich, and intend to repeat hisin Berlin brought out many who agreed tory, they are headed for an obstacle that
with his attack on the government (most they will not be able to overcome. The
of the supporters were non-German), yet people of the world have wizened up to
some were too terrified to attend the such tricks, and while it almost worked
public event. One man told Kennedy for the Germans once, the German's will
that the rest of his family was too scared eventually be forced lo comply with the
to leave their home after their son was liberalism of the rest of the world, whether
brutally mugged and murdered three they like it or not.
BY BRYAN SATTER
World & Nation Writer
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INTREPID
Educational Diversity Needed
by Paul Sullivan
Free public education is a right so fundamental that absolutely no one
should be allowed to infringe upon it. Unfortunately, some members of society
feel compelled to invoke their personal, moral sentiments info a process that
should be premised on total acceptance of all views. The battle now raging in
Queens over educating elementary school children to accept all lifestyles equally
lies at the heart of this potentially divisive debate.
The Queens' school board has been suspended due to a proposed policy of
promoting its new "Children of the Rainbow" program. Amongst other things,
this curriculum would teach children that there is nothing inherently wrong with
homosexuals. Like other programs such as AIDS awareness/sexual education
programs, it would begin in the first grade and progress through high school.
Many members of the community are presently up in arms over the idea of the
defilement of their children's minds by, what they deem, an unacceptable
position for public educators to take.
The issue has fostered an intense debate that has split on ideological,
religious and moral lines with each side contending that their solution is the only
acceptable one. Moreover, each one predicts apocalyptical results if their success
is hindered. Then, who is right and what is truly at stake?
The problem is viscerally rooted in a society that has been inculcated with
the dogma that people who lead alternative lifestyles will be America's Achilles
heel if given representation proportional to their station in society. Furthermore,
most people question their own sexuality and fear that an awareness of gays and
lesbians would force their children away from the societal norms. Here is where
I have my biggest problem with their argument to exclude this new curriculum.
Even if the "Children of the Rainbow" curriculum was somehow introduced, it would never be usedtoforce children to become gay or lesbian. Instead,
it would serve the valuable duty of showing children that everyone does not fit
a certain stereotype, and that diversity should be cherished as the greatest asset
that America possesses. Nor would this program parochially preach about
alternative sexual choices since the bulk of it deals with accep ting people for who
they are — not their race, religion, or family background.
Though, many contend that it should be up to the parents and not the state
to teach children about sex and diversity. However, this poses a very fundamental problem since educators have the ability to present objective views on highly
explosive issues tha t would be impossible for some parents to do. How could any
one teach their child that African-Americans, Jews, or homosexuals are all equal
when they, themselves, harbor generalized animosities towards specific groups?
The recent Crown Heights' beating of a black man by a group of Hasidic
Jews, although seemingly unrelated, illustrates the need for public education to
play a largerrole in shaping the futures of our youths. TheHasidim contends that
they were trying to slop a robbery, but somehow pelting the man wi th stones and
shouting racial slurs at him goes beyond a simple citizen's arrest. Such an
incident cries out for non-sectarian education so that everyone can at least learn
tolerance if not acceptance.
But back to the issue in Queens, the question of who should decide the
curriculum still remains the most pressing issue. Parents contend that it is their
right. But when parents are afraid to speak to their children about sex and drugs,
what would make anyone think that they would be responsible to talk about such
a complex and sensitive issue as sexual preference?
While the state contends that they have theduty to promote understanding
and a harmonious balance in society. If they have to assume some tasks that had
"traditionally" been reserved for families then so be it. This is a time of great
change and new ideas, and only through equally fresh policies will American
society be able to thrive through its heterogeneity.
True, the issue of how much control parents should have over what their
children learn is as fundamental as the state's obligation to produce the most well
rounded and understanding citizens. Many will disagree, but the latter must
prevail. If society does not produce a more understanding populous than we
have failed and are only perpetuating a vicious circle of lies and deceit. It's time
for the Queens' Board of Education to assert its au thority and say that the future
quality of America supercedes any other concern.

Somalian Tragedy fflicits
Need For U.N. Troops
BY TIM SULLIVAN
World & Nation Writer

The U.N. security council announced last week that military force was going
to be used to quell the violence in Somalia. The force was authorized to use "all
necessary means" to insure "a secure environment" for relief operations. This is a
carte blanche for the military force which will be "in country" in Somalia.
Clans have been battling for supremacy since January of 1991. What these
clans have realized is that even more important than fuel during a prolonged conflict
is the supply of food. These groups of people have seized whatever food they can get
their hands on and have held on to it, ensuring their own survival, but giving little
thought to the survival of the people of their country. This does not speak well of
human nature.
I find it fantastic that the situation in Somalia was allowed to continue as long
as it did. People are starving to death in numbers that have only been equaled a few
times in the history of the world. A dubious honor. The people who have seized
control in Somalia are roaming, armed gangs of bandits. Ibelieve that it is clear in this
case that "might does not make right," but it does give one the opportunity to do
whatever one wants. With firepower they can cause the suffering of millions. This
is wrong.
Now the United States has authorized the use of 28,000 soldiers and all of their
equipment to interfere. These are large numbers of people with the most sophisticated armaments in the world. This is firepower on a scale that few have encoun tered
and fewer could hope to repel.
The capabilities of the United States Army are nothing to brag about. What
caused the difficulties in Somalia was an equivalence of force among the armed
bands and therefore there could be no one in "clear cut" control. Now we are. The
U.N. force is merely a larger, better financed, well armed, clan.
In this case ourmotives maybe clear. The intent is to prevent the deaths of more
people from famine. We are equipped to kill some in order to insure the survival of
others. The decision has been taken away from the Somalian people. They could not
make up their minds in time to avoid U.N. involvement. I am sure that if oil or some
other resource had been at stake the United States would have seized the opportunity
for earlier involvement. However it was merely people that were at stake.
This is the ultimate tragedy and something, although painful, that should be
learned young. In all of the fighting and controversy, the only important elemen t has
been forgotten. The people that compose the country. If the bands had eventually
been successful in achieving a supremacy, they would have governed over an empty
barren land. This means nothing. Acountry's greatest resource should be its citizens,
and if they are lost, then all is lost.

U.S. Military Intervention In Somalia Commended
U.S. intervention has been in the interests of either material items (as with the
Gulf War) or in the context of ideological
The recen t decision by George Bush struggle (such as Vietnam and Korea).
to send troops to aid relief efforts in Although, many will argue that the U.S.
Somalia is long overdue. When a coup in should notbe the world's policeman, itis
1989 toppled the dictator of this east a role that this nation is stuck with.
African nation, anarchy reigned. The only America is the only nation in the free
authority now in this nation is roving world capable of sending sufficient levgangs who vie for control. In addition to els of force throughout the world. The
Somalia's chaos, a drought has created U.N. is also an important player in these
great famine which has already claimed sorts of actions, but only the U.S. has the
ability to add strength to U.N, police
the lives of many.
In spite of massive food shipments actions.
However, the U.S. should adopt a
from the developed world, the severity
of the famine continues as the gangs cautious policy in Somalia. When Clinton
controlling this country steal or block assumes office, he will have to come up
food shipments. Thus, in order to pre- with a plan for the U.S. to withdraw and
vent a tragedy which would claim mil- for a U,N. force to take over. Otherwise,
lions more, President Bush has moved the military may be caught in an expendecisively to open up the food supplies sive quagmire. Although the situation in
Somalia is urgent, the economic probto Somalia's starving.
Although there is no direct U.S. lems in this nation must also be addressed
security interest in the fate of Somalia, it and this is why a protracted involvement
is commendable that Bush sent troops on mustbeavoided. The disorganized gangs
please turn lo page 72
humanitarian grounds. Too often, direct
BY DAN ANIXT
World & Nation Writer
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Our Fasdnation With British Royalty liberalism Pontificates Intolerance
BY FRED FALKSON
World & Nation Writer
After talking to a friend one evening and discussing inner city problems, he
made sure to tell me that I was "ignorant" and lacking the political correctness that
he had. With that I realized that liberalism, despite the fear of the "L" word in the
retent presidential campaign, was still going strong in this country. After trying to
explain how out of touch with reality the liberal ideology was, my friend remarked
"People like you are the problem."
Lyndon Johnson and his Great Society was perhaps the first to start a trend of
big government which continues today. Johnson had declared a "war on poverty"
to help many of the nation's problems. To LBJ, government could do anything; it
could redistribute wealth, help civil rights, fix healthcare, etc. It was America's
savior.
Now we have become so dependent on government; we expect it to do
everything for us. Every year it increases in size, to the point where presently it has
more employees than the whole American manufacturing sector. If something goes
wrong it is always the politician's fault; they're always "crooks" or "incompetents."
With this has come the absence of any and all personal responsibility for one's
actions. If one is a discriminated minority, it is always necessary to get help from
some government program or agency. Merit and accomplishment are replaced by
quotas. The U.S. has become a nation of victims.
Perhaps nowhere is this kind of thinking more evident than today's big cities.
Things are so bad that a black male in Harlem has a shorter life expectancy than a male
from Bangladesh. The New York City government's answer is to increase taxes on
the middle class for more spending and aid. Presently, New York has more than
1,000,000 welfare recipients. These people, totally dependent on government handouts, are the new permanent underclass.
u tharity work
how when par- money
-portrayed
the Queen
as
a selfish, b J?
Unfortunately, liberalism fails to realize that government is the problem, not
overgrubbing,
racist
aristocrat.
liament was
T T•
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whelmingly the solution. When an individual is given something, there remains no incentive to
passing a "Race
work for it. If you can travel from city to city collecting welfare checks, why do you
Relations Act" Taking more from the country than for the "safe" need a job? If something is done for you by the government, why should you do it
provide
she
gives....
to
provide qhp oinpc.
causes, not ad- yourself?
equal opportu2
dressing
If government could solve all the country's problems, I'm sure every American
nities in employment, the Queen ensured homelessness, racism or drug abuse.
she and her household were personally Only Diana publicly supports AIDS chari- taxpayer would be willing to give up their well-earned money. But does government
have the god-like powers which will enable it to heal racial divisions, cure A.I.D.S.,
ties.
exempt.
One of her staff members is tradiWhen Ka therine (the o ther English and do everything else we expect of it.? The bureacracy can't even get me my mail
tionally a member of a commonwealth student here) and I were interviewed by on time. Some kind of responsibility has to rest with the individual- to better himself
country, but she has always ignored the the local NBC station at the beginning of and his community.
now-independent African nations (the the semester about the "Fergie and AnJudging from my friend's response, he was pretty angry with me. I expected
majority of theCommonwealth)infavour drew" television special the interviewer this; liberalism and political correctness give people a narrow and restricted way of
of a lily-white New Zealander, Canadian expected us to have royal family memen- looking at things. If you don't confine yourself to the same ideas and speech, one is
or South African, She uses public de- tos around our rooms. The fact we want labled "divisive" or maybe even a "racist." Far frombeing the "progressive" ideology
fence money to furnish and run her mas- change does notmakemostof my friends it professes, liberalism actually preaches a type of intolerance.
sive luxury private yacht "Britannia" by and I unpatriotic we're just trying to
claiming that at time of war it is available achieve democracy in all areas of our
for combat use.
government and not be hypocrites.
continued from page It
Ye t one of the most worryingpoints
I enjoyed one moment in the glossy
should be no match for the American the Somali people while minimizing
that this documentary made was about uncriticaJ "Elizabeth R" documentary.
military. The main challenge will be U.S. involvement in a long transition
an area of the country known as the The Reagans were invited to have dinner
how to create a stable government for process from anarchy to government.
Duchy of Lancaster. The Queen owns a with the Queen recently and as the guests
section of land in Northern England and mingled and politely sipped their tea,
the law there states that if you live there, Ronnie and Nancy, ignoring the butlers
and do not make a will/ when you die and servants around them, tottered over
your next of kin will NOT be entitled to to the Queen, interrupted her conversainherit. The property will be sold and the tion and said
cation and job training will trap the
"Where's the BYTAYWISE
money given to the queen's personal DECAFFINATED coffee?" Now, that's Metra-Hgrtjbrd Editor
single-mothers in jobs in which no
fund.
more like it.
amount of work will lift them beyond
Every now and then, someone poverty, The myth that they are lazy,
whom we usually think of as being an however, doesnothold. Theyoften work
actual, reasoning human being wilt float 45-50 hours a week, just enough to keep
a notion so ugly and regressive that it their heads above water. The problem is,
just flat out strikes most of us as dumb. in the end, the job, not the work ethic
Such an event was PJ. Louis's article on And such is the plight of many in the
welfare and the poor a few weeks ago.
inner-cities.
' Of course, while most of us who
With nothing but low-wage serare acquainted with his writing lack that vice sector jobs that do not allow a way
preliminary opinion of PJ. Louis, it is out of the ghetto, some turn to drugs, or
important to note that behind all the some simply work themselves to death,
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
awkward bluster, all the blunt and Lassiness has nothing to do with it, xmclumsy rhetoricofhis article on the poor, less you'd like to argue that the racial
there was the bare scintilla of a theory, groups, who are by far the poorest, are
an actual idea hiding deep within the inherently lazy,
fplds of that sixth-grade diction.
I grant that welfare today does not
The point of Louis' article (to use do the job, The system has become dysthe term loosely) was that the poor are functional, But the answer is to restrucpoor simply because they are lazy. No : ture the system, not destroy.it. The goal
welfare can help them, nor work projects should be to give people the skills and
save them, They are, he argues, irre- education necessary to lift themselves
trievably sluggish, There is a lot of other out of poverty, while at the same time
ranting and raving, but this is, as far as I supplying family leave and national
can figure, his general position.
• health care, to allow family values back
:
Of course, Louis is wrong on two into the ghetto (many would argue, of
counts: one, in his attitude towards the course, that it never left), To paraphrase
67 1/2 Madison St.
poor, alnd two, In his attitude towards Jack Kemp, you can't expect people to
(Off Broad Street)
welfare. This is a fairly prodigious ac- lift themselves up by their bootstraps
247-3493
complishment when you consider that when they have no boots and no straps.
the topic of the paper was welfare aiid
Welfare should be centered
:
the poor.
around the idea of equity, of guaranteeTo start with, consider the single ing that each person in society should
mother, once derided as a welfare cheat have a fair chance at owning a business
and now scorned as an enemy of 'family and starting a family, depending on that
values/ In terms of real money, govern- person's potential, not on whether he or
ment assistance to working mothers has she grew up in Hartford or South
fallen over the past 15 years, as health- . Windsor. The idea that merit alone
care problems escalated, leaving single should determine success is closer to the
mothers to fend, increasingly, for them- soul of free-market economics than any
selves.
• capital gains tax-cut, and, Mr. Louis,
To a great extent,Jhelackof edu- there's nothing lazy about it.
Individual families campaign every year after a relative dies suddenly,
the taxes of the street cleaner whom his and the family home is taken. A member
of parliament is responsible for their cases
limo swept past a few hours earlier.
Two television documentaries ap- but often they only receive a token
peared in Britain last year. One, "Eliza- amount. The member of parliament
beth R", which was shown on PBSbefore when interviewed claimed that the queen
Thanksgiving, majestically and in soft- uses her funds to provide charity for the
focus portrayed the kind silver-haired area so the law is fair and should not be
lady who watches over our beds as we changed. The documentary brought up
sleep as benevolent, witty and patient.
issues that had never really been in the
The second hardly had any media public before and there was no real reacattention. Late one night on our Channel tion to it, neither from the royal family
Four, it portrayed the Queen as a selfish, (who denied nothing) or the rest of the
money-grabbing, racist aristocrat. Tak- media who was too busy detailing love
ing more from the country than she gives, affairs, break- ups and tension .
and slowly eroding her responsibilities
As you can probably guess I am
over the years so to be left with only the not of a fan of the royal family as it now
privileges.
stands. They are welcome to exist as long
It presented evidence that her fa- as they pay for themselves and they prother King George had made a secret deal vide us with more than tourism (I think
with the government to exempt himself people would come to go inside an uninfrom taxation on his private wealth habitednationalmuseumin Buckingham
whereas royals had been paying taxes Palace anyway).
„„.„.
They do
for generations. -• „„„ , in m.... ..- •
perform
It
described
it described
.
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some
continued from page 10
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Stanley Miligram Continued:

Yielding To The f fExperlsff
CHAPIN SPENCER
Dialogue Writer

What b Authority??
What is au thority? Author! ty is the cold hand, with a ring for every finger,
that smacks you on the face every time you smile. Authority is the referee, the
judge, the dad, [he cop, I he RA, Ihe ha 11 monitor a nd the na tional guard. Authority
is the law, the grade, the IQ, the speed limit and the social security number.
Authority is the caustic reminder that we are not ready to be as free as we want
to be. Authority is a "necessary evil/' a "means to an end," a "tough decision,"
and a "we were left with no other choice, considering the circumstances."
Authority determines who is sane, who is black, who is poor, who is criminal and
who is heroic. Authority is solitary confinement in a cell you can't even stand up
in, where you get one meal a week. Authority is society's mechanism for
guaranteeing that the more things change, the more they really do stay the same.
Authority happens to people. Authority tells you who to. hate, when to kill them,
and how you should feel about it when you're done. Authority is any curfew,
whether imposed by the army or your parents. Authority is delainment camps,
gas chambers and public lynchings. Authority ignores the contradictions in its
arguments when U blames the rape victim for wearing such a short skirl.
Authority shuts down the subways at nightso homeless people don't sleep there.
Authority turns genuine political dissentand deviance inlocurable psychological
conditions. Authority doesn't ever have to earn your respect, it just demands it.
A uthorily is tho cold hand with rings on every finger, that pats you on the
back when you wise up, swallow your pride, and hand over your will on a silver
platter. Authority sells you the X hat, the PE tape, and the 40 dog of malt liquor
so long as you keep sleeping. Authority holds Ihe house, the meal, the college
education and the doctor a little more than arm's length away. Authority is
should, ought, and unless, but never why. Authority goes about enticing your
support for the smallest price possible. Author) ly is employee of the month, most
improved ca mper, Phi Beta Kappa, and the purple heart. Authority thinks you're
a valuable team player, and would really like your input, and doesn't appreciate
it when you question the sincerity of these statements. Authority is always doing
what it's doing for your own good. Authority gives you sleeping pills when you
can't sleep, aspirin when you have a headache, prozac when.you're depressed,
and a cocktail when you're bored.
Authority is the cold hand with a ring for every finger that justifies those
rings even though you're hungry. Authority tells you what happened, what is
happening, and what will happen. Authority is the film at eleven, the stale of the
union address, and the textbook, Authority is tear gas, bullets, and billy clubs.

Authority wages war against certain people, and then
wrests themfor disturbing the peace. Authority calls poor
thieves looters, and rich thieves embezzlers, Authority talks
ibout welfare mothers when they really mean, poor black
women.
Authority is the warning, the probation and the termination. Authority is the
pledge of allegiance, the lord's prayer and the fraternity rite of initiation. Authority is an argument from human nature that dictates the perpetuation of the statue
quo. Authority wages war against certain people and then arrests them when they
disturb the peace. Authority calls poor thieves looters, and rich thieves embezzlers. Authority talks about welfare mothers when they really mean poor black
women. Authority is shepherd and sheep. Authority is "things aren't nearly as
bad as they used to be." Author! ty is an eights grade health class. Authority turns
murder into "capital punishment," death squads into "freedom fighters," dead
children into "casualties," bombing raids into "surgical strikes," and moral
protesters into "agitators."
Authority exists because so many people would be honored just to shake
that cold hand with a ring for every finger. Authority is my dad telling me "that
there are going to be a lot of hoops you have to jump through, andyou'rejust gonna
have to learn to deal with that." Authority is standing in line after four years of
education, and feeling an overwhelming sense of pride that someone you have
never even had a conversation with is givingyou a piece of paper that says you've,
learned something. Authority is being afraid to look the person who is compensating your sweat with a paycheck in the eye. Authority is the fork on the left, the
spoon and knife on the right, the cup over the spoon, and the napkin under the
fork. Authority is an entire society that operates from habit, and not collective
introspection.
___

This Week in Dialogue

What Is Authority?
Authorities:
Thomas Catlaw Amy Tatko
Eli Lake
Chapin Spencer

Have you ever seen those bumper
stickers that ask us to "Question Authority?" Every time I see that bumpersticker
E instantly ask myself, "Do 1 question
authority?" After pondering this for a
while, I usually arrive at the conclusion
that I don't question authority as much
as 1 should. I have come to realize how
many forms authority takes in our society (media, government, parents, business, experts in every field), and how
many times I blindly accept what is given
tome.
It is easy to sit in my classes and not
critically evaluate the biases of the
professor's presentation. After all, I've
only been studying the topic for two
weeks and my professor has studied it
for ten years. Similarly, it is easy to go to
bed at night and accept the government's
argument that the richest country in the
world is unable to put a roof over
everyone's head. Hartford has enough
vacant housing to house all of the city's
homeless, but City Hall says there is no
way we can solve homelessness. Why
don't we question this authority which
allows people to die on the streets?
I would argue that much of
people's subservience to authority stems
from our belief that we are incapable of
making educated decisions ourselves.
We feel the need to consult the experts
and ask them what they think. Most
issues today are indeed very complex
and we believe that a person would have
to be more educated than ourselves to
make an informed decision. Even though
the issues are complex, we do know more
than enough to decide where we stand.
We all have values and morals, a sense of
right and wrong and a sense of what is
just and unjust.
A couple decades ago Stanley
Milgram stunned the U.S. with the results of his experiment on authority. He
found that his subjects would shock others with two to three hundred volts of
electricity, prompted only by an instruction from a research expert. Why couldn't
the people inflicting the pain refuse the
wishes of the expert? Didn't they have
any sense of what they considered humane? Obviously they did, but they
refused to listen to their own conscience

because an "expert" told them otherwise. While this is an extreme example,
it clearly shows people do have enough
information to make firm, educated decisions though they often fail to do so.
Why don't we feel that we are capable of making decisions? Much of it
has to do with our societal structures.
Economic democracy, for example, is a
concept that is not even put on the table
in this country. The United States business theory is that the more powerless
the workforce, the more efficient business can become. We are told that the
companies know what is best for the
economy and the workforce, and therefore citizens should have no control over
economic decisions. We must trust that
if cancer rates in an industrial town are
ten times higher because of a lack of
pollution control, that this is in the best
interests of everyone. If business decides
(as they did in the 80's) to pursue speculative short-term profits instead of long
term growth, we must believe that they
are more knowledgeable than us and are
making the right decisions. This is ridiculous. Even though we are not all
economists, we do know tha t the curren t
system isn't sufficient in taking care or
people's needs. We must stand up and
confront the authority that does not improve the public good.
We, you and I, are living in a very
passive society where significant challenges to authority are rare. We must

Even though we are not
all economists, we do know
that the current system isn't
sufficient in taking care of
people's needs. We must
stand up and confront the
authority that does not improve the public.
realize that we do have relevant contributions and look to assert them wherever possible.. Authority, if unchecked,
can inflict great pain on all of us. Stand
up for what you believe in. Let your
values and morals guide you as we define and create a better world.
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Framed Freedom: Do It
Y TAKTO
Dialogue Writer

The authorities are ubiquitous: parents, counselors, doctors, deans, trustees,
professors, local and state officials, the United States government, the United
Nations...and oneself. Where does the individual fit under this all-encompassing,
inescapable system of authority? Personal power within the hideous framework of
the system potentially can be practiced by any individual; it can be manifested as a
subtle statement or a loud revolt. Certainly we recall instances such as Tiennemann
Square and the American civil rights movement. Yet, the underlying test and
manipulation of the system lie within our ability - and commitment -topractice daily
our personal power and influence even within the bounds of the system. Such a skill
exists in a variety of forms; it maybe dangerous, aggravating, rewarding, or just plain
fun.
Dangerous is the cop who opens fire on an innocent victim, the president who
engages a nation in warfare, the parent who abuses a child, and the doctor who
wrongly advises a patient. These cases involve individuals with a certain degree of
authority, and when their personal power in practicing that authority is wrongly and
irresponsibly handled, damage and injustice result.
Aggravating is the professor who is unproductive in the classroom, the
salesperson who is rude to a customer, the parent who needlessly restricts a child's
freedom, and the government which strives no higher than to maintain the status
quo. These cases of misused authority may or may not directly cause significant
damage, but they are indeed annoying, and in that sense, are personally damaging.
(Remember, the writer must always protect her peace of mind and piece of mind.)
Arguably, the most exciting and promising definition of the term authority is
power or influence through knowledge or intelligence. True, it ranks a mere third in
Webster's hardbound bible for language, but this is where authority becomes
rewarding and even fun. For reasons which may surprise and baffle the reader, I
think of the Soviet socialist system and recall one priceless series of incidents of
individuals practicing personal power.
While living in Siberia last year, I decided that I wanted to fly far into northern
Siberia to the city of Yakutsk. Everyday after class for two weeks I tromped (in -30
degree weather, hunger pangs haunting me, babushkas screaming at me, uphill both
ways...) to the Aeroflot ticket agency. On the first day, after about four or five hours
I realized I was standing in the wrong line. The inertia really picked up when I
properly positioned myself in the appropriate queue. Day in and day out I was
viciously told "No connection!" by the lovely worker beyond the glass divider. She
sounded bitter, but deep down I suspected her love for utilizing her authority to
make my attempt at Russian life a little more challenging, I always thanked her.
My daily expectations of "No connection!" remained colored by an enduring
sense of hope that I would, in fact, reach Yakutsk. I finally hit it big one day:
connections up, documents and passport accepted unquestionably, rubles sufficed,
enough room on the flight Yahoo,! screamed rightout loud as I tria.de that final exit
;
from the miserable Aeroflot agency.
Months later, I returned. I had learned how to play the Soviet game of
authority and power positions, and it was time for round two with these aviation
•ticket distributors. I marched through the agency, in a back door, past a line of six or
seven hopefuls, and slapped my passport on the desk: "My dear, long-lost Ukrainian
friend is desperately awaiting me. If I don't get a seat on the next flight I may not see
her again for years and years. And I just love your beautiful country, and the mere
thought of flying over the vast glory of the Siberian land excites me so..." Now who
had the personal power to toy with the authorities? Within five minutes I left with
my ticket to Ukraine.
For a while I felt badly about what I had done. 1 broke the rules, I was rude
to the others waiting, and I used my position as a curious foreign student to appeal
to Russian hospitality and national pride. This was surely no large-scale offense, but
it evoked considerable thought and analysis. My conclusion: I utilized influence in
neither a dangerous nor aggravating manner, and my tactics proved to be rewarding
and even fun. I advocate Webster's Recipe Three when approaching issues of

The Destruction of Authority

please see next column
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ECK IT OUT!

In the yard by the rotting willow, two children are playing. As often
happens when people play, this good hearted fun turns to violence and one child
begins smashing the head of the other with a heavy rock. A concerned parent
spies this scene and rushes down from the back porch and tries to stop this act
of barbarity. At this point the child wielding the rock has two options: first, he
can submit to the parent's authority, or, second, he can begin to hit the parent
with the rock. Unless the young child is already a Foucaultian, chances are he'll
submit to the yoke of the parent and put the rock down, Perhaps then the parent
will smash the child with something heavy. Perhaps not. Let us hope not.
However, let's examine the two unique confrontations in this situation.
Let's play. First, there is a struggle between the two children: one is attempting
to dominate the other by physical violence. Then, there is the similar but truly
very different struggle between the child with the rock and the parent. The
parent is the "authori ty figure." The parent, too, will seek to exert its domination
over the child. It is far more subtle, though. The power to dominate pre-dates this
specific situation and is invested in the institution called parenthood. If the child
submits, the confrontation is over. However, if the child turns upon the parent
to exert its dominance over the Other, it is very different. The situation then
becomes no different than the one between the two children. On the surface this
is true; though, what of intent.
The child-child confrontation involves one's drive to dominate, to exert its
power over the Other. The parent, though, when confronted with an unruly child
seeks to enforce and perpetuate its authority. These are very different relations of
subjugation. Power and authority are not synonymous. We have said already
that the parent's authority pre-exists the scenario in question. Why? Because
with parenthood comes an immediate assumption of power. This power is then
perpetuation of the dominance of the parent over the child. This is of course
oppressive. But it is not authority ye*t.
Authority exists only because the child consciously and willingly allows
the parent to dominate it. Authority is created by non-confrontational submission. Authority is perpetuated, institutional subjugation. Its something each of
us submit to dozens of time a day. But as the child could have chosen not to
submit to the parent's authority, so can we. But more on this in a moment.
Consider then the reaction of the parent. Initially the reaction would be one of
shock. The parent's level of anger slowly rises and rises until it realizes that in
order to preserve its domination, of the child physical force must be used. Is this
not the reaction of any institution of authority to resistance to what once was so
comfortable?
We subjugate ourselves each and every day to institutions of authority
that are created solely by our fear to resist them. There is no such thing as
legitimate authority because every instance is motivated on one side to preserve
its domination and on the other to preserve its subjugation. It is for the
individual a parasitic relationship. The struggle or submission to authority
begins with the conscious submission to the word "no!" Authority operated
exclusively in the negative sense; it exists only to say, "no!" It exists because we
are willing permit this to occur. We are aware of it and we perpetuate it. Why?
Because we are afraid of the violent implications that exist for us a beings
invested with power. Tine child with the rock is a power-full individual, He is
threatening to all institutions of authority because he seeks to undermine the
conventional institutions of authority. He scares the hell out his parents for this
reason.
Power exists in us to say "yes." It exists to liberate us from the repressive
quality of authority. It is the force in us which drives us to resist all shapes and
sizes of authoritarian (in my context) forces of oppression and domination. Yet
does not power itself seek to dominate? The child with the rock is trying to
violently dominate the other child. But in this situation, as Foucault tells us, the
child with the rock is not attempting to perpetuate his domination. This power
dynamic is finished at the conclusion of the conflict. It the child seeks to continue
this domination he must confront the other time and time again. There is no
institution by which the child can continue this domination. However, authority
can be created by the one child if.he chooses to submit to the power of the other
child; thereby, investing the child with the rock with authority.
I think, though, this individualized domination cannot possibility be
overcome; it is a necessary consequence of human relations. However, if one
domination must survive this is preferable. This is the only legitimate power
relation because it exists as a consequence of humanity. Destroy one, destroy the
other. But this kind of mass destruction I do not have in mind. The power
struggle between the child is primordial. The parent's domination of the childwhile it is so common, it appears natural to us— is a contrived institution
(though, truly, what alternative do we have?). However, in all other such
institutions of authority we should not have such a difficult time recognizing the
unnatural domination which we willingly subject ourselves to. This is inherent
in every institution to which we consciously submit, including the family and often
marriage.

So-called "radicals" have no concept of this. In place of old oppressors,
they wish to place new ones. As Turgenev's Bazarov does, so must we learn to
reject both the liberal and conservative, the "progressive" and the "reactionary,"
the reforming and the traditionalist: they all institutional oppressors. Do we
wish to rid ourselves and the world of oppression as we claim? Well, then?
Answer. Are we prepared to tear down all can be torn and shoot anyone who
tries to put it up? Consider it. It is the only relevant question in political theory.

DBREAKER

2453 BERLIN TNPK. NEWINGTON CT06111
( 203 ) 666-0696

continued from previous column

authority: by combining knowledge and intelligence - and a dash of risk and
aggression to taste - personal power can be manifested within the frame of authority.
Try it -1 bet it works in America, too.
Note: Thanks to the Friday lunch club for "framed freedom" and to Professor
West for "personal power" under the Soviet system.
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'A Stake In The City": A Talk With Henrietta Milwaid

Henrietta Mihoard is the Deputy Hartford, and actually for the state, if
Mayor of Hartford, just beneath Mayor Car- you think about it. We've got to look at
rie Saxon Perry. Her demeanor is polished the manufacturing industry again, we've
and professional, and she balances a compas- got to see if we can't possibly bring people
sion for the people of the city with a full into the fold who are either international
understanding ofthepolicies the city needs to national. That requires that we aggreshave implemented. Recently, the embattled sively go out. We have not done that, and
City Council of which she is a member, came we have not marketed Hartford very
out with a written list of goals to guide the well. We have not done a very good job
city's budgeting process.
of keeping businesses here.

On Priorities

Jay Wise: Last week, the City Council came out with a new list of priorities.
Can we talk about those?
Henrietta Milward: There's a ton
of them. But the goals you see here... first
of all, let me say that th is is one of the first
times that I remember a Council actually
printing out its priority goals before a
budget session, to make it a documentthat people can look at. I think we've
always had goals... but no one ever called
attention to them. This is really a compilation of some of the things that we hoard
not only this year, but last year as well.
There's some of the issues that we've
heard from people in community groups,
who have told us that this is what Hartford needs to survive.
On Economic Development

HM: Economic development this
time will be a real key issue. We have
heard from our masses, we have heard
from everyone around here that we need
more employment, that we need new
businesses. We don't know where the
insurance companies are headed, we
don't know where we'll be five years
from now. So we've got to start looking
at other means of support for the city of

JW: One thing we heard over and
over this fall was Bill Clinton telling us
what a big factor small businesses are in
the nation's economy. What can Hartford do to increase incentives for small
businesses?
HM: Hartford, along with the state,
could offer some timely resources to small
businesses. A lot of small businesses
could grow if they had the support of
some of the state money, or the city money
that we have in our coffers to really focus
in on them. The banks need to do a better
job as well. Most of the banks stay away
from small businesses because they're
risky. But believe it or not, these are the
ones, the very companies we need to
focus in on, and you're absolutely right,
they provide the majority of the jobs for
the community. We've got to forge an
alliance between state, private and city.
We can pull together some resources to
not only recruit but retain them, and
help them grow and develop. Some businesses don't survive because they don't
know how. I don't think we've done
enough work with SBA, the Small Business Administration. We have not really
asked them to help out as much as they
possibly could. The amount of money
that goes out is minuscule, compared to
the other large cities.
On Public Safety

JW: One issue that hits home for a
lot of Trinity students is safety.
HM: Unfortunately, Hartford has
a bad rap, and that is, that there's a perception that we're unsafe. But when you
look at the real numbers: if you're going
to come down and shop at Hartford, the
number of cars that get broken into, the
number of people that get robbed, are
probably minuscule compared to what
you're going to find at, say, a Westfarms
Mall ... unfortunately, Hartford gets a
bad rap because we're the place to pick
on; we're the capital city. So, obviously,
we know that we need to do more things
in terms of policing to create the atmosphere that Hartford is a safe city. I think
the fact that we're also very empty, especially in the downtown era. People tend
to feel safer when there are a greater deal
of...neighborhoodsaround.Sothatproblem is one we're concerned about.
On city politics

JW: If you're going to create the
kind of momentum for this city you want
to create, obviously the infighting on the
City Council, all the back-stabbing, will
have to stop. Does the release of these
priorities signal a new unity on the Council?
HM: Thai's what I hoped it would
signal. Despite the infighting and everything else, there's a focus of quite a few of
us, and that's the preservation of this
town. The infighting will go on a lot. The
problem is that it's become more public.
There's not a city alive that doesn't have
infighting. I just came back from a National League of Cities Meeting, and guess
what: everyone is fighting. You have to
learn that the fights have to be kept in the
back, and not on public display. That's
what we have to do. We are trying to get

to that point; all of us are trying to stop
fighting, and if we can bring some of that
stuff to the back room, maybe we can
stop the public perception that we're
fighting. But we must learn how to fight
in a decent and non-personal matter.
JW: Especiallyata timewhen Hartford finds itself at such a critical juncture.
HM: Exactly. Because regardless
of what happens, we're all in this ship
together, and if Hartford goes down, we
all go down.
On Trinity's role in Hartford

JW: This whole interview, you've
described a sweeping, comprehensive
image of your vision of Hartford. I know
this sounds a little parochial, but how
can Trinity fit within that vision?
HM: I had spoken with your President, Tom Gerety. And in our economic
development stra tegy, I 'd like to see more
cooperation from the college. You know,
the only way to overcome fear is to overcome the ignorance. I think there's a lot
of ignorance at Trinity of how to relate to
another culture. I know you have a large
Hispanicpopulationaround Trinity, and
I think there's a fear of not knowing the
Hispanic community. They're a very sensitive community, they're a very feeling
community, and they're very warm. In
fact when you get to know your real
community, you'll find that people will
embrace you. Because you'll want tocontribute to the same things they do. There
are a lot of common issues. You all have
a stake in Hartford; one of the things
about your environment is that you've
got to step out... but, you know, it's just
like any place that you live—unless you
clean up the street in front of your house,
nobody else will. And it will all become
dirty.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller
The Apple Computer Loan.

Whyv should I wait in line at the
computer lab
I can own a Macintosh
l when
1
for 15 a month?"

Kevin Campbell
Aerospace Engineering Major

•

What allowed Kevin to own an Apple8 Macintosh* PowerBook" 145
computer for such a low monthly payment? The Apple Computer Loan!
Kevin knew that owning the power and portability of a Macintosh
PowerBook for his full course load and his work in the Civil Air Pqtrol
was a smart thing to do. And the Apple Computer Loan was the smart
way to do it: easy application, fast turnaround and low, flexible payment
terms. So Kevin went to the only place that offers the Apple Computer
Loan, his Apple Campus Reseller.

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.
For further information visit

Nancy Sowa in the Mathematics, Computing
& Engineering CenterRoom 161
or call 297-2571 :
d trademarks nf Apple Computer. ' n t - I'"»<-T[!(nik is a iraolumaik of A|)|)IL- Cj>mpulfr. !nr
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The Eat Me. Beat Me Section

The Battle Finally Ends
BY JOHN 'INDIANA' VIENER
Features Editor and Dubonnet Drinker

This being the final issue of this
semester's Tripod, I found it necessary to
wrap up the 'Battle Of The-Burgers.' I
examined all the statistics on both the
contestants, but it was difficult to discern
who was in the lead. After endless hours
of tabulating, I finally found that Mike
was slightly ahead of Alphonso.
With time ticking off of the clock,
Alphonso would have to make a last
ditch effort in the 'Final Jeopardy' round
of the contest. This is the part where the
contestants canbe t as many of their points
on one answer and gain more points.
Mike looked a little too confident,
while Al was visibly perspiring. Because
of the popularity of this contest, Alex
Trabek was actually flown into conduct
this final event. Alex walked into the
studio grinning from ear to ear because
he had heard so much about this contest
and was only too honored to be able to
take a small part in it.
The studio audience that we
brought in for a few thousand dollars
quietly sat down in the Bistro. (We decided to hold the final event in the Bistro
because of the fine lighting and the general ambience.) When everyone quieted
down, Alex revealed the category.
"Famous Midgets," he said in that
pseudo-Shakespearian actor voice that
I've been in love with since the midseventies. We took a short commercial
break in which the entire Koeppel family
and Dave May came out to endorse
Marriott products: the hat, the shirts, and
of course, the rubber gloves.
Then, Alex spoke. "You loved him
on 'Different Strokes',but he's not related
to baseballs Vince." There was silence, a
short silence, and then Alex bid good
luck to the contestants.
The really hip Jeopardy music began to play, and both men wrote down
their wagers. Alphonso tried to see how
many points Mike was betting, but that
was not to be. Mike kept his hands tightly
over his light pen.
The stupid song stopped playing
and the two kettle drum sounds hung in
the air for an eternity. Mike looked confident, but Alphonso still looked uncertain. Since Al was losing, Alex addressed
him first.
Alphonso's.answer was correct:
Gary Coleman. He bet it all, which
doubled his points. Alphonso cracked a

reserved smile. But there was still the
matter of Mike's answer.
Mike was cocky, and with good
reason; he had the correct answer. His
wager, however, was not enough to give
him the victory. A minor tabu la tion error
on his part put them in a tie situation.
At this point, the stress and anxiety was too much for Lucia (the woman
from the Cave). She stood up and started
crying and screaming, "Oh, no
please...please get the manigistra...oh
no...JUNIOR!"Shehadtobe escorted out
by several campus safety officials, and
she is now having a tremendous recovery at St. Regis Philbin Memorial Institutional Hospital For The Treatment Of
The Mentally Prostrated.
Alex didn't know what to do, so I
had to step in. Thinking quickly, I decided to thank everyone for coming and
quickly got them out so that I could
figure out what to do. There had to be a
way to declare the winner.
Time was passing and the deadline for The Tripod crept up and tapped
me on the shoulder. I was beginning to
panic, when I noticed something protruding from Mike's sleeve. I quickly
went over and yanked on this small object. The object was actually some kind of
container, and it had writing on it. It was
difficult to discern, but I was pretty sure
that it said 'Secret Sauce.' I ripped open
this packet and tasted a small portion.
I looked at Alphonso and then at
Mike, and then back at Alphonso who
was looking a t Mike looking at me, wh i le
I was looking back at both of them. Mi ke
had been nailed. His scheme that had
brought him the victory in the hamburger
competition had now dealt him the losinghand.
Dave May called in the Marriott
authorities who tested the substance. It
turned out that it was the same secret
sauce that McDonald's had perfected
back in 1958. I'm sure that Ronald turned
over in his grave at this information. This
ended the illustrious battle that has kept
the campus in suspense for an entire
semester,
•' .
I would like to thank Bob Costas
and Marv Albert for their guidance, and
to Herb Alpert for providing a theme
song that is available on Arista Records.
This contest meant more to me than you
people will ever know, and even though
there was a winner, both these men are
experts in their field. I encourage everyone to try their burgers.

FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

956-6000
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

939 Maple Avenue
Hartford, CT 06114
SERVING HARTFORD FOR 56 YEARS
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The TopHeven Speculations
On Kiwfs CATastrophe?
1. She's doing guest appearances
on the "Itchy and Scratchy" show.
2. She joined the Hartford Meditation Society
3. She got fed up with her assumed
cat/fruit identity, and changed her
name to Kiwi X.
4. Now hot Kiwi and cheese wraps
make sense.
5. Living in the president's house.
6. Rushed Sigma Nu.
7. Is actually a common Jarvis rat.
8. Buried 'neath the Elms.
9. Has been transformed into Kiwi
wax.
10. Working at a cathouse on Broad
street.
11. Publicity stunt, publicity stunt.
cohtribtitmg writers- Jack Del Rio, BIB Bixby, Dylan McKay, and Jimmy

ACROSS
1 Devino or
Griffith
5 "It's Only a
— Moon"
10 Sudden,
unexpected
difficulty
15 Bouflant
hairdo
19 Dried up
20 "Home — •
(movie)
21 Giant grass

22 Mineral tar

23 Settle debts
as they arise
25 Very flushed
27 Heaflh resort
28 Keats or
Burns
29 D.C.
lobbying org.
31 Slight or
ignore
32 Subway's
counterparts
33 Makes dirty
35 Vlsoredcaps
37 Reserved
and cool
39 Greek city
41 Act of
reparation
43 Ruling family
of England
1485-1603
46 Word before
stitch or car
47 Camera
need
48 Spanish
painter
SO European

sandpiper
51 Sioux Indian
52 Brick oven
53 St. Philip
of —
55Shankarol
music
56 Anagram (or
new
57 Installed In
office
59 Theater
hangings
61 Leasa
62 Gym shoe
64 Shafted
weapon
66 Fills with
dismay
68 Glovecompartment Item
69 Saul's
relative
70 Biblical lion
71 Sales luras
75 Place
77 Move like a
snake
81 "Able was I

94 Encircle or
enclose
96 "Eating some
curds and —•"
97 "Sponge"
98 Slope-faced
golfclub
100 Mora
shabby
102 Novel
detective
Nick
103 Hawaiian
goose
105 Exhaust
106 Sleep: comb,
form
107 WWII org.
109 French head
111 Bo In debt
1 1 2 " — W e Got
Fun?" {old
song)
113 Dieter's
no-no
116 Metallic
handshake?
119 Subtly
smooth
122 Actor's
quest
82 Valuable fur 123 Suppress or
84 Slraw-lilled
Ignore
mattress
124 Palm
86 Once called
cockatoo
Clay
125 Fully aware
87 Nothing, in
of
Seville
126 Bridge
89 Chapter of
position
the Koran
127 Teara
90 Understands 128 Argentina
91 Sustain or
VIP
bolster
129 Harem
92 Coral island
rooms

DOWN
42 One who
ogles
1 Venomous
snakes
44 Boisterous
2 One of the
fostiyity
tides
45 Comic
3 Parched
thoalrical
sketches
4 Affirmative
vote
47 Certain poker
5 Bribe or graft
playof?
6 Medicinal
49 Diva's forte
plants
52 Custodians
7 Fit of sulking 54 Pierces
8 Chang's
through
brother
57 Perform on
9 Resumes, as
Ice
a debate
58 He wrole
"The Divine
10 Compelling
Comedy"
11 Had a bite
12 Bounders
59 Worthless
leaving
13 Babylonian
hero
60 Sail extender
63 Medical org.
14 Outcome
65 Society-page
15 Monastery
head; abbr.
word
16 Roal brawl
67 Island In a
17 Lively dance
river
18 Morsels for
71 Ol iho
Dobbin
kidneys
24 Potty malice
72 One ol the
26 "All — Eve"
Muses
30 Psych, org.
73 Uncomfortable nap
34 Band on a
site?
shield
35 Doghouse
74 Annoyingly
36 Wall bracket
sell-satlslied
for candles
75 Catchos in a
38 European
trap
river
76 Moved swiftly
39 Flat77 Weaver's
bottomed
reed
boats
78 Difficult to
40 Metat plate
locate
41 Strike
79 Encomium
steadily
BO Less green

83 Tho rainbow
85 Sly, sidelong
look
88 Dor —
(Adenauer)
91 French
oyster farm
93 Slow, in
music
95 Testifies
9G Dark-red
winter apple
97 Small,
wheeled
vehicles
99 Short,
doublebreasted
coat
101 Morning
phenomenon
102Promisod
Land of the
Israelites
104 Fence slops
106 Glycerin or
paraffin leadin
107 Fairy-tale
monster
108 Outrigger
canoo
110 Emerald Isle
112 At a distance
114 Canadian
prov.
115 Ring
decisions
117 Favorite
118 Peculiar
120 Mine output
121 Jack of
"Barney
Miller"
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Amy's Crazy Food Corner

f

Amy s Thanksgiving Dinner

PLAY BETTER GOLF with JACK HJICKLAUS

-S«. O R E 5 . NOT
JUST
VOURS,
USE
THflT

BYAMYEMPOLITI

able to make out of Silly Putty. But I still
needed something to stuff it with. So I
got an empty bag and went into the
This Thanksgiving, as most Trin- backyard. I walked over to the compost
ity students did, I went home. I wasn't heap and filled the bag with old, rotten
particularly excited about it, since leaves, twigs, and pumpkins.
Thanksgiving seems to have lost its origiThen I dashed back into my room
nal meaning. It has become a holiday and stuffed the turkey. I glazed over it
centered around eating. Every Thanks- with clear nailpolish. I went down the
giving I sit at the table with people push- hall and put the turkey on a chair close to,
ing giant bowls of brussel sprouts, yams, but out of sight of, the kitchen. Then I
and smashed potatoes at me from all wentintothekitchen and casually walked
directions. This year did not promise to over to the window. Suddenly I
be any different.
screamed, "There's a bear in the backI woke up on Thanksgiving morn- yard!!" As everybody was running to
ing to find a plump, juicy turkey sitting the window, I took the real turkey off the
on the table. It had stuffing hanging out table and exchanged it for the decoy.
of its butt, and seasoning all over it. My Then I went to my room and put my new
family was seated at the table, with their pet on my bed. As soon as that split
plates and silverware in front of them. second was over, everybody realized
They were conversing merrily as I sat there was no bear in the backyard and
down. Most of the conversation was dull returned to their seats, disappointed.
and routine; however, I arrived just in
My family finished talking and
time to hear the greater portion of my eating rolls and cranberry sauce. They
cousin's
anecdote
about an were now ready for the turkey. As they
acquaintance's bathroom habits.
sliced it, I was content in the knowledge
As she was being reprimanded for that my buddy was safely playing in my
her illustrious storytelling, I heard a small, room. Then they started eating. One by
squeaky voice. It said, "Help me, help one, their faces turned to expressions of
me. I'm alive, but I'm afraid it won't be disgust, as if they were a row of domifor much longer. I need somebody to noes. They all spat out the Play-Dough/
Silly Putty/Compost surprise. My
save me." It was the turkey.
There was no time to be wasted. I mother immediately knew I had done
politely excused myself and strolled into something to the turkey, and she sent me
my room. Once behind locked doors, I to my room.
rummaged around recklessly for my colI stepped into my roomtodiscover
lection of Silly Putty. With lightning my meaty friend sitting on the floor with
speed, I tried to construct a replica of the a Care Bears coloring book and a box of
turkey. But the Silly Putty was not crayons. I decided to name him/her
enough. I had to find my Play-Dough.
Surprise. Then I sat down and joined
Once I found it, I shaped the wings Surprise in his/her leisurely activity for
out of yellow Play-Dough. The rest I was the rest of the afternoon.
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Features Writer and Future Arts Editor
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The Last fDear John1 Section
Dear John,
I've read every Dear John section and I'm a big fan. But I was wondering if
you could help me clear up a little argument that I had with my roommate. Do you
think Shaggy ever kissed a girl, or anything...(besides Scooby)? And what do think
my chances are?
Signed,
Josh "Scrappy" Leahy '95 Class President
Dear Scrappy,
Perhaps you ought to take some time off from school in order to find
yourself. You have served your community well, and it would be premature to
judge you for this letter. We understand that you are under a lot of pressure, but
we perhaps you should put your interest towards more stimulating characters such
as Smurfette> Jessica Rabbit, or Q-bert.
Answers to Super Crossword

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
This Week's Fascinating Question Is...
How Do You Fhn To Spend All That Free Time Over Reading Weekend?

Amina Chaddar '95 and Ben Wizansky
'93: We're going to shower together in
theNortham bathroom.
Christy Brown '95: ORGO!!!

Craig Woerz '93: Collect rny
thoughts on what fine gifts I might
buy for the ones I love during this
}oyou$ time of giving.

Amy Tatko '93, Ran Barton '93, and
Audrey Brashich '93: THESIS3

flpeFSkeiUy i,.». ntnoihetapy.

I attsckcy '95: Go l
y'

PHOTOS 8V JGANHIE t i t : " • -1"! '•
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Studio Arts Annual Shows
December 3 - 22 In Widener
virtually identical pieces of work. Each
consists of a large piece of grayish blue
fabric, with a hole in the middle. Around
Thursday, December 3, was the the hole is a tangled mass of black matefirstdayoftheStudio Arts Annual, which rial, inside which is a row of silver coils,
Michael Raffin constructed both of
runs daily from l-5pm until Tuesday,
December 22. It is being held in the his works from steel. The Birth of Aphrodite
Widener Gallery in the Austin Arts Cen- consists of two groups of three pipes
ter. There was a reception on December each, extending upward and entwined
in each other. His other work, The Abduc3 from 5-7pm. Admission is free.
The Studio Arts Annual exhibits tion, has one large piece of steel with
students' work from the studio art pro- sharp pieces poking through.
Edgardo Lugo created with oil on
gram. The artworks are selected by Trinity faculty. Thirty-two works are being canvas an interesting painting called State
shown. Five students have two or three of Love. In it, a man shoots himself in the
works in the Studio Arts Annual. These side of the head. The man's eyes are shut
students are Michelle Carrier, Heather tight, and a look of agony is on his face.
Dunbar, Brian Johnson, Michael Raffin, The words "State of Love" are written in
the painting,
and Sterling Vernon.
Brian Johnson was one artist who
The artworks are quite varied, uskig many different materials. One artist, had three works in the Studio Arts AnHeather Dunbar, used fabric to construct nual. One of these was Figure Study. It
The Obstacle Course. The things in it are shows the back view of a middle-aged,
what one would find in a woman's closet nude man reading a book.
The background of the painting is
or bathroom. It contains pieces of fabric
of different colors, such as peach, purple, dark blue, black, purple, and white.
red, and off white, which are all tied Another of his paintings is Vegetable Intogether and suspended from the ceiling spiration. It contains vegetables such as a
by wire coat hanger hooks and an invis- red pepper and a green pepper lying on
ible cord. Several hats and a purse with a table, along with what appear to be an
gold flowers hang from it. Pink hair eggplant and a summer squash.
curlers are pinned on with clothespins.
His third painting is called Four
Heather Dunbar also has another Seasons. It is divided into four sections
work in the Studio Arts Annual. It is with different pictures, one for each seacalled Procession. This is a series of five son.
BY AMY EMPOLITI
Art's Writer

A Few Good Men
BY DANA MEACHEN AND CHRIS RAU
CHRIS:
This review is special in two ways. First of all, it's our last of the semester.
Second, its the first movie we have ever reviewed which we saw at Cinestudio.
I would also like to take this chance to applaud the second "sneak preview" by
Cinestudio this semester. I hope these events continue for the rest of the year.
Now to A Few Good Men, one of the most awaited movies of this Christmas
season. It does not actually begin in the theaters until December 11th, but when
it does start, go see it. There are a lot of good things to say about the movie, which
I thoroughly enjoyed. Although it was a bit cheesy, it lived up to all the hype, and
all the big name actors came through with great performances Jack Nicholson
was incredible. The one word which keeps popping into my head is "presence"
"Playing the army Colonel Jessup, Nicholson just took over the film during his
scenes. I have been a bit disappointed with his performances over the last few
years, but I feel that this role was even stronger than his portrayal of the Joker in
Batman. Nicholson finally showed me why he is known as such an incredible
actor. As for Tom Cruise, he just did what he does best. He smiled a lot, had a lot
of witty little lines, and walked around in a military uniform. I'm sure all the
females in the audience will not complain. Actually, his acting was not bad either,
he definitely held his own when he had to, even when he was one on one with
Nicholson. And Demi Moore fit very well as a by the book navy officer. I kept
waiting for her to break down and fall in love with Cruise, but she managed to
hang on, and I was impressed.
As for the rest of the supporting cast, if they can be called supporting, a
great job was done by all. Kevin Bacon and Keifer Sutherland sporting a military
close shave, both fit their roles perfectly. I think they are very talented,but these
roles are where they belong. Unlike Cruise or Nicholson who can carry a film,
both make good character actors, and when put in as headliners don't fair quite
as well Even though A Few Good Men spent over 20miUion on actor salaries alone,
for once, I think the results are worth the investment.
As for the story, I enjoyed that also. It was nothing very tricky or complicated, but it had some good twists, and for the last twenty minutes of the film I
was on the edge of my seat. I'll let Dana talk about the plot in a bit more detail.
One last comment I think must be made is about the movie's portrayal of the
military. Overall, it seemed to be quite negative, and I'm not quite sure why.
Maybe the director Rob Reiner had a statement to make I'm not quite sure. When
you see the movie, if you choose to follow my advice and go, see if you agree with
the movie's implied feeling about the military as a whole.
Well, for my final rating, I give A Few Good Men three and a half Trinity
Bantams, since I'm staying with an on campus theme. It was definitely an
enjoyable movie, andl predict it will make more money than any other during the
Christmas season. I think it will appeal to most people, since it is two hours of
basic entertainment which is what most people are looking for anyway.
DANA:
Before I get into my opinion of A Few Good Men itself, I just want to say that
part of the fun of the film was seeing it with a packed theater. Anyone who saw
it at Cinestudio will know what I mean. Everyone cheered at the good parts,
hissed at the bad guys, and generally had a good time. If you didn't see it
Thursday, you have to, and if you did see it Thursday go again.
I love courtroom movies. And this one was successful. Tom Cruise plays
the naval lawyer Danny Cafee who is investigating a possible "Code Red" that
occurred at a naval base in Cuba, led by the evil Colonel Jessup played by Jack
Nicholson. Demi Moore plays Joanne, an officer who assists Tom Cruise in the
case. The plot wasn't too complex. It was more interesting to wa tch the characters
interact and play off of each other, which I must say was the most enjoyable part
of the movie.
^
please turn to page 19

Baker And O'Kane Performance

Marsden '95, performed second, and intrigued the audience with a variety of
dance and mixed media.
Both were extremely successful,
impressive,andthoughtprovoking. Congratulations to all involved.

BY IOHN GRAZIADEI
Arts Editor

On December 5, in Garmany Hall,
"feministpolitical theater" was the theme
of the night. Jennie Baker, and Pamela
O'Kane presented
their thesis projects to
a packed audience,
and were very much
up for the occasion.
The event was visually
stimulating throughout, as well as thoughtprovoking, Issues of
male-control, maledominance, rape, and
traditional gender
roles were addressed.
The first production, directed by
O'Kane, entitledWwt
Have You Done For Me
Lately, was written by
Myrna Lamb. Sophomores
Joshua
Weinstein and Anne
McNamara performed
exceptionally well,
and, all messages
aside, proved themselves as actor and actress.
Anne McNamara '95 and Joshua Weinstein
Baker, along '95 performing Myrna Lamb's What Have
with Angela L. Grano You Done For Me Lately.
'93 and Joanna R.
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Performance Works at Austin Arts
BY ARTHUR FEINSOD
Special Contributor

I cannot pass up the opportunity to inform the Trinity
community about an upcoming
evening of multi-media productions that will introduce two
very gifted artists that we are so
fortunate to have among us.
The two pieces are choreographed by Pedro Alejandro
Rodriguez, our new tenuretrack faculty membej in dance.
Pedro has already shared his
choreographic brilliance with
Hartford through his participation in the Dance Services Network concert in October. Now
Pedro will be working with a
combined company of students

and dance professionals in presenting two new works that
bring together the new music of
composer Chris Cherry, a talented group of dancers, and the
art of video-all onto the
Goodwin Theater stage.
For the second part of the
program, the audience will be
invited to the Ferris Athletic
Center where they will be
treated to a new piece designed
for the empty Trowbridge
swimming pool. The creator is
our guest artist-in-residence
Leeny Sack, whose deeply moving holocaust piece, "The Survivor and the Translator," hasbeen
recently published by Theater
Communications Group. With
the aid of slide projections,

think you'll want to miss this
opportunity.
The shows run from
Thursday through Saturday,
December 10 through 12 at 8:00
pm Come to the Goodwin The-

Leeny will, with our advanced
acting students, create a world
around the unique talents of
these students and the evocative space that Leeny has chosen
to transform.
This has already been a
stellar semester for new work
by Trinity artists: from Senior
Nancey Sweeney's plays and
Judy Dworin's choreography in
September to alum Nancy
Adams' choreography and
Gerald Moshell's "Marvin Trilogy" in November. And now, in
December, Pedro and Leeny,
with our students alongside, are
exploring regions at the very
forefront of performance nationally. And it's not happening in
New York, but right here. I don't

John Rose directing the Chapel Singers as they lehearse for Lessons

ater for the first half, and then
you will be directed to the
Trowbridge pool for the second.
I recommend you order your
tickets soon since there is limited seating.

AFewGoodMen Review Continued
continued from page 18

At first I was annoyed with Tom Cruise's character. He
was so presumptuous that sometimes I just wanted to smack
him (but who could ever smack Tom Cruise!). Sometimes I
thought he looked really young, too, like the football player he
depicted in All the Right Moves. But as the film continued, and
he got out of the baseball jacket, and into a naval uniform (and
a very nice one, I might add), I could take him more seriously.
He had some really funny lines, and they became less presumptuous and more a believable part of his character.
Demi Moore was good, too, in her position as an overlooked female naval lawyer, who desperately wants to be
assigned to this case that Tom Cruise takes indifferently. We
discover right along with her what a great lawyer Tom is.
Although part of me wishes site could have stuck it to Jessup at
the end, after the crude way he treats her as a woman in the
military.
Jack Nicholson was a perfect bad guy, as he always is. He
was in his element. You just hate him from the very beginning,
along with his little thug Keifer Sutherland, and you just want
to see him squirm, which we get to do in court.
The real action of the film was in the second half in the
courtroom. It used all of the successful conventions of other
courtroom movies- like Music Box and Presumed Innocent - with
equal ease. The intensity and suspense was so great that I was
at the edge of my seat. But it wasn't completely serious, and the
comic reliefs relieved some of the tension.
My only complaint was that there was a running string of
cheesiness all the way through -not that it didn't work all of the
time. The whole connection with Tom Cruise trying to prove
something to his father was just superfluous Hollywood fluff.
But besides that, 1 loved the textbook lines and other cheesiness
that this film provided.
So 1 give A Few Good Men three and a half Trinity Bantams
as well. We hope you see lots of movies over break, and have
a Happy Holiday!

SUZANNE FAUENDER

and Carols.
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Swim Team Earns Split With dark
BY BETH FENWICK AND
MATT PETERSON
Sports Writers

The women's varsity swimming
teamhandled Clark University in a dominating manner. In all the events from the
medleys to diving, the Trinity Ban ts made
a strong impression, rarely finishing behind Clark. Sophomore Cheryl Buchanan
said, "It was supposed to be a really close
match, but we started out strong." The
Bants started out strongly, but still had to
work their way to a 123-112 victory.
Swimmers Chrissy Hewitt '93,
Leslie Orlando '95, Caitlin Corbiere '96,
and Cheryl Buchanan '95 captured the
first event of the day, the 200 medley
relay. Also for Trinity,juniorKimAguilar
placed second in the 1,000 freestyle. Cocaptain Hewitt remarked, "It was a grueling race of 50 lengths."
In the 200 freestyle, sophomores
Beth Downer and Sarah Stuckey placed
third and forth respectively. Aguilar
racked up her first victory of the day in
the 100 yard butterfly with an impressive time of 104.77. In the following
event, the 100 yard freestyle, Downer
placed third right behind Bantam second
place finisher Buchanan.
Trinity continued earning points
with the help of Hewitt who placed second in the 200 yard back stroke. Aguilar
won the 500 yard freestyle event. It a
closerace where the swimmers were neck
and neck the whole time; she won by
only a half of a body. This was revenge
because she beat her opponent that she
lost to in the 1,00 freestyle. Also earning
points in this event were Downer, third,
and Corbiere, fourth. Buchanan's victory of the day came in the 50 yard
freestyle where teammate Blondin finished third.
The 200 breaststroke proved to be

the most exciting race of the day. Stuckey
finished first with a decent size lead.
However, it was crucial for Trinity to get
the second place finish and Leslie Orlando "touched out second," said cocaptain Hewitt. This first and second
place finish guaranteed an all around
win for Trinity. The divers, Betsy Arming
'95 and Shara Abraham '96, were also
instrumental in the team victory.
Both have extensive background
in gymnastics which has contributed to
their diving skill. Abraham dove off the
three meter board for the first time on
Saturday, after learning six dives the day
before. Hewitt remarked, "You would
have never known thatshehadnot dived
the three meter."
Arming and Abraham received
first and second place respectively in
both the one meter and three meter
events. The last event of the long day for
the swimmers was the 400 freestyle relay. Amanda Johnson '94, Hewitt, cocaptain Renee Mailloux '93, and Anne
Lyons '93 finished second for Trinity.
Every swimmer contributed to the
team's victory with their outstanding
effort. What was intended to be a close
match turned out to be a solid victory for
the Trinity Bantam swimmers. Their next
meet is at home against Mt. Holyoke on
January 14. As the semester ends, two
avid swimmers will be leaving to study
abroad, Johnson and Aguilar. To fill the
empty spots will be three returning juniors: Duffy Wilson, Natasha Kotny, and
Stephanie Cope.
The men's team did not fare so
well, however, dropping a close decision
to the Clark men's team 128-106. The
Bantams swam well, with many swimmers settingpersonalbesttimes,butthey
ultimately lacked their usual depth.
Missing from rhelineup were fresh-

man Topher Henderson, with a shoulder
injury, sophomore Jeff Pennington, out
with a debilitating ear infection, and senior tri-captain John Nusbaum. Nevertheless, the Bantams performed well and
kept the meet close.
After going 1-2 in the first relay,
Trinity gradually lost their sizable lead.
In the 200IM, freshman Tom Appleton
and junior John Donohue placed 2nd
and 3rd respectively. The 200 breast
stroke also went well for Trinity, with
junior standout Luke McCarthy taking a
first, Donohue second, and senior tricaptain Rob Lenois fourth. In the 200
backstroke, freshman Eric Graham set a
personal best, finishing second, senior
tri-captain Dave Lynch, still suffering

from a shoulder separation, placed a respectable 3rd, and Appleton finished
fourth.
The rejuvinated diving team, led
by sophomore Jared Von Arx, performed
exceptionally and kept the Bantams in
contention. Von Arx finished first in the
1 meter and second in the 3 meter. Sophomore Eric Jewett and junior Tom Fennell
placed third and fourth in the 1 meter,
scoring crucial points for the Bantams.
Trinity will host Holy Cross today,
and with a full team expected, the Bantams should get back on the winning
track.
This will be the final meet before
both the men and women break until
January.

Fall Athletes Recognized
BYMARKGRUBA
Sports Editor

Several fall athleteshavereceived
recognition since the end of their respective seasons. Here is a compilation of some of the award winners.
Women's Soccer tri-captain Lea
Macaro '93 was named to the All-New
England First Team as a defender.
Macaro, who was also a selection last
year, was a four year starter for Trinity.
High scoring Field Hockey forward Lindsey Davison '94 has been
named to both the Northeast Regional
First Team and the National First Team
AU-American squads.
Tim Yates '94 was named the
MVP of the Men's Soccer team, and
Chris Piliero '94 was voted the Most
Improved Player. Yates, Filiero, Annin
Afsar-Keshmiri '94, and Stan Stolarz
'94 were also named captains for next

year's squad.
Alexis Colby '95 was named
MVP of the Cross Country team, as
well as captain for next year's team.
Post season honors for the Football team included Jeff Devanney '93
receiving the NESCAC Defensive
Player of the Year Award. The senior
safety/punt returner was also a first
team selection in the defensive secondary.
Other first teamers included offensive lineman and co-captain Adam
Laput '93 and defensive end Saul
Snowise '93. Punter Greg Broderick
'95 was also named to the first team.
Tackle John Golas '96 was selected as
the NESCAC Defensive rookie of the
Year.
Congratualtiorts to all of the athletes who were recognized for their
accomplishments on the field of play
for Trinity this past fall.
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Men's Hoops 1-1 After 83-80 Loss To Goast Guard
BY BOB HOWARD
Sports Writer

"We just don't care enough about
each other," said Jeff Carr, assitant coach
of the Trinity College Men's Basketball
team said after the team lost to Coast
Guard 83-80 at home last Tuesday. Trinity won its first game of the season at
Albertus Magnus on the previous Saturday. In both games the Bants had trouble
playing as a team.
The Bants defeated Albertus with
relative ease 68-54. However, it was a
sloppy game. Albertus totaled 26 turnovers, caused as much by poor offensive
execution as by good Bantam defense.
Trinity's turnover numbers were better
(only 16), but the Bants shot a paltry 35%
from the floor, including 1 of 9 from
behind the three point arc. Trinity won
this game from the foul line where the
Bants shot 75%. It would be just as
accurate to say that Albertus lost the
game at the line where they were only 8
of 31.
Trinity built a 35-30 lead at the half
thanks to the low post scoring of Dave
Jones '94 (10 first half points) and the
slashing moves of Dane Aiken '95 (12
first half points). Troy McKelvin '96
scored 5 first half points and looked under control and confident in his first college game. Other first half scorers included Greg Haffner '94 (4), Jeff Almedia
'94 (2), and Al Carbone '95 (2). Steffan
Tomlinson '94 added 2 steals and four
assists to the first half attack.
Aiken (10) and Jones (4) started
fast, scoring Trinity's, first 14 points as
the Bants built an early 14-9 lead. A three
pointer from McKelvin gave the Bants a
17-11 lead. Trinity's next eight points
were scored by Haffner (4) and Jones (4),
and the Bants opened, .up,-,their largest
lead of the half, 25-17; Hoops by Aiken
and Carbone kept the Bantam lead at
eight 29-21. Carbone, who saw some
quality minutes and responded nicely in
his first varsity game, was on the receiving end of a beautiful steal and pass by
Tomlinson. After thebucketby Carbone,
Albertus cut the lead to 3, but a couple of
Almedia foul shots, and buckets from
Jones and McKelvin kept the Bants in
front by 5.
In the second half, it was the Mark
O'Day '93 show for Trinity. The Bants
lanky power forward and tri-captain
netted 10 points, 6 of them coming in the
opening minutes of the half when the
Bants outscored Albertus 13-4. Other
Bantam scorers in the half were Jones
and Aiken with 6 apeice, Almedia and

McKelvin with 4 each, and Piete
VanderHeide '93 and Pat Kinzeler '95
who each threw in a hoop.
After Albertus scored first, O'Day
set the tone for the second half when he
stole a pass at mid court and made a nice
move over, an Albertus defender for two.
Two foul shots by O'Day and two strong
hoops from Jones capped an eight point
run for Trinity, providing a 43-32 Bantam advantage. Trinity expanded the
lead to 14 (48-34) on an old-fashioned
three point play by O'Day and two
VanderHeide free throws. Albertus
chopped the lead back to nine with just
under ten minutes to go in the game, but
that was as close as they would get as
strong foul shooting helped preserve the
win for the Bants.
Stars of the game for the Bants
were Aiken who had 18 points (8 of 8
from the line), 5 rebounds (4 offensive), 4
steals, and an assist. Jones chipped in
with 16 points, 6 boards, 3 blocks, an
assist and a steal. O'Day threw in 10
points, pulled down 11 rebounds (4 offensive), had a couple of assists, and a
steal. McKelvin scored 8 points with 4
assists and a steal. Almedia was 6 of 8
from the line for 6 points in the game, had
seven assists, and a steal. Tomlinson had
five assists and two steals, and
VanderHeide had 2 points, seven rebounds, and two steals.
The win over Albertus was a good
first game for the Bants. Albertus is a
young team, and it showed especially at
the foul line. Neither team played especially well,but Trinity did whatitneeded
to do to win the game,
One. week ago, the Bants hosted
Coast Guard in Trinity's home opener,
and the Bants came away as unhappy
hosts on the short end of the 83-80 decision. This was definitely a game that
v Trinity should have won. Coast Guard
played a very solid game, turning the
ball over only eight times, while shooting 56.5% from the floor. Coast Guard's
also confused the Bants with their zone
defense. Trinity had more talent than
Coast Guard, but simply did not execute
at the same level as the Bears.
The Bants fell behind early by as
much as 13, then cut the Coast Guard
lead to two, before settling for a 41-35
deficit at the half. In the second half,
Coast Guard led by as many as nine
points before Trinity stormed back to
take an 80-79 lead, but the Bants did not
score again. In the final :36 Coast Guard
made one of two foul shots twice and got
a hoop from the floor to take the game 8380.

Wrestlers Start Out 2-1
BY MARK GRUBA
Sports Editor

The Wrestling team had its first
official meet of the season this past Saturday on the campus of UMass-Boston
against Bridgewater State, Williams, and
UMass-Boston. The team earned victories over Bridgewater and UMass-Boston, but Williams was overall winner on
the day.
Head coach Sebastian Amato's
team went to Boston with successful
warm-up matches at Roger Williams and
Springfield under their belts. Several
Trinity wrestlers had successful outings
as the Bantams finished second among
the four teams in attendance.
Leading the way was sophomore
Tucker MacLeanin the 190pound weight
classs. MacLean, the defending New
England Champion at 177 pounds,
earned three victories on the afternoon.
Other outstanding efforts were recorded by senior Jeremy Burden in the
134 pound weight class and Brian Roberts at 126 pounds. Roberts recorded an

exceptional victory over the trash-talking Bridgewater captain. The overall
victory over the Bridgewater team was
especially satisfying for the Bants.
Team Captain Matt Pederson '93,
wrestling in the 177 pound weight class,
had a disappointing day, however.
After being pinned by an opponenthe has defeated on several previous
occasions, he injured his knee and was
prevented from continuing for the Bantams by the athletic training staff of
UMass-Boston. This was to the chagrin
of the Trinity coaching staff, who sorely
missed the experience of the team leader.
In another unusual turn of events a
Trinity wrestler was awarded a victory
over his UMass-Boston opponent when
the UMass-Boston wrestlerwas disqualified for "below the belt" tactics. The
culprit, who was way behind on points
at the time, was guilty of a bite to the
groin area. It was an unusual highlight
to an otherwise successful beginning to
the wrestling season.
The team's next match will be on
January 14 (during the break) at home.

O'Day scored the first six points of
the game for Trinity, and the contest was
tied at 6 when Coast Guard switched
their defense to a 1-3-1 zone. Before the
Bants could call time out, Coastguard
had a 13-7 lead. After the time out,
Trinity continued to struggle. Jones
scored Trinity's next 6 points, but before
Coach Stan Ogrodnik could say "time
out" again Coast Guard had a 26-13 lead.
VanderHeide came off the bench
to lead a resurgence in the Bants defense
which forced Coast Guard into half of
their eight turnovers in a three minute
span. VanderHeide also helped out offensively, grabbing an offensive rebound,
and feeding Almedia for a three pointer.
Two consecutive strong offensive moves
from VanderHeide led to four quick Bantam points, and cut the Coast Guard lead
to 26-20. After a Haffner hoop, Coast
Guard called timeout. Two McKelvin
baskets, an 18 foot jumper from Kinzler,
and a nice blocked shot by Kinzler helped
the Bantams keep pace with Mark Harris, who scored six points in a row for
Coast Guard to preserve the lead at 3328.
Trinity would make one more run
before the end of the half. McKelvin hit
a three, Tomlinson fed Jones, and O'Day
fed Almedia to make the score 37-35.
However, On the next Bantam posession
Jones was called for hanging on the rim,
as he attempted to rebound and dunk an
Almedia miss. Had Jones not hung on to
the rim, he most likely would have hurt,
either himself or an opposing player, but
the referee thought that Jones' actions
merited a technical. The "T" took the
windoutof Trinity's sails asCoast Guard
made both foul shots and Harris added
another bucket before the half.
Coast Guard was able to force Trinity to play catchup for almost the entire
second half. Torxilinson got Trinity going the right way with a breakaway layup
to cut the lead to four. Jones put back an
offensive rebound, and had a three point
play to help Trinity keep even with Joe
Morgan, who was hitting the outside
shot for the Bears.
With the score 48-44, Coast Guard
went on a 6-1 run before Almedia hit a
three to help the Bants stay close. After a
Coast Guard hoop, O'Day hit a foul shot,
and Haffner scored four points to chop
the lead back down to four, 57-53.
McKelvin, Haffner and tri-captain Doug
Rausch '93 all scored to help keep the
Coast Guard lead at four (62-58). However, whenever the Bants made a run
Coast Guard had an answer.
McKelvin traded three pointplays
with the Bears senior centerMa11 Perciak,

then Harris netted two more hoops and
Coast Guard was up by eight again. The
Coast Guard lead expanded to nine (7364) with seven minutes to go in the game,
and the Bantam faithful were beginning
to have their doubts about a Trinity victory that many had predicted.
The Bants went on a 12 to 4 run to
claw their way back into the game, however.
Jones scored twice, and McKelvin
hit a three to cut the lead back down to
four. Two foul shots by Haffner, and a
three by Almedia cut the lead to one (7776) with 3:45 to go in the game.
With the game in the balance, Coast
Guard went into their version of the four
corners, spreading the floor, and letting
seinor co-captain Steve Mars ton find his
own way into the lane. He scored to
make it 79-76 Coast Guard. McKelvin
assisted Jones for two the other way.
Then Haffner came up big defensively,
blocking two Coast Guard shots in one
trip down court. Trinity was unable to
come up with anything offensively, and
Coast Guard's delay was eating up the
clock.
With :36 to go in the game,
McKel via cutto the hoop and was fouled.
His shot rolled around the rim and out,
but he nailed the two foul shots to give
Trinity an 80-79 lead. Those would be
the Bants' last points. Marston went to
the line for Coast Guard made the first
and was able to rebound his own miss of
the second shot.
With 9 seconds left, Tom Muarry
rebounded a Perciak miss and scored to
give Coast Guard an 82-80 lead. Trinity
caUed timeout. On the inbounds play,
the ballcame to Almedia who, because of
good Coast Guard defense, had his foot
on the sideline. Coast Guard hit one of
two foul shots to make the final score 8380.
For the game, Jones scored 20 and
had eight rebounds. McKelvin played
brilliantly in only 22 minutes, scoring 17
points with 8 assists and 4 rebounds.
Almedia was 3 of 5 from three point
range and ended the nightwith 13 points.
Haffner added 10 points and 6 boards.
, Trinity battles a tough Westfield
State team tonight at 7:30 in Ray Oosting
gymnasium. If the Bantams play is not
team oriented, they will have a difficult
time coming out with a "W". Captain
O'Day stated, "We have individual talent. But to win the close games we have
to play more as a team." On Friday and
Saturday the team will have a chance to
redeem itself when it participates in the
Oswego State Tourney, where it will
battle nationally ranked Utica.

Free Ice Time At
Krngswood-Qxforcl
Free recreational ice skating is being offered for Trinity College Students
and Faculty as part of Trinity's relationship with The Kingswood-Oxford School
and their ice rink.
A proper Trinity ID and a pair of skates (no rentals available) will gain you
admission to the Brayton Athletic Center at the Kingswood-Oxford School from
12:45 - 2:30 on the following Sundays :
December 13,20, 27
January 3,10,17,24,31
February 14 and 21
The school is only ten minutes from campus and the directions are easy.
From Mather Campus Center make a right onto Summit St. and then your first
left, going down the hill to Zion St. At the light, make a right onto Zion St. and
take it until the intersection of Summit St., at which point you should make a left.
Take Summit to Park TerraceJRd. and make a right. Take Park Terrace to Park St.
and make a left. Once on Park St., you will ride for approximately 2 arid a half
miles. When you come to Trout Brook Rd., make a right and followit through one
light. After the light the school is on the right. For more information please call
the school.
Join the fun and take the opportunity to do some free skating while
checking out the new Trinity Bantam ice surface.
-
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Hey sports fans. I grew up during the years when two men, Magic Johnson
and Larry Bird carried the NBA, For the first half of the eighties, with the help
pf NBA Commisioner David Stern's brilliant marketing strategies, these two
personified the entire league. Yeah, there was Dr. J, Moses Malone, and George
Gervin, but in June it was always Larry and Magic. When one talked of NBA
rivalries they discussed Boston and L.A., Larry and Magic.
,: -,, Not long thereafter a player from North Carolina arrived in the Windy City
and, after a modest 16 point debut against the Knicks in October of 1984,
proceeded to change the league and its game forever. Within weeks, it was Larry,
Magic, and Michael.
For several years the three immortals carried the spotlight, and rightly so.
They are, no doubt, three of the greatest basketball players who ever lived. With
this acknowledged, it would have seemed only proper that a void be created by
the retirement of both Larry Bird and Magic Johnson within such a short time of
each other. That has not been the case, however. In fact, it is my opinion that the
league is now more interesting and entertaining than ever before. Have I gone
overboard with this assertion? Consider these points.
The league, since it began to experience its first financial success in the
early-to-mid eighties, has not stagnated. Rather, it has continued to evolve and
grow. Expansion has brought four more teams into the league. The popularity
of the Slam Dunk Contest and the advent of the Long Distance Shootout during
the league's All-Star Weekend has turned that time from a few days off into an
annual extravaganza (with last year no exception).
The most important factor in the continued growth and improvement of
the league, however, is the overall improvement of the ability the players in the
league. Teams today have better, more exciting, athletes than they did ten years
ago. Not only this, but each team, without exception, has an established
superstar, or a player who is on his way toward superslardom, on their roster.
Ten years ago, there was absolutely no reason to go to a Cleveland Cavalier
vs. Sacramento (then Kansas City) Kings game. Today a Cavs/Kings game
features such stars as Mitch Richmond, Mark Price, Brad Daugherty, Larry
Nance, Lionel Simmons, and rookie Walt Williams. One might argue that this is
simply a case of having forgotten players from so long ago, but believe me, Otis
Birdsong, Scott Wedmann, Mike Mitchell, Phil Ford, Ron Brewer, and Phil
Hubbard (the stars of those two teams) don't compare to today's players in terms
of entertainment. The game was much slower, and much more defense oriented.
Today every team has a star or rising star (at the very least a reason to see
the team play). Larry Johnson, Nick Anderson, Glen Rice, Reggie Lewis, Stacey
Augmon,Billy Owens, and Dikimbe Mutumbo are all rising stats in a league full
of established stars like Patrick Bwing, Charles Barkley, Karl Malone, Clyde
Drexler, David Robinson, Chris Mullin, and Hjkecm Olajuwon.
Furthermore, consider the strength and early success of this year's rookie
class. This draft will likely go down as one of the best ever. Aside from the
obvious, O'Neal, Tom Gugliotta in Washington, Robert Horry in Houston, Todd
Day in Milwaukee, LaPhonso Ellis in Denver, Alonzo Mourning in Charlotte,
and Christian Laettner in Minnesota all have been, impressive.
The increased overall quality among the players in the league has also lead
to increased parity. The days of the annual Boston vs. L.A. NBA finals are gone.
Yes, one could successfully argue that the.Bulls seem to have their horns locked
into the Championship picture everytime around these days, but I'm not convinced this will last much longer, I think we will shortly enter a period where
different teams will be contending for the NBA title every year.
For these reasons, I acknowledge the greatness of Magic, Larry, and
Michael, but in doing so I also embrace today's NBA as an increasingly athletic,
fast-paced, and balanced arena of competition.
A few other thoughts before wrapping things up for the holidays: Where
does Hartford come off bidding for an Arena Football team? Who are the
community leaders trying to fool? This is a town that has already proven that il
cannot adequately support an NHL hockey franchise. What person in their right
mind would invest in a venture that brought second rate football into an arena
where first rate (NHL) hockey has failed miserably?
Onto football, this year's Heisman race strikes me as quite similar to the
race in 1985 between Bo Jackson arid Chuck Long. As in '85, there is no clear cu
choice this year, and ,like Jackson, San Diego St. running back Marshall Faulk has
suffered from injuries which have reduced his playing time. Unlike '85, however,
this year the quarterback, Miami's Gino Torretta, will take the trophy, The cards
are in his favor, despite the fact that he is not even the best player on his own team,
much less in the country. Happy holidays!
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Sophomore Ryan O'Connell (2-1 at the #2 position so far) prepares FALLENDEB
for a backhand against Tufts last Saturday at Trinity. The Men's
Squash team is 2-1 on the young season, with victories against both
MIT (9-0) and Tufts (9-0), and an 8-1 loss to perennial nemesis
Harvard. Freshman Austin Perkins (3-0 at #6) notched the lone win
against the Crimson, while Chris Fellcy '!)4 extended his opponent to
live games at the #9 position before falling. Senior captain Justin
McCarthy leads the way at #1, with O'Connell, Harrison Mullin '95 at
#3, Cameron Hopkins '93 at #4, captain Chris Hart '93 at #5, Perkins,
Chris O'Brien '93 at #7, Christian Bullitt '95 at #8, and Felley
rounding out the ladder. With the exception of the undefeated
Perkins, and Bullitt, who is 1-1, each player's individual record
stands at 2-1. The team will resume their season after the break
when they take on Yale at home on January 20.

Now Open Sundays
from 10AM -3PM!!

Great, Affordable Homemade
Diner Food
FREE!
Entree With Purchase Of
Another Of Same Or Greater Value. 15% Gratuity
On Total.

Hockey 3-2-1 Overall
Continued from page 24

day, playing without the same spirit
and emotion. However, tied 2-2 entering the third period, the Bants woke
up and went on a tear, capped by
Carroll's open netter to seal the win,
Trinity's scoring came from Oglebay,
Eiserman, junior Eric McGranahan,
and freshmen K.C. Cutner and Chris
Sheehan, again proving that all are
producing for the Bants this season.
With a 3-2-1 record so far after a
3-0-1 week, the Bantams are moving in
the right direction. The line of Mills,
Eiserman, and Snecinski is playing

well, producing the offense that the
team needs, while Carroll is picking
up where he left off las t season, having
collected 5 goals in the last 6 games.
Duncan and Sheehan are playing well in the back, and Esposito has
been solid in the net. With the return
of captain Jay Monahan in the near
future, Trinity will surely be a force to
be reckoned with for the rest of the
season.
The scheduling gods have arranged for Trinity to play four home
games over the winter break, and then
take to the road when classes resume
in January. The next home game is not
until February 9,1993.

Valid Through 12/17/92

Serving I i
M-Th 11:30- Midnight
Fri 11:30-3am
Sat 5:00 - 3am
STILL

5 Min. From
267 Farmington Ave.
Hartford
Phone 241-8200

DOWN

CLUB
Hartford's Original Alternative
Music Dance Club

UNDER

A Final Reminder : Intramural Basketball entries are due by this
Friday, December 11 in the intramural office in the Ferris Athletic Center.
Entry forms are available in the athletic or intramural office. Please be sure
to note the division in which you intend to play (Men's Pro, Men's College,
Women's).

fennifer Hadfield'94
The final Athlete of the Week for the fall semester is also the first
Winter sport athlete to be recognized. Junior Forward/Center Jennifer
Hadfield is this week's Athlete of the Week for fine performances in helping
lead the Women's Basketball team to a 3-0 start to the season. In victories
over Albertus Magnus (23 pts.), Ml. Holyoke (16 pts.), and Wesleyan (18pts.)
Hadfield has been the main force down low for the Bants. She is showing
every sign of filling the void left by last season's leading scorer Amy Chiodo
'92. Congratulations Jen on being named the Athlete of the Week.

Summaries
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:

Boo of the Week

Trinity 85, Wesleyan 53
WESLEYAN (53) - Lynne O'Connell 7 3 18, Joy Rivera O i l , Lisa
Radice 0 0 0, Cynthia Brown 10 2, Laura Lavery 419, Ayana Smith 0 0 0,
Abbey Denbeaux 103, Allison Plamer 4 2 10, Angie Palmer 5 0 10.
Totals 22 7 53
TRINITY (85) - Kathy Moynagh 2 2 7, Lisa O'Connell 4111, Barbara
Toolan 4 010, Jennifer Hadfield 8218, Jackie Kupa 317, Jodi Falcigno 168,
Patty Sarmuk 8016, Kate Armstrong 204, Susan Lally 102, Kathryn Sanders
0 0 0, Kara Ryczek 10 2.
Totals 34 12 85
Half time: Trinity, 37-22. Three-point goals: W - O'Connell, Denbeaux;
T - O'Connell (2), Toolan (2), Moynagh. Records: Wesleyan 0-3; Trinity 3-0
MEN'S BASKETBALL:

This week's Boo of the Week goes to the UMass-Boston wrestler who,
when down by an insurmountable number points to his Trinity opponent,
resorted to "below the belt" tactics in attempting to alter the outcome of the
match. The shameless wrestler was guilty of applying a "bite" to the groin
area of the Trinity wrestler. Caught with his mou th full, he was disqualified
immediately and the Trinity wrestler was credited with the victory, albeit a
painful one.

Announcement
There will be an important meeting for all female lacrosse players
interested in participating this spring on:

Trinity 80, Coast Guard 83
Thursday December 10 at 4:00 in the Tansill Sport Room in Ferris
TRINITY (80)- Dave Jones 9-12 2-3 20, Mark O'Day 3-3 2-7 8, Dane
Aiken 1-4 0-0 2, Steffan Tomlinson 1-5 0-0 2, Jeff Almeida 5-13 0-213, Greg
Haffner 3-4 4-510, Piete VanderHeide 2-21-2 5, Troy McKelvin 6-13 3-417,"
Pat Kinzeler 1-2 0-0 2, Doug Kausch 0-11-2 1.
COAST GUARD (83)- Mark Harris 6-7 4-516, Tom Murray 4-6 2-212,
Matt Perciak 5-91-411, Jim Estramonte 3-8 4-411, Pat Shaw 3-8 2-3 9, Steve
Marston 2-41-2 5, Joe Morgan 2-2 0-0 5, Jed Boba 2-3 0-15, Tom Kaminski 28 2-5 6, Jay Main 1-10-0 2.
Halftime: Coast Guard, 41-35. Rebounds: Trinity (Jones, 8), Coast
Guard (Perciak, 10); Assists: Trinity (McKelvin, 8), Coast Guard (Estramonte,
5).
ICE HOCKEY:
McCabe Tournament Final
Trinity 6, Tufts 3
Tufts (2-4)
Trinity (3-2-1)

1 — 3
4 — 6

Goals: TU- Brian Morrison, RichMurray, Doug Gentile; TR - John
Oglebay, Christian Sheehan, Casey Kutner, Eric McGranahan, Robert
Eiserman, Todd Carroll.
Saves: TU - Steve Tomasello, 45; TR - Mike Esposito, 23.
MEN'S SQUASH:
W - MIT, 9-0
L - Harvard, 1-8
W-Tufts, 9-0
WOMEN'S SQUASH:
L - Harvard, 0-9
SWIMMING:
Men - lost 128 to 106
Women - won 123-112

Happy
Holidays
from
SANTA CLAUS
This Week In Bantam Sports
Men's Basketball:
December 8 WESTFIELD STATE

7:30

HOME

December 11-12 Oswego State Tourney

TBA

Away

7:30

Away

7:00

HOME

Women's Basketball:
December 10Smith
Men's Swimming:
December 8HOLY CROSS
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Women's Hoops 3-0 After 85-53Rout Of Wesleyan
BY TODDIACOBUS
Sports Writer

Trinity's Womens Basketball team
breezed to three straight wins to start
their 1992-93 season, as Jennifer Hadfield
'94 led the Bantams to wins over Albertus
Magnus, 68-51, Mount Holyoke, 68-39,
and Wesleyan, 85-53.
Havinglost Amy Chiodo tograduation, Trinity's main threat inside is
Hadfield. Why exactly has she put up
the big numbers so far?
"Our guards are getting me the
ball in good spots and I'm going to the
basket much stronger than last year,"
Hadfield explained.
The backcourt combination of cocaptain Lisa O'Connell '93 and Kathy
Moynagh '93, along with B.J. Toolan '95,
has also been effective for coach Maureen
Pine.
In the game at Albertus Magnus,
Trinity extended a seven point halfiime
lead to the seventeen point victory.
"They tried a zone against us, and
our perimeter game wasn't on, but fortunately Jen had a big game," said coach
Pine.
Indeed, Hadfield did have a big
game, with 23 points and 11 rebounds.
Moynaghadded 18 points, including four
three-pointers, as well as 6 assists. Kate
Armstrong '94 and Toolan both added 8
points apiece, while O'Connell scored 5
points and had 5 assists.
Trinity again went on the road a
week later, this time to Mount Holyoke.
The game was a misma tch horn the ripoff,
as the Bants soared to the 29 point win.
The team's scoring in this game
was balanced, as was the rebounding.
Hadfield scored 16 points and grabbed5

rebounds, and O'Connell had a fine game
as well, with 9 points, 7 rebounds, and 7
assists.
Jackie Kupa '93 came off the bench
to net 16 points and collect 11 rebounds.
Armstrong had 10 points and 5 assists,
while Toolan, a 15'7", pounded the boards
for 14 rebounds, to go along with her 8
points.
Trinity returned home for their
opener last Saturday against rival
Wesleyan. After struggling early because of foul trouble, the Bantams cruised
to an easy victory.
Wesleyan tried a man-to-man defense, which they remained in throughout the game. Their lack of size, however, was exploited by Hadfield, and
Trinity was finally able to get their perimeter shooting on trackHadfield scored her 18 points at
will, and collected 4 rebounds.
O'Connell, although in foul trouble most
of the game, managed to score 9 points,
including a rare four- point play, and
grab 6 rebounds against a familiar face,
her identical twin sister, Lynne.
Patty Sarmuk '95 was hot from the
field all day, as she scored 16 points,
while Toolan netted 11 points and
Moynagh 7.
While Hadfield looks like the goto scorer in case of a pressure situation,
the guards and other forwards must continue to also produce in order to keep the
middle open for her.
With expectations of an ECAC
tournament bid at the end of the season,
the Bantams needed a good start and got
it. They'll look to continue their winning
ways at Smith tonight.
After a shortened winter break,
the team will resume its season in the

Jen Hadfield "94 goes up for two of her 18 points in Trinity's 85-53
victory over Wesleyan last Saturday at Oosting Gym.

KELLY COLLIS

Nutmeg Classic against Eastern Con- • tournament. We owe Eastern and Westnecticut, Western Connecticut, and
emfromlastyear/'proclaimedHadfield.
Wesleyan.
If Trinity continues its fine play,
"We're all looking forward to that they just might get that bit of revenge.

Hockey Captures McCabe Tourney Over Tufts 6-3
East / West Division, that they would
bounce back. To say tha t the Bants merely
proved their point is an understatement.
After two disappointing early Trinity faced Quinnipiac on Tuesday,
losses to Hamilton and Williams, the November 24, and rolled to victory,
Trinity Hockey team returned to its win- trouncing their opponent 10-1. Fired up
ning ways, completing a four game stint from the opening whistle, Trinity domiwith a record of 3-0-1, highlighted by nated every aspect of the game. The
winning the McCabe Tournament this offensive played incredibly, proving to
be too quick and much too skillful for the
past weekend at Amherst.
After returning from their losing lethargic Quinnipiac icemen.
The scoring was carried by seniors
weekend for a two-game homestand, the
Bants were determined, to prove to the John Snecinski, who tallied two goals,
home fans, as well as the entire ECAC and Geoff Kelly, who netted one, and

BY BRIAN GENDRON
Sports Writer

sophomores John Oglebay, who regis- ity had 47 shots compared to the 32
tered a hat-trick, Joe Yannetti, and Todd Esposito faced, and the game was an
Carroll, who had one apiece. The de- excellent display of high-flying East /
fense was led by the stingy play of jun- West action. Leading the scoring for
iors Harry Einbender, Chris Golini, and Trinity was Todd Carroll '95, who had 2
Jamie Stewart, and freshmen Chris goals and an assist. Scoring support
Sheehan and Gary Duncan. The group came from sophomores Bob Eiserman
gave Quinnipiac few good scoring bids, and Brendan Monahan, and junior Todd
while those that got through were Mills, each tallying one goal apiece.
handled bynetminder Mike Esposito'95. Snecinski also came up with 2 assists in
The win was a big boost for the team, as the game.
most were able to figure in the scoring
With a two-game unbeaten streak,
and the game put a win under the Bants' Trinity headed to Amherst this past weekbell.
end for the ninth annual McCabe TourRiding
a nament,aneventwhich Trinity hasdomiwave of emotion nated, winning six out of the eigh t played.
into Monday's This year proved to be no different, as the
(November 30) Bants rolled to two victories and collectgame
against ing its fourth championship in a row.
A.I.C., Trinity
Trinity opened the tournament
hoped to remain against the host team Amherst Friday
undefeated
at night. The Bants jumped out to an early
home and continue 2-0 first period lead. Einbender hit a
a win streak that precise slapshot from the point, and
began the weekbe- Snecinski tallied a goal early as well.
fore. The Bants Though never relinquishing the lead, the
cameoutflyingand Bants seemed to fall asleep in the second
took an early lead, period, giving up a power play goal to
but were unable to the less talented Lord Jeffs. Not taking
putaway the pesky any more chances, sophomore Brendan
opponent, and had Monahan iced the win for the Bants with
to settle for a 5-5 tie a pretty goal in the third. The goal was
with A.I.C. Though warmly welcomed by the thirty or so
the team played rowdy Trinity fans who made the trek up
well, they were un- to Anaherst to root on their team.
able to shake A.I.C,
The Bants captured the tourney
who gave them with a lethargic 6-3 win over Tufts on
troubles lastyear as Saturday. Trinity seemed to be a differwell.
ent team than the one who played FriThe offense
The McCabe Tournament Champions at practice at Kingswood-Oxford last Thursday. SUZANNE FAUENDER dominated, as TrinPkase turn to page 22
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Super Duper lie-Pod Crosswoix
ACROSS
1. Well known eel farmer
5. Warm beer
8. Small quiche
12.
the llama
14. Arms, to a snake
15. Marcel Marceau's
last words
16. Santa
, New
York
17. Knuckle sandwich
18. Darrin on Bewitched
20. If it not for those
meddling kids,
23. famous song
24. Greek six-pack
25. Small clown
28. Black lung disease,
to a Chihuaua
29. Arnold's worm
30. Spiny Norman
32. What Mom always
said
34. Tuna fish and
35. Iowa port town
36. Like a eunuch
37.
Hit with the
stick
40. Ants!
41. Specific fish
42. SGA Holiday
47. Ring around the
48. Crucified

10
12

13

11

14

15

16
17

20

21

18

22

19

23
25

w

29
32

30
34

33
35

37

38

36

39

40
42

if

48

W

50

49. Bees, to bees
50. Morse for Leper
51. Deadly Duo
DOWN
1. Vomit
2. Tooling for
3. Guy le Frenche
4. New 'Dead song
5. Other butchers, to
Sam
6. Consumes

43

authorities.
However, just as medical
workers were completing the
treatment of the injured and janitorial crews were cleaning up
the mess, a disgruntled postal
worker entered and killed three
bystanders, before he himself

46

51

7. Gruesome death
8.
Clown joke
punchline
9. Trichinosis
10. Crafty spider
11. Auk's mother
13. CIAabbr.
19. 11th commandment
20. entrails
21. 1991 Lionel

Epic Chess Battle Marred By Tragedy
continued from page 1

31

was hit by a Greyhound Express
bus to Albany, which had arrived in the Washington Room
due to a "slight navigational error."
Despite the fiasco, Chess
Club members and faculty chess
enthusiasts alike explain that
they are looking forward to next
year's tournament.

Richie song
22. Manimalstar
23. Heterosexual village
person
25. Red Rover send
right over
26. What Mr. Whipple
really wanted
27. Tison's shower friends
29. Pretty chicken
31. Missing limbs
33. Dried weasel
34. Scoville specialty
36. Mr.
37. Bingo call
38.
Where
REO
Speedwagon is now
39. Mythical kangaroo
40. The other bile
43. Sneeze-in-hand result
44. Misfiring synapses
45. The avacado of
46. Holden
Trent
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A Bad Day In The life Of
A Trinity Student
BY T.OKNE CjRF.KNF,
Deceased Canadian Actor
If It were not for the
fact that I was drunk last night I
probably wouldn't feel as bad
as I do. I probably feel worse
this very moment than I have at
any other point in my entire life.
My head really hurts a lot. I
mean it is like having a clown
car running through your head
again and again and again. We
here in the head feel much the
same way. I woke up this morning at about 11:00 and I was not
with the world yet not to say
that the world and those whom
inhabit it would have welcomed
my company any way. I fell out
of bed and then after taking the
bandages off my face realized
how drunk I still was. Everything was topsy turvy and I
co uldn't see at all partly because
my head felt like piece of sponge
cake with barbecue sauce slobbered all over it. I decided to get
up anyway. So I walked to the
bathroom withmy toiletries and
then I brushed my teeth and
then I decided that maybe I
should take a shower and that
was nice because I thought that
if I took a shower it might wake
me up and then if I wanted to go
out to do something well it
would be ok. So then I took a
shower and the water was hot
and whenever someone would
flush the toilet, well the water
would get really hot and that
bothered me because I have this

skin condition and I think it gets
worse when the water in the
shower is hot but I still really
like hot showers but when they
are too hot, I don't like them that
much. And after my shower I
dried myself off with a towel
and that took longer than expected because I wasn't sure as
to how much of the towel to use
and what parts of the towel to
use-so I was thinking while I sat
on the little bench which is right
next to the shower and I was
completely naked and just sitting there thinking about my
towel and if I was going to use
the whole thing or not and then
I decided to get out of the little
room outside the shower and
brush my teeth with my tooth
brush and tooth paste. I started
brushing the lowers before the
uppersbecause I was scared that
I might forget them because
when I was little I used to forget
them every so often because I
was forgetful and I also didn't
really like to brush my teeth as
much as I like to now and so
there I w a s just brushing my
teeth and thinking about the
walk back to my room and I
finished my brushing and I was
thinking about how it might be
really cold to walk on the floor
after getting out of the shower. I
wasrightbecausewhenlwalked
back to my room the floor was
cold and I was cold as a result
but I guess I knew that it would
be cold in the first place. OK, so
please to page 7

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
This Week's Fascinating Question Is».
Who was your favorite Damn- Dick York or Dick Sargent?

ALIEN (Artist's Conception);
Hello? BandG. Can I help
you? What? York, earth scum.
No comment.

EMELIE BAST '94: Sargent.
He's the one who had more
power,

Capt. JEAN-LUC PICARD:
York. Dick York. Make it so.

RONALD McDONALD: Dick
McYork, I'm a down, and I
know funny, and Sargent
wasn't funny.

FRANK SINATRA: Are you
kiddin'? Sargent's queer as a
three dollar bill, baby.

BERN1EKOPELL: I met York
down in Cabo San Lucas, -and
hewasaswellguy.

RAN BARTON IB '93; Dick
York is the obvious choke.

JOHN PUVTOFF, Music
Department Chair: I've always been a fan of Dick
Sargent.

DICK YORK; 1 Would have to DICKSARGENT: York died in
go with myself. That guy as a February, I'm the only Dick
left. I have all of the power!
real Dick!
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ARTS
Man's Hollow Existence Examined In
Kkusenhaiier's7/Qicus of Shame"
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plete when, suddenly, from be- which struggles desperately to
neath her dress, come a troop of quell the flames coming from
bearded midgets, who com- the pile of midgets.
A costumed juggler
The Austin Arts Center mence a merry dance incorpowas honored this weekend by a rating somersaults, cartwheels, juggles human heads, which
performance of "Circus of back flips, and drinking kero- speak loudly as they rotate
through the air, discussing a reShame," the brainchild of famed sene.
However, as happens to cent trip to Florida the three had
performance artist Dieter
"Einsturzende Neubauten" von all enterprises which are rotten made the previous fall.
The strongman has lost his
at the core from a denial of the
Klausenhauer.
strength.
The blind acrobat has
isolation
of
the
individual,
the
Klausenhauer, 37, a
graduate of the Frankfurt Gym- dance eventually degrades into plunged from the broken tranasiumFiir Dem Gifted Artisch, a melee of vomiting midgets ly- peze. The cotton candy vendor
brought his show to Trinity be- ing in a writhing, suffering pile, sneezes, but will not wash his
cause he felt that the College until the Ringmaster, his hair hands. The impending downwas, "an utterly bankrupt cul- afire, dressed in the traditional fall of man is apparent, just as it
ture, bereft of direction or mean- tuxedo minus the pants, enters has been since Adam sucing. I equate it to the gum on the from a hole in the center of the cumbed to Eve.
stage and tosses a match onto
A disgruntled postal
bottom of my jackboot."
the
pile,
leaving
the
contorted
worker,
who, after being bitten
The program, entitled
by a dog which
"Du Bist Ein
he now displays
Schweinhund"
proudly on the
(Circus
of
endofapike,has
Shame) is meant
evidently beto intimidate,
come rabid, and
embarrass, and
foams at the
humiliate the
mouth as he deaudience.
cries the evils of
Said Herr
organized reliKlausenhauer,
gion.
"I wanted to recH i s
reate the feeling
mailbag teems
of falling down
with rats.
in the mud. And
Just as the
being kicked. In
confusion and
the head. With
cacophonyreach
an iron boot. Do
a
cresendo,
you know what The highly avante-guarde Dieter Klausenhauer
Klausenhauer
that's like?"
performing his masterwork "Circus of Shame."
The program, in the midgets to perish in flames.
himself, inflated by special
Goodwin theater, began vyith a
A, clown car enters from pumps to nearly three times his
parade of ants' marching across stage left, knocking the bearded normal size, appears at center
the stage, as if to a simple picnic. woman to the ground, while si- stage, and it is evident that God
However, the ants find not con- multaneously a herd of diseased is dead.
ventional picnic fare, but rather sheep are forced in at stage right.
Dixie cups of Kool-Aid are
a decaying body. They begin to
Three sad clowns step out handed out to the members of
feed ravenously.
of the car, and the audience must the audience, and they are asked
The viewer is shocked to confront that art is dead. "Send to drink the punch inside while
discover that the "corpse" is not intheKlauns! There ought to be armed men prod their kidneys
actually dead, but just sleeping. Klaiins!" shouts the Ringmas- with rifles.
When it suddenly rises, it flings ter, but to no avail. The true
Some of the more temthe ants (which are fully six clowns have gone, and they will peramental of those in the audiinches long) at the audience, and not return. His humiliation and
ence fainted at this point, while
begins to harangue the audience despair cannot be expressed
a few others, including those
with cries of, "Ants! Ants!
through written words,butonly with cameras, who obviously
Ants!" until he is at last silenced
through a series a clicking noises were no t in the spirit of the show,
by a kick to the head with an
and
beeps.
would not drink. They were
iron boot.
The three pitiful remnants removed by members of the
We sense that his silence that were once called clowns are Buildings and Grounds staff,
tells of more than just a boot to racked by coughing fits, and one using a mysterious freeze ray.
the head, albeit an iron boot. spits blood while another beThose who drank quickly
The silence resounds with the gins to assuage his heroin habit.
recognized the error of there
noise of disgust, revulsion, and The third relieves himself in
previous ways, and agreed to
fear.
plain sight, in fact on another entrust Klausenhauer, perhaps
As the Ant Man falls to clown, not ca ring enough to even the smartest genius in the world,
the stage, a moral leper enters, a attempt to hide his genitals from with the responsibility for their
creature alienated by the very the audience.
spiritual guidance, as well as for
society which created him, and
He has rejected the artifi- their material possessions.
he drags the Ant Man away, cial constraints imposed by an
A f t e r w a r d s ,
forever removing his pitiful uncaring and regimented soci- Klausenhauer called his show,
form from the torturous exist- ety. This statement, perhaps the
"A Triumph of the Will over the
ence he once called life.
most moving of the perfor- untermenschen." Klausenhauer
The leper's arm slips mance, simultaneously asserts
defined untermenschen as
noiselessly from its socket.
the one clown's individuality, "small minded people who do
At center stage appears a while bathing the second clown
one man band, from which is- in the golden knowledge that not understand my art whom I
sue the first strains of the twisted life is meaningless, freeing him will crush under the heel of my
music of a circus, quiet at first, to pursue his lifelong ambition jackboot."
Director of the Austin Arts
but growing louder and more of being a professional ice ska ter.
Center
Herbert Hoover called
Strident by the second until fiThe diseased sheep connally the entire audience is fuse the scene, and interfere with the show, "an unmitigated fiasco," and "not a mistake we
forced to cover its ears.
the progress of the fire crew will make again."
A bearded woman enters
from the left, in a vain attempt to
find the barber of life, who will
shave her of the stigma which
A show of works of the with the season finale of Beverly
has marked her for life as a freak, late Flemish painter Vincent van Hills. 90210, and was really the
condemning her to a life of lone- Gogh opened with a disappoint- victim of poor planning more
liness. Only the audience is ing turnout at the Widener Gal- than anything else. After the
aware that the barber's one good lery last week. The few students embarrassing opening, the
arm is now being eaten by a who attended called the paint- paintings were packed up into
pack of stray dogs at stage right. ings "weird" and "too swirly boxes and put away in the baseHer downfall seems com- forme." The opening conflicted ment.
MILLARDFILLMORE
13th President o/the U.S.

AFew Good Men
Is Hard To Find
Ken:
I have to admit, I was wary going into the Cinestudio
ast Thursday to see Rob Reiner's A Few Good Men. First of
all, because the hype about this movie and its all-star cast
(Tom Cruise, Demi Moore, Jack Nicholson, Kevin Bacon,
Kiefer Sutherland, J.T. Walsh, Kevin Pollack, and Christopher Guest) has been incredible. Second of all, because I got
in this really huge fight with my girlfriend/fellow movie
critic, Barbie, and I knew that things would get tense.
Tom Cruise is this lawyer (I forget his name in the
movie - Barbie said I would forget. 1 hate it when she's
right). And he defends these two military guys who have
been wrongfully convicted of murder. They are innocent they simply followed orders. I kind of follow orders too
much, so I can relate. I mean, I always listen to what Barbie
ays and we always eat where she wants to and she always
calls "shotgun!" when we are in a car together going to the
mall or wherever. I hate that sometimes. So Tom Cruise
defends these guys in court and is pitted against a host of
lying officers - like Kiefer Sutherland, and J.T. Walsh (who
;nds up shooting himself) - and like Barbie - who I wish,
sometimes would shoot herself, she lies so much. I mean,
;he said that she didn't mind my going to the View - she said
t - and then she gets all pissed when I come back to her place
it 3 am to hook-up. There is a scene when Tom Cruise gets
drunk in the movie, and I sure as hellrelated to that. I mean,
if I am at the View, I am there to get wasted, I guess I drank
too much at the preview of A Few Good Men, too.
So this movie culminates in a tense and dramatic
courtroom confrontation between Jack Nicholson (the bad
military man) and Tom Cruise. I didn't hear a lot a what
went on, because I began to shout at Barbie because she was
;etting on my freaking case, and I swear to GodI was about
to hither if six Cinestudio people didn't tearme away. I told
them I was okay, then pretended to leave.
At the part when Jack Nicholson admits to being the
one who ordered the two officers on trial to kill the other
;uy, I snuck back into the theater, and went up to the
balcony. Right above Barbie, my freaking harlot of a
girlfriend. I see her look at those other guys. I took off one
of my sneakers just when the jury's verdict is about to be
read, and threw it at her from above. She yelped when it hi
her on the small of the back, and I finally told her what I
really felt about her. She screamed, and just when I was
going to force myself to boot down her throat, those six
Cinestudio guys threw me out and threatened to get security,
I didn't see the ending, but Barbie will get to that. I
give this movie a half a Goober (keeping with my concession rating system), because that's all my girlfriend is. A
freaking Goober. This movie sucked, because my girlfriend
is such a freaking Goober.

Barbie:
I don't have much time to talk, because Ken is ranting
and raving again. He's too damn jealous. And he can be so
sexist sometimes. He didn't even mention Demi Moore,
who is neat in the movie. He sometimes drinks, and throws
his shoes around, but he can be so sweet, too. Ken covered
the movie pretty well this week, so I'll just give away the
ending before he comes back into the room. The officers are
found not guilty on two charges, but are dishonorably
discharged from the Marines. Demi and Tom never hookup once. Ken says he'd make a good Marine. I'd hate him
to shave his head. His hair looks soooo cool long.
Next week: Barbie and Ken review the recent video
release Basic Instinct.

Widener Opening Flops
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•Dixon Iim
BY ELLIOT THWIFNIPFLE
Metro-Hartford Restaurant Critic

that the adjustment to New England college life has been tough,
but he is nevertheless enjoying
himself.
He has always read The
Tripod, but never really took to
my restaurant reviews. He always told me that they were a

the semester. I decided to eat at
the official restaurant of his
home state, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, in hopes that he would
fill me in on some cultural items
I found confusing.
Believe you me. K-F-Cis
no Max-on-Main.

that read "Extra charge for all
white orders."
I also became concerned.
This was due to the fact that our
dinner party, consisting of
Jimmy-Joe-Bob and myself, was
obviously all white. And there
was no way that the great Elliot

fried just a wee bit longer than
usual. It was a good choice,
because there is nothing in this
world quite like the cooking
power of lard.
The breasts were firm,
supple and milky white. They
were a feast for the eyes as well
as the lips.
The mashed potatoes
were smothered in homesfyle
gravy, and made an appropriate side dish to the chicken. The
buttermilk biscuit, however,
was a disappointment. It was
far too chewy, and tasted as if it
had been sitting under a heat
lamp for hours.
I opted for a most peculiar dish - the Chicken Little©
sandwich. It consisted of a 2"X2"
squarechickenpatty fried inlard
until it became a deep golden
brown.
It was served on a tiny
dinner role with special sauce
(mayonnaise). It was so small, I
decided to indulge. Hell. I had
four of'em.
The sandwiches were accompanied by a regular size order of pomme fritters. These
potatoes were fried in the same
lard that was used for the
chicken, so, not surprisingly,
they tasted like chicken.
Dessert offerings at Kentucky Fried Chicken are impressive. One can choose from either vanilla or chocolate Puddn'
Packs© kept in a large refrigerated display case at the front of
the restaurant.
When we had finished our
meals, Jimmy-Joe-Bob said that
a fine KFC repast is incomplete
without a dijestiffe. Ah, splendid, I thought-Courvoisier,
Frangelico, or maybe even
Vandermint would be a fitting
end to the meal.
Butbefore I could make a
suggestion, he took a flask out
of his pocketand told me to take
a swig. Apparently Jim Beam
knew the Colonel, because the
bourbon I swallowed was a
magnificent compliment to the
southern feast.
The New Britain Avenue
KFC is conveniently located and
can easily accommodate tour
buses. You do not need reservations, and it is recommended
that you eat during the 3:45 dinner rush if you want to be out
bowling by 4:30.
Kentucky Fried Chicken
is indeed a taste of Southern
Americana, and is the hallmark
at the rich cultural heritage this
region brings to our nation.

Of the finer things in life,
happily some are affordable.
So that I can truly say my
column has appealed to a wide
(though not necessarily obese)
audience, I am devoting this,
my last restaurant review of the
semester, to the working man.
After ten issues of frequenting the most chic and fashionable bistros in the Hartford
metropolitan area, I was urged
by my friend Jimmy-Joe-Bob to
review an establishment more
suited to, well, southern proletarians.
Jimmy-Joe-Bob, you see,
is from Kentucky. It was quite a
culture shock for him to head
north to Connecticut to go to
college. In fact, it was quite a
shock for his relatives that anyone in their family would go
anywhere to college.
It was only this past July
when he had been out with his
coonhound, shootin' at some
food, and up from the ground
came a bubblin' crude - oil, that
is. Before he knew it, JimmyJEFFERSON DAVIS HOGG
Joe-Bob was a millionaire, and FINGER UCKIN' GOOD: Elliot (right) learns about southern hospitality from
his kinfolk told him to move Jimmy-Joe-Bob over a feast of fried chicken and mashed potatoes.
away from there. They told him bit too sophisticated for his taste,
Butforanational fast-food Thwipnipple would pay an exHartford was the place he and, quite possibly, for other chain, it does retain much of its tra charge for any meal.
oughta be, so he packed up his students' tastes at the College. southern charm. We chose the
I immediately requested
bags and he moved to Trinity - After all, Jimmy-Joe-Bob re- New Britain Avenue branch in the manager. A somewhat large
College, that is.
minded me, not everyone at part because it was the closest man in his early 30's approached
So this past September Trinity comes from north of the one to campus.
us, identifying himself as LeroyJimmy-Joe-Bob said goodbye to Mason-Dixon line.
I was immediately struck the-manager. He told us that
his immediate family: his father,
Imagine JLmmy-Joe-Bob's by the well-lit, airy atrium which the sign in question referred to
mother, sister/wife, and his surprise when I invited him to adjoined the main dining room the extra cha rge for orders of allcoonhound, too. He tells me join me for my final review of of the; restaurant, The space white chicken meat, at which
gives its patrons a bright, infor- point I apologized with great
mally decorated alternative to embarrassment.
theothersection. Ithinkitcould
Jimmy-Joe-Bob wa s not as
be ideal, say, for an on-the-go apologetic. "That better be the
business lunch with important case, boy," he said to Leroy.
clients.
"This type of thing never hapJimmy-Joe-Bob was only pens in Kentucky."
continued from page 1
and Otis Spunkmeyer, not to
interested in ordering his food,
This was my next cul tural
ably long gone. We'll do what mention Anheuser Busch and
which, as I quickly learned, was lesson. Jimmy-Joe-Bob told me
we can. We're in charge. Just Miller, have gained footholds
done from a counter in the cen- that in an authentic Kentucky
don'tyouworry aboutit," said on campus, and students don't
ter of the lobby. Cash registers KFC, black people do indeed
Director of Campus Safety know which locally controlled
there were set up at intervals so pay an extra charge! Ithadtodo
Brian Kelly, winking, as he businesses will be the next to
as to accommodate what I took with the fact that the restaurant's
drove off in his shiny new 8°'
to be a potential dinner-time founder, Colonel Harlan SandFerrari Testerosa.
However, Trinity sturush.
ers, owned a large number of
Gannett joins a host of dents are now assured that
I was correct. Jimmy-Joe- slaves - in the 1940's. Not wantother national corporations they will have a quality paper
Bob told me thatKentucky Fried ing to pursue this troubling stathat have a thumb inside ol to read each week, providing
Trinity's lucrative pie. The they can achieve the neces- Chicken gets fairly crowded at tistic any further, I suggested
dinner time, which is usually that we order.
Marriott Corporation, Barnes sary fourth grade reading probetween 3:45 and 4:45 for people
Jimmy-Joe-Bob chose the
and Noble, Dunkin Donuts, ficiency.
who patronize the establish- three piece dinner, which inment.
cluded a buttermilk biscuit and
Asl was orderingmy meal a serving of mashed potatoes.
I noticed that Jimmy-Joe-Bob He specified to Conchita-thebecame quite upset. When I counter-girl that he wanted the
asked why, he pointed to a sign extra crispy option, which I took
posted below the menu board to mean that the chicken was
and
although
I'm
not
afraid
of
continued from page 5
I walked back into my room to doctors , I certainly feel scared
get dressed but the room was when I'm in the little room right
really cold and well I don't think outside of their office because it
I liked it very much because reminds of the little room right
when I was walking back to my outside of the shower where I sit
room on the cold floor I remem- naked trying to decide which
ber thinking that I hoped the parts ot the towel will use to dry
room was not coldbut then when myself off with. But that probA Crappy Pool Table, Including Locals!
I got into the room it was cold ably doesn't really interest you
and so I tried to dry myself off a because you are probably wonFighting For Watered-down Drinks!
little more but I was thinking deringwhatlchosetowear. But
Beer Sludge Covered Floors!
too hard about what parts of the it is probably better that you
don't
know
because
the
story
is
Disgusting Bathrooms
towel I wanted to use and then I
was thinking about what I was pretty boring if you ask me and
Freshmen Sausage Party 7 Days A Week!
going wear and then I was think- even if you don't askme I should,
No Cigarettes Necessary: Enough Secondary
ing about whether I had brushed in fairness, tell you that the story
is
pretty
boring.
But
I
guess
it
Smoke For The Most Severe Nic-Fits!
my teeth enough but-1 couldn't
help thinking about my hang- took me along time to get
Bartenders With An Attitude!
over because I don't usually get dressed but it was alright because
I
didn't
think
I
wanted
to
hangovers and I was wondering
whether I had a problem or not really do anything today and
and if it was medical, well I well you know that's the way it
would have to go see a doctor goes. I mean

Editors Sell Paper After
Elvis Sighted Near Bishop

An Exciting Day In The
life Of A Trinity Student

The College View Cafe
A friendly college environment including:

I f s AS! Free, And I f s All At The View!
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Everyone Hates A Loser

Erst Title Since Coeducation

Bantam Beermen Bring Home New England Title
pected to be an easy Retchfield
victory looked different.
Trinity again played a
strong quarters game, with
O'Leary leading the way.
Arthur "Two Sheds" Jackson
also lent a hand, as he scored
extra points by sinking a quarter rolled off the end of his nose.
The crowd was electrified.
After a brief interuplion
while maintenance workers repaired the dangling cables, the
Retchfield Brewers came out
strong. They powered through
the funneling competition,
Trinity's weakest event, and
proved to be as unbeatable as
ever in the can-crushing-on-theforehead match.
However, when it came
muscling up to the bar, getting
fourbeers in flimsy plastic cups,
and then returning across the
treacherous beer-sludged floor
without spilling on anyone who
was bigger than you, Trinity
proved defter than its clumsy

BY BIG TIM SLADE
Tight End, K.C. Chiefs

Jubilation swepped the
Campus this weekend when
word spread that Trinity's Varsity Drinkingsquadhadbrought
home its first championship for
over twenty years.
In what coaches termed
"a dramatic upset," Trinity's
beermen scored an overwhelming victory over number one
ranked Retchfield State on
Retchfield's home turf in Walla
Walla, Massachusetts.
The Empty Cup, which
has been missing from the Ferris
Athletic trophy case since 1969,
returns to the campus for this
year, at least, and provides a
satisfying end to a meteoric season.
The New England Division III drinking championship
tournament started out rough
for Trinity.
In the first round, the Bantams faced perenial powerhouse
Manchester Truck and Tractor
Institute, and after a lengthy
practice session the night before
was not playing at the top of its
game.
The Bantams stumbled in
the warm six-pack compeli tion,
managing to finish a disappointing five six-packs of room tempera ture Meisterbraii before
Manchester had finished their
alotted two cases. The tournament seemed like it was to be
over before it had begun.
It was going to take a big
turnaround to get Trinity back
on track, and co-cap tainShamus
O'Leary '93, the go-to man all
season long, was the player to
doit.
O'Leary turnedina strong
showing in the funneling competition, anchoring the squad's

The Bantam Beermen in the heat of competition, LEON SPINKS
Team members struggled early on, but later rallied to
nail down an impressive victory.
23 second-per-case effort, but proved to be a bit more difficult.
really made his mark during the The competition was intense,
and when it was over, players
pivotal quarters competition.
O'Leary dominated the and spectators alike agreed that
game, seizing control on his first it was one of the most closely
turn, and making forty-two contested finals in memory.
Anticipation built during
concecutive shots.
The
Manchester Farmer Johns came the opening chugging time triback with a twenty-shot streak
of its own, but O'Leary's rules
controlled the duration of the
game.
Particulary punishing
were "allManchester guys must
quack like a duck before they
drink," and "no proper names,"
as the Manchester team did not
know what proper names were.
Less effective was the "no
drink, drank, drunk" rule, as
the Farmer Johns knew only one
form of the word anyhow.
The quarters score
launched Trinity over the top,
DICK BUTKU
The squad in practice last week. Coach Carter
arid they eeked out a 45-42 vicdrove
team
members
hard
in
preparation
for
the
tory.
tourney.
In the semifinals, Trinity
als.
Trinity's players turned in
dispatched the hapless
Wesleyan Cardinals with ease. some of their best times for a
Wesleyan was throughly out- single beer of the year, and virtually matched Retchfield's BY BARRY MANILOW
classed.
The finals, however, scores. Suddenly, what was ex- Retired Singer

Place Kicker Saves Game

Arena Football Team Seeks Trinity
BY BUBBA KINCAID
Former California Bull

Sources close to this
reporter indicate that overtures have come Trinity's way
from the far off region known
as San Antonio.
The Arena Football
franchise in the Texas town is
seeking to move operations
to Hartford, CT, the world
reknowned haven of sports
fanatics. The only contingency is that in order to make
the move the franchise will
be forced to make wholesale
changes from top to bottom.
This is where the Bantams of
Trinity College enter the picture.
San Antonio Tumbleweed owner Hoss "Cattle
Prod" Henderson has had a
team of scouts on hand to
survey Trinity College this
fall. While the Trustees met
in the Smith House, Hoss's
henchmen were huddled under the bleachers at Dan

opponents.
The Bantams' depth and
experience also showed through
on the eating greasy pork sandwiches out of a dirty ashtray
event, getting through three
oinkers each before a Bantam
boot.
Boat races and projectile
vomiting were a draw, and it all
came down to the final competition: beer goggling.
Traditionally the strong
suit for the Bantam beermen, it
proved to be the clincher in this
upset victory.
All five Bantams managed
to score, including John Thomas Johnson '93's hook up with
what Coach William Carter
termed, "One of the most heinous trolls I've seen in my fifteen years of coaching. I was
appalled. What a triumph!"
Third year starter Bob
Mackenzie '93, said, "This is a
great way to finish out our careers. This is an unbelievable
feeling. And it leaves something for the younger guys to
aspire to, like my brother, the
hoser," before collapsing in a
pool of his own vomit.
Mackenzie's brother
Doug, a sophomore, is expected
to lead the team next year, as
this year's entire starting five
face graduation, or at least
inelligibility.
The only injury in the
weekend's remarkably clean
competition was to Johnson,
who suffered a pulled groin
muscle attempting to extricate
himself from underneath his
beer-goggling conquest without
waking [her].

Jessee Field smoking big cigars
and making important decisions.
Firstly, the plans to relocate in the Hartford Civic Center were altered. Hoss boys took
one look at the field house and,
I quote here, "fell in love with
the place. Cold, dark, and room
enough for maybe a handful of
fans [the Arena Football attendance record is 23]. Hosswillbe
happy."
They also were impressed
with the potential for Cheerleaders found under the bleachers as
well. However, when pressed
to comment, none was forthcoming.
Hoss' boys also were impressed with the mighty Bantam Football squad. "Plenty of
Arena Football prospects here,"
commented one cigar chewing
observer during the 44-21 blowout of Amherst on Homecoming Weekend.
Trinity officials, recently
contacted by Hoss Henderson
about the possible alliance,

would not reveal their strategy. President Gerety stated,
"While on the one hand we
are glad to be considered
worthy of such a fine man as
Hoss Henderson, at the same
time we feel that it would
imprudent to be influenced
by his opinions. Sure, in the
end, we are happy to be the
subject of Hoss' interest, but
ultimately we reject such
scrutiny and comparison."
Speculation has run
rampant that Trinity will try
to atone for it's lack of an ice
skating facility by luring the
franchise onto campus. President Gerety would not comment on this allegation.
Student reaction has
varied. Said I. M. Mosely'94,
"I've always been a fan of
arena football, especially
Hoss Henderson's San Antonio team. I'd love it." However, Mike Hunt '96 noted,
"It seems to me like Trinity
might be selling ou. What
we need is archery facilities!"

Coast Guard, however,
fought back with two touchdowns late in the second quarFreshman back-up place ter, the second due to a Trinity
kicker John Smith '96 kicked an fumbled at their own 35.
82 yard field goal in the closing
In the third quarter,
seconds of Saturday's 21-20 vic- Trinity's offence could manage
tory over Coast Guard.
only a field goal, but the defense
The field goal was a record turned in a safety, and kept Coast
for Trinity, the NCAA, and in Guard out of the endzone.
fact, football in general.
However, two Cadet field
Smith, who until this gut- goals put them ahead 20-18.
wrenching seaAs the
sonfinalehadatclock ticked
tracted little atdown, everytention, proved
thing looked
his mettle under
bleak for the
pressure.
B a n t a m
gridders,
He had
whose drive
seen little playhad stalled at
ing this season as
the
Coast
understudy to
Guard 28.
Mark Adams
'94, who fin- Place-Kicker John Smith '96
With a
ished out the season with a forth-and-long situation, the
record of 15 field goals in 24 game seemed out of reach, but
attempts, and a pulled groin Coach Lester Hayes decided to
muscle.
try the long shot field goal
With 4:23 left in the first
And Smith was up to the
quarter, senior quarterback task.
AlvinBingercompletedaneight
His mammoth boot thunyard toss to Leon "Crazy Legs" dered through the uprights for
Umpire '95 deep in the endzone, the winning score, and in fact
and repeated the move on the continued on out of Jesse Field,
next drive.
o v e r Vernon Street, and into the
The conversion attempt living room of Kirk Dean Peters
was blocked due to a bad snap, on Allen Place.

